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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. China and the United States each appeal certain issues of law and legal interpretations developed in the Panel Report, *United States – Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Products from China*1 (Panel Report). The Panel was established2 to consider a complaint by China with respect to measures taken by the United States regarding the application of countervailing duties to imports from non-market economy (NME) countries, and the United States' failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in certain countervailing and anti-dumping duty investigations.3

1.2. The measure at issue in this dispute is Section 1 of US Public Law No. 112-994 (PL 112-99), introducing the new Section 701(f) of the United States Tariff Act of 19305 (US Tariff Act). Before the Panel, China also challenged the failure of the United States authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies in 26 countervailing duty investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012.6

1.3. The new Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act, which is established by Section 1 of PL 112-99, applies the countervailing duty provisions of the US Tariff Act to NME countries, except in cases where "the administering authority is unable to identify and measure subsidies provided by the government of the [NME] country or a public entity within the territory of the [NME] country because the economy of that country is essentially comprised of a single entity." Section 701(f) applies to countervailing duty proceedings initiated on or after 20 November 2006, as well as to all resulting actions by the US Customs and Border Protection and all relating civil actions, criminal proceedings, and other proceedings before a US federal court.7

---

2 At its meeting held on 17 December 2012, the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) established a panel pursuant to the request of China in document WT/DS449/2, in accordance with Article 6 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU). (Panel Report, para. 1.3)
3 See Request for the Establishment of a Panel by China, WT/DS449/2.
4 United States Public Law No. 112-99, An act to apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes, 126 Stat. 265 (13 March 2012) (Panel Exhibit CHI-1).
5 United States Code, Title 19, Chapter 4.
6 Panel Report, para. 3.2. See also ibid., para. 7.8.
7 Panel Report, para. 7.11.
1.4. China originally identified a broad set of claims and measures in its panel request, but eventually narrowed them down during the course of the Panel proceedings. China claimed before the Panel that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent, as such, with Articles X:1, X:2, and X:3(b) of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (GATT 1994). First, China claimed that Section 1 is inconsistent with the requirement in Article X:1 to publish "promptly", because it was "made effective" as of 20 November 2006, but was not published until 13 March 2012. Second, China claimed that Section 1 is inconsistent with Article X:2, because it is a measure of general application, which effects an "advance" in a rate of duty and imposes a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports, enforced by the United States prior to its official publication on 13 March 2012. Third, China claimed that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:3(b), because "it amends United States law retroactively and makes it applicable to judicial proceedings concerning administrative actions taken prior to its enactment".

1.5. China also claimed before the Panel that the United States failed to investigate and avoid double remedies in 26 countervailing duty investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012. According to China, the resulting countervailing duty measures, including any countervailing duties collected pursuant to their authority, are inconsistent with Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM Agreement).

1.6. On 15 March 2013, the United States submitted a request for a preliminary ruling challenging the consistency of certain aspects of China’s panel request with Article 6.2 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU). The United States argued that Parts C and D of China’s panel request regarding the failure of the US Department of Commerce (USDOC) to investigate and avoid double remedies fail to meet the requirement in Article 6.2 to “provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly”. And, thus, were not within the Panel’s terms of reference. In a letter to the Panel dated 25 March 2013, China indicated that it would not pursue the entirety of its claims in Part C, and some of its claims under Part D, so that its only remaining claims under Part D were those under Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement. The Panel issued its Preliminary Ruling on China’s original claims included:

a. Section 1 of PL 112-99, including the new Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act that it establishes, is inconsistent, as such, with Articles X:1, X:2, X:3(a), and X:3(b) of the GATT 1994;
b. Section 2 of PL 112-99 amending Section 777A of the US Tariff Act is inconsistent, as such, with Article X:3(a) of the GATT 1994;
c. the United States lacks the legal authority to identify and avoid double remedies in respect of certain investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012, and is thereby prevented in all such investigations and reviews from ensuring that the imposition of countervailing duties is consistent with Articles 10, 15, 19, 21, and 32 of the SCM Agreement and Article VI of the GATT 1994, and from ensuring that the imposition of anti-dumping duties in the associated anti-dumping investigations and reviews is consistent with Articles 9 and 11 of the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (Anti-Dumping Agreement) and Article VI of the GATT 1994; and
d. the United States failed to investigate and avoid double remedies in certain investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012; that the resulting countervailing duty measures, including any countervailing duties collected pursuant to their authority, are inconsistent with Articles 10, 15, 19, 21, and 32 of the SCM Agreement and Article VI of the GATT 1994; and that the associated anti-dumping measures in each such instance, including any anti-dumping duties collected pursuant to their authority, are inconsistent with Articles 9 and 11 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement and Article VI of the GATT 1994.

(Preliminary Ruling by the Panel of 7 May 2013, contained in document WT/DS449/4)
7 May 2013, prior to the filing of the first written submissions of the parties\(^{17}\), and circulated it to Members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on 7 June 2013. In its Preliminary Ruling, which forms an integral part of the Panel Report\(^{18}\), the Panel found that:

a. in the light of China’s representation that it would not pursue certain claims\(^{19}\), the Panel declined to rule on whether the panel request was consistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU insofar as it relates to those claims; and

b. the general references to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement contained in Part D of the panel request are consistent with the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU, on the basis that the general references warrant the inference that the obligations at issue are those contained in Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement, and the United States had not established that Part D of the panel request failed to "plainly connect" the challenged measures with those obligations.\(^{20}\)

1.7. The Panel Report was circulated to WTO Members on 27 March 2014. With respect to China’s claims under Article X of the GATT 1994 concerning Section 1 of PL 112-99, the Panel found that:

a. the United States did not act inconsistently with Article X:1 of the GATT 1994, because Section 1 was "made effective" by the United States on 13 March 2012 (and not on 20 November 2006), and published on the same day;

b. although, through Section 1(b) and relevant determinations or actions made or taken by the United States between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 in respect of imports from China, the United States enforced Section 1 before it had been officially published, the United States did not act inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, because Section 1 does not "effect[] an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or impos[e] a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports"; and

c. the United States did not act inconsistently with Article X:3(b) of the GATT 1994, because that provision, which requires that administrative agencies implement and be governed by decisions of the tribunals maintained to review their administrative action relating to customs matters, does not prohibit a Member from taking legislative action in the nature of Section 1 of PL 112-99.\(^{21}\)

1.8. With respect to China’s claims under the SCM Agreement concerning the United States’ alleged failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in 26 investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012, the Panel found that:

a. in respect of one proceeding (Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks From the People’s Republic of China\(^{22}\)), China failed to demonstrate that the measure fell within the description of its claim as set out in its panel request and, in any event, failed to demonstrate that the United States acted inconsistently with Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement or, consequently, Articles 10 or 32.1 of the SCM Agreement; and

b. in the other 25 proceedings\(^{23}\), the United States acted inconsistently with Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement and, consequently, Articles 10 and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement, by virtue of the USDOC’s concurrent imposition of countervailing duties and anti-dumping

---

\(^{17}\) Panel Report, para. 7.3.

\(^{18}\) Panel Report, para. 6.6 (referring to Preliminary Ruling, para. 4.3). See also ibid., para. 7.5.

\(^{19}\) China’s letter to the Panel dated 25 March 2013, pp. 1-2. These abandoned claims include Part C of China’s panel request in its entirety, and the references in Part D to Articles 15 and 21 of the SCM Agreement, Article VI of the GATT 1994, and Articles 9 and 11 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement.

\(^{20}\) Panel Report, para. 8.1.a; Preliminary Ruling, para. 4.2.

\(^{21}\) Panel Report, para. 8.1.b.

\(^{22}\) USDCC, Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks From the People’s Republic of China: Initiation of Countervailing Duty Investigation, C-570-984, United States Federal Register, Vol. 77, No. 59 (27 March 2012), pp. 18211-18215 (Panel Exhibit USA-125).

\(^{23}\) These investigations and reviews at issue are identified in paragraph 7.355 of the Panel Report.
duties calculated on the basis of an NME methodology on the same products, without having investigated, either in the countervailing duty investigations and reviews or in the parallel anti-dumping investigations and reviews, whether double remedies arose from such concurrent duties.\textsuperscript{24}

1.9. Pursuant to Article 19.1 of the DSU, the Panel then recommended that the United States bring the investigations and reviews identified in paragraph 7.355 of the Panel Report, excluding the investigation of Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks from the People's Republic of China, into conformity with its obligations under the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{25}

1.10. On 8 April 2014, China notified the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB), pursuant to Articles 16.4 and 17 of the DSU, of its intention to appeal certain issues of law covered in the Panel Report and certain legal interpretations developed by the Panel and filed a Notice of Appeal\textsuperscript{26} and an appellant's submission pursuant to Rule 20 and Rule 21, respectively, of the Working Procedures for Appellate Review\textsuperscript{27} (Working Procedures).

1.11. China's appeal in this dispute was filed simultaneously with the appeal by the United States of the panel report in a different dispute, namely, \textit{China – Measures Related to the Exportation of Rare Earths, Tungsten, and Molybdenum (China – Rare Earths)} (DS431).\textsuperscript{28} In a letter dated 9 April 2014, the Chairman of the Appellate Body explained to the parties to this dispute, as well as to the parties to the \textit{China – Rare Earths} (DS431; DS432; DS433\textsuperscript{29}) disputes, that, in the past, the Appellate Body had attributed appeal numbers sequentially based on the date and time of receipt of the Notice of Appeal. Given the unprecedented situation of simultaneous filings of appeals, however, the Appellate Body Chair invited the parties in these disputes to provide their views, by 10 April 2014, as to the considerations relevant to the Appellate Body's determination of how to allocate appeal numbers AB-2014-3 and AB-2014-4 between the two appeals in \textit{US – Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures (China)} (DS449) and \textit{China – Rare Earths} (DS431).

1.12. On 10 April 2014, the Appellate Body received comments from China, the European Union, Japan, and the United States. On the same day, the Appellate Body Chair sent a letter to the parties to this dispute and to the \textit{China – Rare Earths} (DS431; DS432; DS433) disputes informing them that, having given careful consideration to their submissions, the Appellate Body had determined that, in the face of the unprecedented situation of simultaneous appeals, the Appellate Body's usual manner of assigning such numbers – according to the sequence in which they were appealed – was not available. The Appellate Body underlined the necessity of assigning an appeal number to each appeal before the Appellate Body Members constituting the respective divisions could be selected. The Appellate Body recalled, in this connection, that Rule 6(2) of the Working Procedures calls for the Members constituting a division to be selected taking into account, \textit{inter alia}, "the principles of random selection [and] unpredictability". The Appellate Body expressed the view that, in order to ensure respect for these principles, in the specific circumstances of a simultaneous filing of two appeals, the appeal numbers should be assigned to each dispute by means of a random draw. To this end, the Appellate Body invited the parties to this dispute and to the \textit{China – Rare Earths} (DS431; DS432; DS433) disputes to the Appellate Body Secretariat on Friday, 11 April 2014, in order to witness the assignment of appeal numbers to the appeals in DS449 and DS431 through a random draw. The Appellate Body Chair also adverted, in his letter, to the Appellate Body's regret at the unfortunate circumstances that had led to this situation, and to the need for parties to WTO disputes to coordinate, communicate, and cooperate amongst themselves, as well as with the Appellate Body and the Appellate Body Secretariat, in the planning, filing, and conduct of their appeals.

\textsuperscript{24} Panel Report, para. 8.1.c.
\textsuperscript{25} Panel Report, para. 8.3.
\textsuperscript{26} WT/DS449/6 (attached as Annex 1 to this Report).
\textsuperscript{27} WT/AB/WP/6, 16 August 2010.
\textsuperscript{28} WT/DS431/R, 26 March 2014.
\textsuperscript{29} The panel report in DS431 (complaint by the United States) was circulated together with the panel reports in DS432 (complaint by the European Union) and DS433 (complaint by Japan) in the form of a single document constituting three separate panel reports. China subsequently appealed the panel reports in DS432 and DS433 on 25 April 2014.
1.13. On Friday, 11 April 2014, a random draw was held at the Appellate Body Secretariat in the presence of the parties to this dispute and to the China – Rare Earths (DS431; DS432; DS433) disputes. As a result of this draw, the appeal initiated by the United States in China – Rare Earths (DS431) was assigned appeal number AB-2014-3, and the appeal by China in US – Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures (China) (DS449) was assigned appeal number AB-2014-4.

1.14. Also on 11 April 2014, the United States requested an extension for the filing of the relevant documents for an other appeal pursuant to Rule 16(2) of the Working Procedures on account of "exceptional circumstances", particularly: (i) the filing of China's Notice of Appeal and appellant submission 12 days after the circulation of the Panel Report in this dispute (DS449); (ii) the simultaneous filing of the appeals in this dispute and in China – Rare Earths (DS431); and (iii) the granting of an extension to China to file its Notice of Other Appeal in China – Rare Earths (DS431). On 14 April 2014, the Appellate Body Division hearing this appeal issued a Procedural Ruling extending the time-period for the United States to file its Notice of Other Appeal and other appellant's submission to 17 April 2014. The Division also extended the deadlines for the filing of the appellees' submissions to 1 May 2014 and the third participants' submissions to 5 May 2014. The Division based its decision on Rule 16(1) and (2) of the Working Procedures.

1.15. On 16 April 2014, Japan requested the Appellate Body, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Working Procedures, to extend the date for the filing of the third participants’ submission to 7 May 2014, because the original deadline fell within a holiday period in Japan. On 24 April 2014, the Division denied Japan's request on the ground that the difficulties that Japan could encounter in finalizing its submission during this period did not constitute "exceptional circumstances" that would result in a "manifest unfairness" within the meaning of Rule 16(2) of the Working Procedures.

1.16. On 17 April 2014, the United States notified the DSB, pursuant to Articles 16.4 and 17 of the DSU, of its intention to appeal certain issues of law covered in the Panel Report and certain legal interpretations developed by the Panel and filed a Notice of Other Appeal and an other appellant's submission pursuant to Rule 23 of the Working Procedures. On 30 April 2014, China and the United States each filed an appellee's submission. On 5 May 2014, Australia, the European Union, and Japan each filed a third participant's submission. Canada, India, and Turkey (on 5 May 2014), Russia (on 12 May 2014), and Viet Nam (on 13 May 2014) each indicated its intention to appeal at the oral hearing as a third participant.

1.17. The oral hearing in this appeal was held on 15 and 16 May 2014. The participants and third participants Australia and Japan made opening statements. The participants and third participants responded to questions posed by the Members of the Division hearing the appeal.

2 ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTICIPANTS AND THIRD PARTICIPANTS

2.1 Claims of error by China – Appellant

2.1. China claims that the Panel erred in the interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, because it concluded that the relevant baseline of comparison under ArticleX:2 is any "established and uniform practice" of a government agency, and in finding that Section 1 of PL 112-99 does not effect an "advance" in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an "established and uniform practice", or impose a "new or more burdensome" requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports in relation to this established and uniform practice. Moreover, China claims that the Panel acted inconsistently with Article 11 of the DSU in its determination of the meaning of US municipal law, and in finding that the USDOC practice of applying US countervailing duty law to imports from China as an NME country was "presumptively lawful". China requests the Appellate Body to reverse the Panel's finding that the United States
did not act inconsistently with Article X:2 and to complete the analysis and find, instead, that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.\textsuperscript{37}

\subsection*{2.1.1 Interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994}

2.2. China takes issue with the Panel's interpretation that the "practice" of a government agency must be the baseline of comparison for determining whether a newly published measure of general application effects an "advance" in a rate of duty or imposes a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports. In China's view, there is no genuine interpretative support for the aforementioned conclusion.\textsuperscript{38}

2.3. China argues that the Panel erred in finding that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" defines the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, because, based on its ordinary meaning and its location within the first clause of Article X:2, it is clear that this phrase qualifies the immediately preceding reference to "measure[s] of general application ... effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports". China claims that it does not follow from the meaning of the term "advance" that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" defines the relevant baseline of comparison for purposes of determining whether a measure effects an "advance in a rate of duty". There is no textual, interpretative, or grammatical basis for this phrase to refer to the baseline or define the relevant prior rate against which the impugned measure could be compared. China believes that doing so would amount to inserting words into Article X:2 that are simply not there.

2.4. In China's view, the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" describes a further characteristic of the measure that is being challenged and, in particular, how the measure must effect an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports – namely, "under an established and uniform practice". China observes that this was also the understanding of the panel in \textit{EC – IT Products}, which found that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" modifies both "advance in a rate of duty" and "other charge on imports", and means that these must be applied in the whole customs territory ("uniform") and that its application should be on a secure basis ("established").\textsuperscript{39}

2.5. China notes that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" reads in French "\textit{en vertu d'usages établis et uniformes}" and in Spanish "\textit{en virtud del uso establecido y uniforme}". China points out that "\textit{en vertu de}" and "\textit{en virtud de}" can be translated into English as "by virtue of" or "as consequence of". The term "by virtue of" also suggests that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" describes how the measure of general application must effect an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, in order to fall within the scope of Article X:2.\textsuperscript{40}

2.6. According to China, "[t]he baselessness of the Panel majority's interpretation is further demonstrated by the fact that the phrase 'under an established and uniform practice' has no textual connection to the second category of measures described by Article X:2, namely those measures of general application that 'impos[e] a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor'.\textsuperscript{41} Instead, China contends, "the Panel appears to have concluded, without any interpretative basis whatsoever, that the phrase 'under an established and uniform practice' in the first clause of Article X:2 also serves to define the relevant baseline of comparison for the types of measures described by the second clause of Article X:2."\textsuperscript{42} In China's view, this "makes no sense on its face", because, if the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" were meant to serve as the relevant baseline of

\textsuperscript{37} China's appellant's submission, paras. 69 and 175.
\textsuperscript{38} China's appellant's submission, para. 28.
\textsuperscript{39} China's appellant's submission, para. 34 (referring to Panel Reports, \textit{EC – IT Products}, paras. 7.1116, 7.1119, and 7.1120).
\textsuperscript{40} China's appellant's submission, para. 35.
\textsuperscript{41} China's appellant's submission, para. 38.
\textsuperscript{42} China's appellant's submission, para. 38. (fn omitted)
comparison under Article X:2 for both categories of measures, then it would not be attached grammatically to only one of the two types of measures that Article X:2 encompasses.  

2.7. According to China, the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 can only be discerned by interpreting Article X:2 in its context and in the light of the object and purpose of the GATT 1994. The "common thread" among the provisions of Article X is the requirement of publication of measures that serve to inform governments and traders of the rates, requirements, and restrictions that the importing Member will apply to different types of trade-related conduct.  

2.8. China claims that, within the structure of Article X, the types of measures subject to Article X:2 are a subset of the types of measures that a Member is required to publish promptly under Article X:1, and that, prior to the official publication of any measure subject to Article X:2, the previously applicable rate or requirement was necessarily one set forth in a measure of general application published in accordance to Article X:1. According to China, the relevant baseline to determine whether a measure of general application effects an advance in a rate of duty or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement is provided by the measure of general application that a Member is required to publish under Article X:1. Therefore, a newly published measure of general application effects an "advance" in a rate of duty or imposes a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports in relation to this baseline. 

2.9. This conclusion follows from the context of Article X as a whole and from the basic principles of notice and due process that Article X embodies. China observes that the principle of due process is fundamental to the security and predictability of the multilateral trading system. China further remarks that, in this way, Article X:2 ensures that governments and traders can rely upon published measures of general application, knowing that they will not be subjected to additional or more burdensome rates, requirements, or restrictions until the importing Member publishes a new measure of general application. 

2.10. In addition to the claim that the Panel erred in identifying the baseline of comparison under Article X:2, China alleges that the Panel erred in identifying the point in time when the comparison between the measure at issue and the baseline of prior rates and requirements and restrictions is to be made. China contends that the Panel erred in considering that the comparison under Article X:2 should be made in relation to the rates, requirements, and restrictions that existed prior to the enactment of the measure at issue, and argues that such comparison should be made in relation to the rates, requirements, and restrictions that existed prior to the enforcement of the measure at issue. China points out that Article X:2 is concerned with the enforcement of certain types of measures prior to their official publication, and that it is at the time of enforcement, not enactment, that the expectations of traders and governments are adversely affected by the failure to provide public notice of the relevant measure effecting such a change. 

2.11. In this dispute, China observes that the Panel found that Section 1 of PL 112-99 was enforced as of 20 November 2006, and contends that, in the light of that finding, the Panel should have compared the rates, requirements, and restrictions effected by the measure at issue in relation to those that existed prior to November 2006. China notes that this would be true even under the Panel's erroneous conclusion that the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 is any "established and uniform practice". 

2.12. In China's view, the Panel's interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison in Article X:2 is inconsistent with the object and purpose of ensuring the security and predictability of the multilateral trading system. China contends that the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2 as requiring a comparison of the measure at issue with an established and uniform practice would render Article X:2 inutile. In China's view, if the baseline of comparison was "an established and uniform practice", then Article X:2 would be deprived of its useful effect, because a Member could escape the obligation in Article X:2 by enforcing a measure through an established and uniform
practice before enacting it, so that it could no longer be considered an "advance in a rate of duty". In other words, the act of enforcing a measure of general application before publication, which is what Article X:2 prohibits, "would constitute proof that no violation of Article X:2 has occurred".49

2.13. China argues that an "absurd result" of the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2 would be that "the only circumstance in which Article X:2 could be violated is if a Member were to publish a measure of general application that retroactively increases rates of duty or imposes new or more burdensome requirements or restrictions on imports, without any prior 'practice' of applying those rates, restrictions, or requirements".50 In China's view, while a measure that retroactively increases the rates of duty "out of the blue" is undoubtedly a violation of Article X:2, this is by no means the only circumstance in which Article X:2 can be violated according to its terms.51 China contends that, "[b]y severing any connection between Article X:2 and previously published measures of general application, the Panel majority's interpretation of Article X:2 would make it impossible for governments and traders ... to engage in trade with the importing Member on a secure and predictable basis."52

2.14. Finally, China remarks that the absurdity of the interpretation adopted by the Panel majority is illustrated by question No. 94 that the Panel posed following the second substantive meeting with the parties.53 Question No. 94 posits a hypothetical scenario where, on 1 January 2013, country A's customs authorities start collecting duties on a product at the rate of 2x%, although the published rate is x%. On 1 June 2013, country A's Minister of Finance signs an order to raise the duty on this product to 2x% with an effective date of 1 January 2013. In China's view, not to find a violation of Article X:2 under the hypothetical facts of question No. 94, because country A had an "established and uniform practice" of collecting duties at 2x%, would mean that the conduct that Article X:2 seeks to prohibit – i.e. the enforcement of a measure of general application effecting an advance in a rate of duty prior to its official publication – would constitute a basis for finding that there was no violation of Article X:2. Moreover, China contends that the hypothetical facts of question No. 94 demonstrate not only that an agency's practice cannot serve as the baseline of comparison under Article X:2, but also that the relevant point in time to undertake such comparison is the date of enforcement of the measure, not its date of enactment.54

2.15. In respect of the application of Article X:2 to the facts of this dispute, China contends that, having misinterpreted Article X:2, the Panel then erred in finding that: (i) Section 1 does not effect an "advance" in a rate of duty or other charge on imports in relation to an "established and uniform practice", which according to the Panel was the USDOC's practice of applying countervailing duties to NME countries55; and (ii) Section 1 does not impose a "new or more burdensome" requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports in relation to this established and uniform practice.56 China, thus, claims that the Panel erred in finding that the United States did not act inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, notwithstanding the Panel's finding that the United States had enforced Section 1 prior to the date of its official publication.57 Consequently, China claims that, because the Panel's findings concerning the consistency of
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49 China's appellant's submission, para. 56.
50 China's appellant's submission, para. 57.
51 China's appellant's submission, para. 58.
52 China's appellant's submission, para. 66.
53 Panel question No. 94 reads:
Assume that Country A's unbound tariff rate on a certain product is x%, and that it has been published properly in its official gazette. On January 1, 2013, Country A's customs authorities start collecting customs duties on this product at the rate of 2x%, although the published tariff rate is x%, and in spite of protests by importers of the product in question. On June 1, 2013, Country A's Minister of Finance signs an order to raise the duty on this product to 2x% with an effective date of January 1, 2013. The order, which is within his authority under the laws of Country A, is published promptly on the same day that it was signed. Would Country A’s actions be consistent with GATT Articles X:1 and X:2?
54 China's appellant's submission, para. 68 (referring to Panel Report, paras. 7.189–7.191).
55 China's appellant's submission, para. 68 (referring to Panel Report, paras. 7.206–7.208).
56 China's appellant's submission, para. 68 (referring to Panel Report, para. 8.1.b.ii).
Section 1 of PL 112-99 with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 were based on the Panel's misinterpretation of that provision, the Appellate Body must reverse these findings.57

2.1.2 Article 11 of the DSU

2.16. In support of its claim under Article 11 of the DSU, China argues, first, that the Panel did not apply the standard set out by Appellate Body jurisprudence for determining the meaning of municipal law.58 In China's view, the failure to apply this standard would "constitute an error of law under Article 11, just as the failure to apply the correct standard of review constitutes an error of law".59 According to China, the Panel should have examined the relevant provisions of the US Tariff Act, including the text of Section 1 of PL 112-99 in relation to the prior version of the US Tariff Act that it amended. China contends that "[t]he Panel majority's failure to examine the text of the relevant legal instruments would clearly be material to the validity and objectivity of its findings".60

2.17. Moreover, China takes issue with the Panel's conclusion that an agency's "practice or interpretation" is "presumptively lawful" unless and until a domestic court issues a final, non-appealable order directing the agency to cease that practice or interpretation. In China's view, "[t]he Panel majority's rule of 'presumptive lawfulness' amounted to a reversal of the burden of proof, [as it] absolve[d] the United States of its obligation to rebut the prima facie case that China had established."61 On this basis, China requests the Appellate Body to reverse these findings and not rely on them for the purpose of completing the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

2.18. Finally, China contends that the Panel failed to acknowledge that, on the basis of the text of the relevant legal instruments, China had established a prima facie case that prior US municipal law did not provide for the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. In China's view, "[t]he Panel majority's rule of 'presumptive lawfulness' amounted to a reversal of the burden of proof, [as it] absolve[d] the United States of its obligation to rebut the prima facie case that China had established."62 On this basis, China requests the Appellate Body to reverse these findings and not rely on them for the purpose of completing the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

2.19. China observes that the United States may contend on appeal that the Panel majority's finding that the USDOC's "practice" was "presumptively lawful" as of the date of enactment of Section 1 is somehow relevant to the Appellate Body's completion of the analysis under a correct interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. China disagrees with any such characterization of the Panel's findings – in paragraphs 7.158–7.186 of the Panel Report – and argues that, if the Appellate Body were to conclude that the Panel made any findings relating to the status of prior US municipal law, it would need to reverse these findings based on the Panel's failure to comply with Article 11 of the DSU.63

2.1.3 China's request for completion of the analysis

2.20. China requests the Appellate Body to complete the analysis and find that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. In particular, China considers that the Appellate Body should examine whether Section 1 had any of the effects described in Article X:2 in relation to prior US municipal law, as set forth in the published measures of general application. In order to complete the analysis, the Appellate Body should rely on the Panel's factual findings or

57 China's appellant's submission, para. 69 (referring to Appellate Body Reports, US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China), para. 340; US – Softwood Lumber IV, para. 121; and India – Additional Import Duties, para. 182).
59 China's appellant's submission, para. 93 (quoting Appellate Body Reports, US – Countervailing Investigation on DRAMS, para. 187; and US – Continued Suspension, para. 615).
60 China's appellant's submission, para. 94.
61 China's appellant's submission, para. 95 (quoting Panel Report, para. 7.165).
62 China's appellant's submission, para. 95 (referring to Panel Reports, US – 1916 Act (EC), para. 6.51; and EC – Trademarks and Geographical Indications (Australia), para. 7.106).
63 China's appellant's submission, para. 97.
64 China's appellant's submission, paras. 89 and 90.
undisputed facts in the Panel record to determine whether Section 1 effected an "advance" in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an "established and uniform practice" or imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports from China. China notes that, as the Panel found that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is a "measure of general application" taken by the United States, and that the United States "enforced" this measure prior to its official publication, "there is no need for the Appellate Body to examine those elements of China's claim under Article X:2".  

2.21. According to China, completing the analysis will require the Appellate Body to examine the text of the measure at issue – Section 1 of PL 112-99 – in relation to the rates, requirements, and restrictions that were previously applicable under US law as set forth in the published measures of general application. In China's view, "[t]his is ... a determination as to the meaning of U.S. municipal law prior to the enforcement of Section 1 as of 20 November 2006." It is in relation to this baseline of prior municipal law that the Appellate Body should evaluate whether Section 1 effected an "advance" in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, or imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports from China.

2.22. China argues that the Panel made no findings concerning the relationship between Section 1 and the rates, requirements, and restrictions that were applicable to imports from China pursuant to the published measures of general application prior to the enforcement of Section 1. Rather, based on its erroneous conclusion regarding the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2, the Panel considered that its application of Article X:2 required two principal inquiries: (i) whether the USDOC had an "established and uniform practice" of applying countervailing duties to imports from China prior to the enactment of Section 1; and (ii) whether this practice, if it existed, was "lawful" under the municipal law of the United States at the time that Section 1 was enacted.

2.23. According to China, in determining whether the USDOC's practice was lawful before the enactment of Section 1, the Panel considered that, absent a determination that certain agency practice has been judicially determined to be unlawful by a domestic court, that agency practice should be regarded as "presumptively lawful". In China's view, under the rule of "presumptive lawfulness", the Panel made clear that, "even if an examination of the text of Section 1 led to the conclusion that it added something to United States [countervailing duty (CVD)] law that it did not already contain", and even if it 'could be inferred from this that USDOC's relevant practice rested on an incorrect interpretation of United States CVD law as it stood at the time', the Panel majority would nonetheless accept the USDOC's 'practice' as the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2. The Panel's analysis of whether the USDOC's practice was "lawful", and its finding that it was "presumptively lawful", are "inextricably bound up" with its erroneous interpretation of Article X:2. Thus, China requests the Appellate Body to declare the Panel's findings in paragraphs 7.158 through 7.186 of the Panel Report, moot and of no legal effect.

2.24. China indicates that, although the Panel majority did not make factual findings concerning the effects of Section 1 in relation to the rates, requirements, and restrictions established under prior US municipal law as of the date of enforcement, the undisputed facts in the Panel record provide more than a sufficient basis for the Appellate Body to complete the analysis. China notes that these undisputed facts lead to the same result whether the comparison is made as of the date on which Section 1 was enforced (20 November 2006), or as of the date on which it was enacted and officially published (13 March 2012). The undisputed facts in the Panel record lead to the same result regardless of the date, "because U.S. law, as set forth in published measures of general
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68 China's appellant's submission, para. 83 (quoting Panel Report, para. 7.165).
69 China's appellant's submission, para. 85 (quoting Panel Report, para. 7.184).
70 China's appellant's submission, para. 88.
71 China's appellant's submission, paras. 74 and 75. China argues that the Panel majority undertook no analysis of the text of Section 1 in relation to the previously published measure of general application that it amended, and the Panel majority's findings concerning the "lawfulness" of the USDOC's "relevant practice or interpretation" will not assist the Appellate Body in its completion of the analysis. (Ibid., para. 74)
application, did not provide for the application of countervailing duties to imports from [NMEs] at any point prior to the enactment and official publication of Section 1.\textsuperscript{73}

2.25. China maintains that an evaluation of whether Section 1 had either or both of the types of effects described in Article X:2 must begin with an examination of the text of Section 1 in relation to the text of the prior law that it amends. Section 1, by its terms, amends the prior version of Section 701 of the US Tariff Act (i.e. the provision of US law relating to the application of countervailing duties). In China’s view, an examination of the text of both legal instruments reveals that, "[i]f the purpose of P.L. 112-99 was 'to apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to [NME] countries', it must be the case that those provisions previously did not apply to [NMEs], at any point in time."\textsuperscript{74}

2.26. China highlights that this is further supported by the text and structure of the new Section 701(f), which establishes that countervailing duties "shall be imposed" on imports from NME countries pursuant to the USDOC’s general countervailing duty authority under Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act.\textsuperscript{75} Moreover, the introduction of an express exception to this provision further supports the view that US countervailing duty law did not previously apply to imports from NME countries. In this respect, China observes that, "[i]f subsection 701(a) had 'always' provided for the application of countervailing duties to imports from [NME] countries, as the United States repeatedly contended before the Panel, then the only new provision of law established by Section 1 ... would have been the 'exception' for economies 'essentially comprised of a single entity'."\textsuperscript{76} China adds that "[t]he final – and conclusive – textual element of Section 1 in relation to the prior provision of law that it amended is its expressly retroactive effective date".\textsuperscript{77} In China’s view, "[t]he only conceivable purpose for making a statutory amendment retroactive is to change the law as it existed in the past."\textsuperscript{78}

2.27. China argues that these textual elements of PL 112-99 are sufficient to establish a \textit{prima facie} case that Section 1 has the types of effects described by Article X:2. Regarding the first type of measure encompassed by Article X:2, Section 1 "effect[ed] an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice", because it subjected imports from China to the imposition of countervailing duties, when previously those imports were not subject to those duties under US law as long as China was designated as an NME country. China further contends that PL 112-99 also imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports because, contrary to the situation prior to the enforcement of Section 1, it makes imports from NME countries subject to the initiation and conduct of countervailing duty investigations, as well as to the potential imposition of countervailing duties.\textsuperscript{79}

2.28. China asserts that the United States' only response to China's \textit{prima facie} case before the Panel was that "Section 1 did no more than 'clarify' what Section 701 of the Tariff Act had 'always' meant."\textsuperscript{80} China considers that the United States' "clarification" theory, even if proven, would not have rebutted China's \textit{prima facie} case. This is because "the enactment and official publication of Section 1 had a 'demonstrable link' with the imposition of countervailing duties on imports of products from China (i.e. an 'advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports')".\textsuperscript{81} The "demonstrable link" between Section 1 and the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from China is that PL 112-99 was enacted "in direct response" to the 2011 decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) in the GPX International Tire Corporation case\textsuperscript{82} (GPX V).\textsuperscript{83}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{73} China's appellant's submission, para. 100.
\item \textsuperscript{74} China's appellant's submission, para. 104.
\item \textsuperscript{75} China's appellant's submission, para. 105.
\item \textsuperscript{76} China's appellant's submission, para. 106. (emphasis original)
\item \textsuperscript{77} China's appellant's submission, para. 108.
\item \textsuperscript{78} China's appellant's submission, para. 109.
\item \textsuperscript{79} China's appellant's submission, paras. 110-112.
\item \textsuperscript{80} China's appellant's submission, para. 113.
\item \textsuperscript{81} China's appellant's submission, para. 116 (referring to Panel Reports, \textit{EC – IT Products, para. 7.1105}).
\item \textsuperscript{82} United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, GPX International Tire Corporation v. United States, 666 F.3d 732 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (Panel Exhibit CHI-6).
\item \textsuperscript{83} China’s appellant's submission, paras. 117 and 118.
\end{itemize}
2.29. In China's view, the 2012 decision of the CAFC in *GPX VI* \(^{84}\) further supports this position as it "made clear that the only reason for altering the outcome of *GPX V* was the intervening enactment of P.L. 112-99 by Congress". \(^{85}\) China contends that, in any event, the United States failed to prove its "clarification theory" because it did not demonstrate that the facts and circumstances under which US courts have considered particular Congressional enactments to constitute "clarifying" legislation were present in the case of Section 1. \(^{86}\) Notwithstanding the failure of the United States to sustain its burden of proof, China argues that PL 112-99 bears none of the indicia that the courts have treated as crucial hallmarks of "clarificatory legislation". \(^{87}\)

2.30. In addition, China claims that its *prima facie* case, based on the text of relevant legal instruments, is confirmed by other sources of US municipal law. Although China argues that the Appellate Body should complete the analysis based on the text of the relevant US legal instruments, because a contrary approach could amount to a reversal of the burden of proof, China adds that other sources of US municipal law confirm what is evident on the face of the legislation itself. China asserts that there are undisputed facts in the Panel record relating to two of these additional sources of US municipal law: "evidence of the consistent application of such laws", and "the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws". \(^{88}\)

2.31. China indicates that, in its 1986 decision in *Georgetown Steel Corporation v. United States* \(^{89}\) (*Georgetown Steel*), the CAFC reviewed the history and purpose of the US trade remedy laws and concluded that the countervailing duty provisions of these laws do not apply to imports from NME countries. According to China, in *Georgetown Steel*, the CAFC agreed with the USDOC that, in an NME country, the government is incapable of conferring subsidies in the sense of US countervailing duty law. \(^{90}\)

2.32. Moreover, China maintains that, between 1986 and 2006, the US Congress "clearly understood" that the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries would require Congress to amend the US Tariff Act. \(^{91}\) After the CAFC's decision in *Georgetown Steel*, Congress considered on several occasions the enactment of new legislation to permit the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. None of these initiatives, however, resulted in the enactment of new legislation. \(^{92}\) In particular, China observes that, in connection with the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 \(^{93}\), the US House of Representatives passed a bill that would have amended the US Tariff Act to provide that US countervailing duty law would henceforth apply to imports from NME countries. The US Senate, however, did not pass a corresponding provision. As a result, the legislation that Congress finally enacted into law did not provide the USDOC with authority to apply countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. \(^{94}\) China adds that, in connection with the passage of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act in 1994, Congress once again referred to the CAFC's decision in *Georgetown Steel* and "noted that it stood for 'the reasonable proposition that the [countervailing duty] law cannot be applied to imports from [NME] countries'". \(^{95}\) In China's view, the US Congress provided no indication that it disagreed with the decision in *Georgetown Steel*, or that it had any intention of changing existing US trade remedy laws to permit the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries.
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\(^{85}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 119 (referring to *GPX VI*, p. 1310).
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\(^{90}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 137 (referring to *Georgetown Steel*, p. 1316).

\(^{91}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 165.

\(^{92}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 141.


\(^{94}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 142.

2.33. Regarding "evidence of the consistent application" of US municipal law, China argues that the undisputed facts in the Panel record demonstrate that, prior to 20 November 2006, the USDOC did not apply countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. For instance, in 1998, the USDOC promulgated a set of countervailing duty regulations to implement the Uruguay Round Agreements Act, where, citing the decision in Georgetown Steel, the USDOC stated that it would only apply countervailing duties to subsidies conferred after the date on which the USDOC designated a particular country as a market economy. In addition, China notes that, in October 2006, anti-dumping and countervailing duty petitions were filed with the USDOC concerning coated free sheet (CFS) paper from China. According to China, the USDOC initiated the countervailing duty investigation in CFS paper from China (CFS Paper) on 20 November 2006 and subsequently issued a final affirmative countervailing duty order, notwithstanding its inconsistency with existing US law, in particular, with the decision in Georgetown Steel and the USDOC's 1998 Countervailing Duty Regulations.

2.34. China further contends that there is no evidence in the Panel record demonstrating a "consistent application" by the USDOC of US countervailing duty law. Indeed, "looking at the period from 1986 to 2012, the USDOC applied the Tariff Act in an inconsistent manner: in the 20-year period from 1986 to 2006, it did not apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act to imports from [NME] countries" and "in the six-year period from 2006 to 2012 it changed course and began to apply [them]."

2.35. China further submits that the USDOC's decision to begin applying countervailing duties to imports from China resulted in a wave of joint anti-dumping and countervailing duty petitions directed against Chinese products, which were challenged in US courts by China and other interested parties. China points out that the first of these challenges decided by the CAFC was the GPX V decision issued in 2011, where it "reaffirmed its prior holding in Georgetown Steel that the Tariff Act did not permit the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from countries that the United States designates as [NMEs]." Subsequently, the US Congress enacted PL 112-99 on 13 March 2012 to create a new Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act, which provides that countervailing duties "shall be imposed" on imports from NME countries subject to the exception for imports from countries whose economies are "essentially comprised of a single entity". One day after the enactment of PL 112-99, the CAFC issued a letter to the parties in the GPX litigation directing them "to make submissions commenting on the impact of this legislation on further proceedings in this case." On 9 May 2012, while the case was still pending before it, the CAFC issued its decision in GPX VI. According to China, in GPX VI, the CAFC restated its prior holding in GPX V that, prior to Section 1, "countervailing duties [could not] be applied to goods from NME countries", and ultimately concluded that PL 112-99 could be applied retroactively to sustain the imposition of countervailing duties on the products at issue.

2.36. China observes that, following the CAFC's decision in GPX VI, there remained certain unresolved issues concerning the constitutionality of Section 1, which were challenged by interested Chinese parties. In particular, China points out that the issue of whether the GPX V decision was an authoritative statement of US law prior to the enactment of Section 1 was
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resolved by the CAFC in Guangdong Wireking Housewares & Hardware Co. Ltd. v. United States (Wireking), a "decision" issued on 18 March 2014. China asserts that, in Wireking, the CAFC rejected the proposition that its decision in GPX V was not an authoritative statement of US law prior to the enactment of Section 1.\(^{107}\) China observes that the Wireking decision was issued after the issuance of the Panel Report in this dispute, and therefore does not constitute part of the Panel record. However, China considers it appropriate to advise how this issue has since been resolved by the CAFC, because this decision is publically available and the Panel explicitly referred to the ongoing Wireking litigation as a reason for not resolving whether the decision in GPX V was an authoritative statement of the law.\(^{108}\)

2.37. On this basis, China requests the Appellate Body to complete the analysis based on the undisputed facts in the Panel record and find that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.\(^{109}\) In the alternative, China argues that, if the Appellate Body were to complete the analysis following the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2, then the comparison must be made as of the time of enactment of Section 1 and not as of the time of its enactment.\(^{110}\) China indicates that the Panel found that the date of enforcement of Section 1 was 20 November 2006.\(^{111}\) According to China, the undisputed facts in the record demonstrate that, prior to 20 November 2006, the USDOC did not have an "established and uniform practice" of applying countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. Thus, Section 1 effected an "advance" in a rate of duty, and imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports, in relation to the USDOC's "practice or interpretation" prior to 20 November 2006. Accordingly, China requests the Appellate Body to find that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, even if it adopts the Panel majority's interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison.\(^{112}\)

### 2.2 Arguments of the United States – Appellee

2.38. The United States responds that the Panel was correct in finding that China failed to establish that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. Accordingly, the United States requests the Appellate Body to reject the claims of error by China in all respects.\(^{113}\)

#### 2.2.1 Interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994

2.39. The United States responds that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" in Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 defines the relevant rate that was previously applicable to the imports at issue. The Panel interpreted this phrase based on "the ordinary meaning of the text of that article and in a manner that would prevent the term from being redundant with or contradict the meaning of the term 'measure of general application'."\(^{114}\)

2.40. The United States argues that, if this phrase were not read in this way, there would have been no need to insert the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" in Article X:2, because the terms "of general application" and "established and uniform" would be redundant if, as argued by China, they all defined the measure at issue. The United States contends that the terms "general application" and "uniform" both convey the meaning that "the measure or practice should be similarly applied to a whole class of imports rather than to a specific subset of imports or traders."\(^{115}\) Moreover, China's reading of "established" as modifying the measure of general application would "introduce a gap in time before a breach of Article X:2 could be established", because a relevant advance in a rate of duty could only result if the Member was already enforcing the measures at issue, such as to bring about an "established" practice for some time.\(^{116}\) Accordingly, the United States concludes that the Panel was correct in finding that the phrase

\(^{107}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 160.

\(^{108}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 162 (referring to Panel Report, fn 303 to para. 7.181).
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\(^{110}\) China's appellant's submission, heading V.D, at p. 56.
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\(^{112}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 175.

\(^{113}\) United States' appellee's submission, para. 202.

\(^{114}\) United States' appellee's submission, para. 30.

\(^{115}\) United States' appellee's submission, paras. 31 and 60.

\(^{116}\) United States' appellee's submission, para. 60 (referring to Panel Report, para. 7.156).
"under an established and uniform practice" modifies the terms "rate of duty" and "other charge", such that the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 is the rate of duty or other charge established under the previous "established and uniform practice".117

2.41. The United States contends that an "established and uniform practice" could lead to legitimate expectations that could be relied upon by traders. If such practice becomes more restrictive, Article X:2 requires Members to publish officially the measure of general application before its enforcement. In contrast, a trader could not rely on a one-off duty assessment or an inconsistent application of a rate of duty, because such singular transactions would not allow for a fair or equivalent comparison to a measure of general application.118

2.42. The United States further contends that the Panel gave proper meaning to the word "practice" in Article X:2, when it found that it included the actual published practice of the USDOC in determining the rates of duty on the imports at issue.119 The United States notes that this is consistent with the Appellate Body's interpretation, in Japan – Alcoholic Beverages II, of the word "practice" as "a 'concordant, common and consistent' sequence of acts or pronouncements which is sufficient to establish a discernible pattern".120 In contrast, the United States argues that, if, as China contends, the measure of general application effects the advance in the duty "under an established and uniform practice", then the provision should read "through an established or uniform practice" to indicate that it is the "advance" that is being modified and not the rate of duty or other charge.121 In this respect, the United States is of the view that China's interpretation would read the word "practice" out of Article X:2, because it would be subsumed by the scope of the measure of general application.122

2.43. The United States thus argues that, taken as a whole, the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" means (i) a "discernible pattern" of a sequence of acts ("practice") (ii) that has "been securely in place for some time" ("established") and (iii) that "stays the same in different places or circumstances or at different times" ("uniform").123

2.44. The United States considers that the Panel correctly determined that the finding of the panel in EC – IT Products that an "advance in a rate of duty" must be under an "established and uniform practice" does not support China's claim.124 The United States argues that, when viewed in context, the focus of the EC – IT Products panel's analysis was on whether the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" qualified only the term "other charge", or both the terms "other charge" and "rate of duty". The panel in EC – IT Products did not analyse the term "advance" in relation to the phrase "under an established and uniform practice". Moreover, in the United States' view, this finding reveals a "clear and unexplained leap in logic" and is not persuasive, because, while the relationship between "rate of duty" and "other charge" may support an interpretation that "under an established and uniform practice" applies to both terms, there is no reason to assume, as the panel in those disputes did, that this means that "under an established and uniform practice" modifies the term "advance".125

2.45. Turning to the phrase "new or more burdensome requirement [or] restriction", the United States argues that the Panel properly determined, based on the ordinary meaning of Article X:2, that "a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction on imports is one that has not previously been imposed ('new') or one that is of the nature of a burden in a greater degree, or is onerous to a greater extent ('more burdensome')."126 Contrary to China's arguments, the
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Panel did not insert the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" into this clause of Article X:2. Rather, based on the plain text and context of Article X:2, "the Panel properly determined that it could consider the 'publicly known practice of agencies charged with administering a relevant requirement or restriction on imports.'"\textsuperscript{127}

2.46. Thus, according to the United States, the Panel did not interpret the phrase "new or more burdensome requirement [or] restriction" as incorporating the phrase "under an established and uniform practice". The Panel considered that the same analytical approach, but not the same legal standard, should be used to determine whether a relevant change has occurred with respect to both categories of measures under Article X:2. Accordingly, the Panel properly found that the terms "new" or "more burdensome" require a comparison, and that such comparison should be between the prior requirement or restriction on imports and the requirement or restriction imposed by the measure at issue.\textsuperscript{128}

2.47. The United States claims that the Panel was correct in considering that, when examining what is a pre-existing "restriction" or "requirement", it is necessary to consider the treatment of imports under a Member's domestic legal regime, and argues that the Panel properly concluded that, "in the context of an analysis involving United States law", a requirement or restriction on imports may be assessed with reference to an administering agency's interpretation and application of domestic law.\textsuperscript{129} The United States also points out that the immediate context of Article X:2 reflects the relevance of agency action. In this respect, Article X:1 lists the measures of "general application" that fall within its scope as "[l]aws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative rulings of general application".

2.48. In respect of China's argument that the Panel erred in determining the time-frame for comparison by reference to the time of enactment rather than to the time of enforcement, the United States responds that the Panel did not find that Section 1 was enforced on 20 November 2006, but it properly found that no actions were taken by the United States to enforce Section 1 prior to 13 March 2012. Thus, according to the United States, even under China's approach that the baseline of comparison should be as of the time of enforcement of the challenged measure of general application, that date would still be 13 March 2012.

2.49. Regarding China's argument that Panel question No. 94 illustrates the "absurdity" of the Panel majority's interpretation, the United States responds that it does not consider that the hypothetical of question No. 94 is relevant to the dispute at issue, because US law prior to Section 1 had never been that the USDOC was prohibited from applying US countervailing duty law to NME countries. Moreover, the United States contends that the Panel did not interpret Article X:2 as allowing for "any" established and uniform practice of an administering agency to serve as a relevant baseline. Rather, under the hypothetical of question No. 94, a panel would not have to accept "any" practice of Country A's administering authority, but may evaluate whether such practice was lawful based on the facts of the hypothetical set out in question No. 94. In this regard, the United States remarks that the Panel correctly found that the USDOC's interpretation of US countervailing duty law was the governing interpretation of the US Tariff Act unless a court found otherwise in a final and binding judicial decision.\textsuperscript{130}

2.50. In respect of the application of Article X:2 to the facts of this dispute, the United States asserts that the Panel was correct in finding that China failed to establish that Section 1 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.\textsuperscript{131} In the United States' view, given that China's appeal is predicated on the Panel's alleged errors of interpretation, a rejection of these interpretation claims means that China's claims regarding the application of Article X:2 to the measure at issue should fail.\textsuperscript{132}

\textsuperscript{127} United States' appellee's submission, para. 95 (quoting Panel Report, para. 7.203).
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\textsuperscript{131} United States' appellee's submission, heading II, at p. 13 (referring to Panel Report, para. 7.211).
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2.51. The United States argues that the Panel correctly applied to the facts of the case its interpretation of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice". In particular, the United States contends that the Panel correctly determined that the term "practice" included the actual published practice of the USDOC in determining the rates of duty on the imports at issue.\textsuperscript{133} The United States observes that the Panel correctly found that, "between November 2006, or at least April 2007, and March 2012, there was indeed a USDOC practice with regard to the application of countervailing duties to imports from China as an NME country that was securely in place (established) and that did not change over time (uniform)."\textsuperscript{134}

2.52. The United States further claims that the Panel correctly applied to the facts of the case its interpretation of the phrase "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction. The United States emphasizes that, in determining whether Section 1 imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction, the Panel did not examine whether prior requirements or restrictions imposed through the USDOC's application of US law reflected an "established and uniform practice". Rather, the Panel indicated that it would use the same "analytical approach" under the first and second clauses of Article X:2 and, thus, it would compare the existing requirement or restriction on imports and the requirement or restriction imposed by the measure of general application.\textsuperscript{135}

2.53. Moreover, the United States contends that the context of Article X:2 supports the Panel's examination of the USDOC's application of US countervailing duty law to China when determining whether Section 1 imposes a "new or more burdensome" requirement. In particular, the United States points out that the ordinary meaning of the term "administrative ruling" in Article X:1 would include the USDOC's application of US countervailing duty law to imports from China and the resulting determinations. Indeed, as the USDOC's interpretation and application of US countervailing duty law could fall within the scope of Article X:1, it would not be appropriate to exclude such application from Article X:2 in inquiring into a pre-existing restriction or requirement that may result from enforcement of a measure of general application.\textsuperscript{136}

2.54. Finally, even assuming arguendo that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" modifies the measure at issue, the United States claims that the Panel did not err in considering the USDOC's existing practice as a baseline of comparison under Article X:2. The United States asserts that, "if the challenged measure at issue must establish requirements on the practice of an administering authority ... in order to be a relevant measure under Article X:2, then by the same logic, the baseline of comparison should also consider the practice of the same authority administering a previous measure of general application."\textsuperscript{137} The Panel properly determined that the established and uniform practice before Section 1 was the USDOC's application of US countervailing duty law to imports from China and that such practice remained the same after the enactment of Section 1. Thus, the United States points out that Section 1 "did not effect an advance in the rate of duty that applied to imports from China".\textsuperscript{138} In the United States' view, China has failed to demonstrate that, even under its own proposed approach to Article X:2, the Panel erred in considering the application by the USDOC of countervailing duties to China as the proper basis of comparison under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

2.2.2 Article 11 of the DSU

2.55. The United States asserts that China's claims under Article 11 of the DSU are without merit, because China has failed to establish that the Panel's appreciation of the evidence amounts to a failure to make an objective assessment of the facts. Moreover, in the United States' view, China dresses a complaint that the Panel failed to draw a correct legal conclusion as a failure to make an
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objective assessment. The Appellate Body has repeatedly held that the parties to a dispute "should not merely take alleged legal errors and recast them as claims of error under Article 11".139

2.56. The United States contends that, contrary to China's argument, the Panel did apply the approach set out by the Appellate Body in US – Carbon Steel40 by drawing on all of the "sources" that it considered relevant to make a determination of the meaning of US municipal law.141 The United States highlights that, after considering this evidence, "the Panel properly found that [the USDOC's] application of the U.S. CVD law was not a breach of U.S. municipal law".142 The United States emphasizes that, as the Panel did apply the approach set out by the Appellate Body in US – Carbon Steel, China's claim under Article 11 relating to an alleged failure to apply the "correct" standard for determining the meaning of municipal law must fail.143

2.57. The United States disagrees with China that the Panel erred under Article 11 on the ground that the Panel allegedly failed to examine the text of the relevant legal instruments. According to the United States, China's "assertion is demonstrably erroneous"144, because "the Panel examined the text of the relevant provisions repeatedly in its report ... despite the fact that China did not engage on the meaning of the 'text' of the existing U.S. CVD law".145 Following the Appellate Body's guidance in US – Carbon Steel, the Panel also examined the consistent application of the law and pronouncements of domestic courts. The United States disagrees with China's argument that, "when the GPX legislation is read in relation to Section 701(a) of the U.S. Tariff Act, 'it must be the case that those provisions previously did not apply to [NMEs]'"146. The United States argues that, since the text of Section 701(a) does not even mention NME countries, it is difficult to sustain that it necessarily prohibits the application of countervailing duties to NME countries. As Section 701(a) contains no reference to NME countries, the US Congress clarified the provision by enacting PL 112-99 to eliminate any ambiguities.147 According to the United States, the Panel rejected China's argument and found that the USDOC's application of US countervailing duty law has never been unlawful and constituted binding US municipal law prior to the enactment of Section 1.148 Thus, the United States maintains that the Appellate Body should reject China's attempt to reverse the Panel's factual findings "under the guise" of a claim under Article 11 of the DSU.149

2.58. Finally, the United States asserts that the fact that China disagrees with how the Panel weighed the evidence before it or that it rejected China's arguments does not rise to a breach of Article 11.150 The determination of whether the municipal law or action is unlawful should be based on the status and meaning of those actions within the municipal legal system itself. Thus, "to the extent that China considers that the meaning of U.S. municipal law '[f]ollowing customary principles of international law' or under the Appellate Body's approach in US – Carbon Steel would produce a different outcome than an approach applying principles of statutory interpretation under U.S. municipal law, the United States would disagree".151 In addition, "to the extent that China is asserting that ... the Appellate Body must follow a different approach to interpret the provisions of Section 701(a) in relation to [the USDOC's] application of the U.S. CVD law under a different standard than what would be used by a U.S. court, China's approach would produce an erroneous
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interpretation and result". Accordingly, the United States contends that an assessment of whether the pre-existing Section 701 "would produce a different rate of duty or restriction or requirement than the new [Section 1 of PL 112-99] ... is a question of U.S. domestic law and can logically only be answered using the approach of the U.S. legal system". The United States adds that the Appellate Body should not follow China's approach that "speculate[s] as to the ultimate outcome of domestic litigation regarding the lawfulness of [the USDOC's] application of the U.S. CVD law under U.S. municipal law prior to GPX litigation".

2.2.3 China's request for completion of the analysis

2.59. The United States argues that China's claims under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 are without merit and that the Appellate Body should reject China's request to complete the analysis. However, should the Appellate Body choose to complete the analysis under Article X:2, the United States asserts that, contrary to China's assertion, the Panel made numerous findings on matters of fact relating to the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 – i.e. the rates, requirements, or restrictions under PL 112-99 and those under Section 701(a) – that could assist the Appellate Body in completing the analysis and finding that Section 1 is consistent with Article X:2. The United States notes that the Appellate Body can only complete the analysis if the factual findings by the Panel or undisputed facts in the Panel record provide a sufficient basis for the Appellate Body to do so.

2.60. The United States refers to several findings by the Panel regarding the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 in support of its position that they could assist the Appellate Body in completing the analysis, including the following: (i) there is no evidence of any enforcement of Section 1 by US administrative agencies before 13 March 2012; (ii) neither party contends, and nothing in the Panel record indicates, that, in relation to any of the court decisions submitted by the parties, the USDOC received an order from a US court to either change or discontinue its practice of applying US countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries; (iii) the Panel was not persuaded that the decision in Georgetown Steel demonstrates that the USDOC's practice, since at least April 2007, of applying US countervailing duty law to imports from China had, in effect, been judicially determined to be unlawful under US law well before the USDOC developed the practice; (iv) the USDOC was not legally required to adjust its relevant practice as a consequence of the CAFC decision in GPX V; (v) the evidence before the Panel suggests that the USDOC's practice was "presumptively lawful" under US law, because the USDOC's interpretation of US countervailing duty law governed in the absence of a binding judicial determination indicating otherwise; (vi) Section 1 did not effect an advance in a rate of duty, because this provision maintained the same rates of duty that were already applied, pursuant to the USDOC's established and uniform practice, prior to the enactment of Section 1; and (vii) to the extent that it can be properly said that, in applying countervailing duties to imports from China, the USDOC subjected imports from China to a "requirement" or "restriction", it is the same "requirement" or "restriction" that China says was subsequently imposed by Section 1.

2.61. In the United States' view, it is clear that the Panel made findings of fact based on the totality of the evidence on the record and not on the basis of an alleged erroneous interpretation of Article X:2, as argued by China. However, if the Appellate Body were to agree that the Panel did not make any relevant findings that could assist it in completing the analysis, then the Appellate Body should desist from doing so. This is because the United States considers that the
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facts presented by China in its appellant's submission are not "undisputed". 159 The United States points out that the Panel had already made findings on these contested statements and correctly determined that PL 112-99 is not inconsistent with Article X:2 of GATT 1994. 160

2.62. The United States points to a number of facts that it considers to be "disputed". First, China's assertion that the "the US Tariff Act 'did not previously provide' for the application of the U.S. CVD law to imports from NME countries"161 is erroneous and contradicted by the plain text of Section 701(a), which states that "every 'country' exporting merchandise to the United States is subject to the CVD law, with no exceptions". 162 Second, China incorrectly characterizes the CAFC's decision in Georgetown Steel as standing for the conclusion that "the U.S. CVD law does not apply to NME countries as a matter of statutory interpretation." 163 The United States asserts that, in Georgetown Steel, the CAFC "affirmed [the USDOC's] interpretation and decision to not apply the U.S. CVD law to certain Soviet-style centrally planned economies". 164 In the United States' view, since US countervailing duty law mandated that countervailing duties "shall be applied" to subsidized imports, the exception invoked by the USDOC was limited to those situations in which it was impossible to apply the law because a subsidy could not be identified in the case before it. This, argues the United States, was the case with respect to certain Soviet-bloc countries at the time. 165

2.63. Third, the United States takes issue with China's characterization of various legislative initiatives and the USDOC's administration of the countervailing duty law after Georgetown Steel. 166 According to the United States, the legislative history of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 "makes no reference to the CVD law and does not suggest that the changes in the [anti-dumping] law had anything to do with the [CAFC's] decision in Georgetown Steel, as alleged by China". 167 With respect to the passage of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act, the United States maintains that China "takes out of context a fleeting reference in the 1994 legislative history that summarizes Georgetown Steel as being 'limited to the reasonable proposition that the countervailing duty law cannot be applied to imports from [NME countries]'". 168 However, the United States contends that "the statement of administrative action accompanying the legislation demonstrates that the reference was meant to clarify an interpretation by a binational panel under Chapter 19 of the North American Free Trade Agreement that the holding of Georgetown Steel required a so-called 'effects test' in determining whether a subsidy may be countervailed." 169 Moreover, the USDOC "did not apply the U.S. CVD law to any NME countries during the period following Georgetown Steel to 2006 because [the USDOC] continued to consider that the structure of the NME countries of the time made it impossible to identify countervailable subsidies". 170
2.64. Fourth, the United States disagrees with China's argument that the USDOC's initiation of a countervailing duty investigation on CFS Paper from China was unlawful under US law. The United States adds that, contrary to China's assertion, the US Court of International Trade (CIT) "rejected China's argument that the [CAFCs'] decision in Georgetown Steel stood for the proposition that [the USDOC] could not apply U.S. CVD law to NME countries." Moreover, the USDOC explained in a memorandum prepared in the context of the CFS Paper investigation that, unlike the economies of the Soviet-bloc countries in the 1980s, producers and exporters in China were sufficiently distinct from the Government of China to permit a rational determination that the government had transferred a subsidy to them.

2.65. In addition, the United States rejects China's argument that the GPX V "opinion" "constitutes an authoritative statement of U.S. law." The United States emphasizes that China's argument "was shown to be incorrect during the proceedings before the Panel because the GPX V opinion never became final." In the United States' view, it is uncontested that no mandate was ever issued in conjunction with GPX V. Following the issuance of the GPX V opinion, the United States filed a petition for rehearing en banc on 5 March 2012, thereby staying the mandate. Moreover, the United States maintains that the meaning of the GPX V opinion was "heavily contested" during the Panel proceedings and, thus, the Appellate Body should reject China's characterization of its meaning as an "undisputed fact." Finally, the United States contests China's suggestion that "[t]he only conceivable purpose for making a statutory amendment retroactive is to change the law as it existed in the past." According to the United States, "Congress enacted the GPX legislation to provide a definitive statement of its intent to resolve that ambiguity created by the GPX V opinion." Further, contrary to China's contentions, the structure of Section 1 also supports an interpretation that the US Congress was merely confirming that the USDOC was acting within the bounds of its statutory authority in its prior administration of the countervailing duty law, as it "closely parallels [the USDOC's] longstanding interpretation of the statute".

2.66. In addition, the United States argues that the Appellate Body should reject China's attempt to introduce new evidence in the form of a "non-final" judicial opinion issued by the CAFC in Wireking. The United States notes that China has failed to submit the full opinion as an exhibit, and emphasizes that the opinion was issued after the issuance of the Panel Report and does not form part of the Panel record. The United States recalls that, in US – Offset Act (Byrd Amendment), the Appellate Body indicated that it had "no authority to consider new facts on appeal." The fact that the documents are available on the public record "does not excuse [the Appellate Body] from the limitations imposed by Article 17.6." The United States asserts that it is "undisputed" that the opinion in Wireking is "new evidence" and that the Appellate Body should
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not consider it based on the limitation set out in Article 17.6 of DSU.184 Moreover, the Wireking litigation itself is on-going, as the United States is currently considering whether to seek a petition for a rehearing by the panel in that opinion or en banc. According to the United States, the Wireking opinion cited by China as new evidence is not a final, binding US judicial decision, as the mandate has not yet been issued.185

2.67. For the foregoing reasons, the United States requests the Appellate Body to dismiss China's appeal in all respects, as China has failed to demonstrate that the United States has acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.186

2.3 Claims of error by the United States – Other appellant

2.3.1 Article 6.2 of the DSU

2.68. The United States appeals the Panel's finding in its Preliminary Ruling of 7 May 2013187 that the claims listed in Part D of China's panel request were identified consistently with Article 6.2 of the DSU. First, the United States argues that the Panel's approach in examining Part D of the panel request "depart[ed] from the plain meaning of Article 6.2 and Appellate Body guidance",188 The United States emphasizes that, "in reviewing a panel request against the requirements of Article 6.2, a panel should determine if the legal claim was presented 'plainly, manifestly, obviously' or 'without deduction'."189 Instead of undertaking an analysis as to whether "the problem itself was presented clearly", the Panel determined that the "relevant standard" was to examine whether China's panel request permitted "sufficiently clear inferences as to the WTO obligations at issue in its Part D".190

2.69. More specifically, the United States contends that "the Panel failed to evaluate whether China's general reference to Article 19 [of the SCM Agreement] in the context of its narrative was sufficient to present the problem clearly."191 The Panel examined each of the four paragraphs of Article 19 and determined that it was "clear" that the only "potentially relevant obligations" are the obligations set forth in Articles 19.3 and 19.4.192 The United States points out that these findings "directly contradicted" China's own statements as to the specific obligations at issue in the panel request.193 The Panel further applied this "erroneous approach" to Article 32 of the SCM Agreement by concluding that Article 32.1 "is relevant' to the issue of 'double counting' and 'it would be plausible' for China to claim a consequential breach of Article 32.1 following a finding under another provision".194 The United States asserts that, by following this approach, the Panel went to the merits of the claim and made a "preliminary assessment" of whether these claims would be "plausible" or "potentially relevant".195 Thus, the United States maintains that the Panel erred in its analysis of the consistency of the panel request with Article 6.2 of the DSU.196

2.70. Second, the United States points out that, after inferring that the "relevant obligations at issue" are those set out in Articles 19.3 and 19.4 of the SCM Agreement, "the Panel made an additional inference to further narrow the scope of the claim to Article 19.3."197 The Panel reached its conclusion by "relying heavily on the last two sentences of footnote 6 of China's panel request".198 In concluding on the basis of footnote 6 that "it was 'possible to draw sufficiently clear
inferences' that China intended only to raise a substantive claim under Article 19.3", the United States asserts that "the Panel erred in looking to an external source to inform the legal basis in the panel request." \(^{199}\) According to the United States, "the Panel found that the reference to [US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) (DS379)] provided "useful context". \(^{200}\)

2.71. The United States argues that, "rather than providing 'context' for the Panel's analysis, the particular findings of the panel and Appellate Body reports in US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) became an integral part of China's panel request." \(^{201}\) As a result of the Panel's approach, the United States posits that "it is not the panel request that sets out the legal basis sufficient to present the problem clearly; rather, through reference to some other document, it is the clarity of that other document that determines whether a particular provision will be included in the legal basis and the terms of reference of the dispute." \(^{202}\) The United States adds that "the logic of the Panel's approach would not be limited to recommendations and rulings" \(^{203}\) but to "any extrinsic source" \(^{204}\), contrary to the text of Article 6.2 of the DSU and previous Appellate Body guidance that "a panel request should be examined on its face" \(^{205}\). In any event, the United States argues that footnote 6 of the panel request: (i) "makes no reference to any legal claims, much less a reference to Article 19.3" \(^{206}\), (ii) "refers to findings in the context of investigations while this dispute covers both investigations and reviews" \(^{207}\), and (iii) refers to "recommendations and rulings relat[ing] to claims that are within the terms of reference of the dispute" \(^{208}\).

2.72. Third, the United States underscores that the Panel's finding that China's panel request was limited to Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement contradicted China's own indication of its intent to bring claims under Article 19 as an "integrated whole". \(^{209}\) According to the United States, the Panel's conclusion was "over the express statement of China that ... Article 19 was one 'interlinked' obligation and that 'the entirety of Article 19 establishes a set of principles that Members are to apply concurrently when they come to the final task of determining the amount of the countervailing duty to impose." \(^{210}\) The United States maintains that the Panel's dismissal of China's own explanation of its legal basis "underscores the error in using an analysis based on inferences" \(^{211}\). In the United States' view, the "problem" in the panel request cannot be considered as having been "presented with sufficient clarity" under Article 6.2 of the DSU "if the Panel has to draw inferences about the meaning of a panel request, particularly when the complaining party states that it never intended such a meaning". \(^{212}\) The United States adds that "the scope of the claim under [Part] D was not made clear, even to the complaining party, until the Panel issued its preliminary ruling in May 2013, almost six months after China had filed its panel request and just one month before the United States was required to provide the Panel with its first written submission." \(^{213}\) Because China's panel request failed "to provide the legal basis of the complaint with sufficient clarity", the United States submits that the Appellate Body should reverse the Panel's finding under Article 6.2 of the DSU. \(^{214}\)
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2.73. Finally, the United States maintains that a panel's terms of reference must be "objectively determined" on the basis of the panel request "as it existed at the time of filing."\(^{215}\) As a result, subsequent submissions or statements cannot "cure a defect" in the panel request.\(^{216}\) In this regard, the United States argues that the Panel failed to examine China's panel request on its face, and instead sought to "cure" the "vague and deficient" panel request by relying on China's subsequent statements that "entirely changed and reformed" the legal claims in Part D.\(^{217}\) The United States points out that, as filed, Part D of China's panel request alleged that more than 60 anti-dumping and countervailing duty proceedings were inconsistent with the following general obligations: (i) Articles 10, 15, 19, 21, and 32 of the SCM Agreement; (ii) Article VI of the GATT 1994; and (iii) Articles 9 and 11 of the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (Anti-Dumping Agreement).\(^{218}\) However, the United States contends that Part D of China's panel request "had been cured to pertain to approximately half of the proceedings originally cited by China and only for [Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement]."\(^{219}\) The United States asserts that such conclusion "could not have resulted from a determination based on the face of the panel request at the time it was filed", but on the Panel's analysis of Article 19 and the Appellate Body report in *US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China)*, as well as on China's subsequent statements as to its intention to abandon certain claims in its panel request,\(^{220}\)

2.74. The United States refers to China's letter dated 25 March 2013 in response to the United States' request for the Panel to determine that Parts C and D of China's panel request did not meet the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU. In this letter, China stated that it would no longer pursue its claims under Part C, and would limit those under Part D to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement.\(^{221}\) The United States contends that the Panel treated this statement as the "equivalent of a newly filed panel request", because the Panel conducted its Article 6.2 analysis "using the baseline established by China's letter".\(^{222}\) In the United States' opinion, "the abandonment of claims in an attempt to cure a deficient panel request should not be relied upon by a panel when determining the sufficiency of a panel request on its face as it existed at the time of filing."\(^{223}\) The United States submits that China's approach undermines Article 6.2, "as responding parties would have no clarity as to the claims in a dispute until, at the earliest, the first substantive written submission".\(^{224}\)

2.75. On the basis of the foregoing arguments, the United States requests the Appellate Body to reverse the Panel's finding of inconsistency with respect to Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement reflected in paragraph 8.1.c of the Panel Report, as these claims are outside the Panel's terms of reference.\(^{225}\)

### 2.4 Arguments of China – Appellee

#### 2.4.1 Article 6.2 of the DSU

2.76. First, China argues that the United States mischaracterizes the Panel's analysis by suggesting that the Panel articulated a "new standard" for evaluating claims under Article 6.2 of the DSU by examining whether the panel request permits "sufficiently clear inferences" as to the WTO obligations at issue.\(^{226}\) China maintains that the Panel observed that, by citing Articles 10, 19,
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and 32 of the SCM Agreement, Part D of the panel request "met the 'minimum prerequisite' of identifying the treaty provisions claimed to have been violated".\textsuperscript{227} According to China, the Panel then reviewed each of the referenced provisions of the SCM Agreement and turned to examine whether, "despite the lack of explicit identification of the relevant paragraph numbers, a careful reading of China's panel request permits sufficiently clear inferences as to which of the distinct obligations in Articles 19 and 32 form the legal basis of the complaint".\textsuperscript{228}

2.77. China underscores that, in undertaking this examination, the Panel read the panel request "as a whole"\textsuperscript{229} and acknowledged that Article 6.2 requires the complaining party to "plainly connect the challenged measure(s) with the provision(s) of the covered agreements claimed to have been infringed".\textsuperscript{230} Thus, contrary to the United States' contention, the Panel did not "articulate[] a new standard"; rather, "the Panel repeatedly cited the relevant text of Article 6.2, and on each occasion (no fewer than seven) accurately and completely quoted the requirement at issue before it, namely that a panel request must provide 'a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly'".\textsuperscript{231} In other words, in evaluating which of the obligations may be "potentially relevant", a panel does not "improperly engag[e] in a legal interpretation".\textsuperscript{232} Instead, a panel simply "explain[s] succinctly how or why the measure at issue is considered by the complaining Member to be violating the WTO obligation in question", and "plainly connect[s] the challenged measure(s) with the provision(s) of the covered agreements claimed to have been infringed".\textsuperscript{233}

2.78. In China's view, the United States' argumentation rests on the proposition that the requirement of Article 6.2 to provide a brief summary of the legal basis "sufficient to present the problem clearly" categorically precludes an "evaluation based on inferences" drawn from the "language used in the panel request, read as a whole, and in light of the specific obligations comprising the [relevant] treaty provisions".\textsuperscript{234} China contends that nothing in Article 6.2 "imposes any \textit{a priori} limitation on the types of hermeneutic devices a responding member (or potential third party) might employ in seeking to discern whether the requisite 'brief summary' of the 'legal basis of the complaint' set forth in the panel request at issue is 'sufficient to present the problem clearly'".\textsuperscript{235} Article 6.2 does not bar the use of inferential reasoning. China adds that, "by its very nature", evaluating compliance with Article 6.2 "frequently involves drawing 'inferences'".\textsuperscript{236} Thus, China submits that, "where a panel request does not identify the specific obligation at issue, use of inferential reasoning is likely to be the only way in which a panel may determine whether the panel request sufficiently notifies 'the respondent and third parties of the nature of the complainant's case'".\textsuperscript{237}

2.79. Second, China dismisses the United States' contention against the Panel's reliance on footnote 6 of the panel request and the relevant Appellate Body findings in \textit{US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China)}. China recalls that footnote 6 "identified the specific measures to which the claims in Part D relate", and "omitted[ed] the four sets of parallel [anti-dumping and countervailing duty] investigations that were 'the subject of recommendations and rulings of the DSB in \textit{US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) (DS379)'}".\textsuperscript{238} The exclusion of these investigations was because the DSB had already ruled that "the United States acted inconsistently
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with its obligations under the covered agreements by failing to investigate and avoid double remedies in those investigations."  

2.80. According to China, "the Panel effectively narrowed the scope of claims that China could pursue under Part D of its panel request to Article 19.3 alone" when the Panel: (i) viewed footnote 6 as "strongly indicat[ing]" that China sought "to obtain findings of violation ... in respect of the identified measures[.] that parallel the findings that China had previously obtained from the DSB in DS379"; and (ii) recalled that "the finding of inconsistency under Article 19 in that case was limited to Article 19.3."  

China maintains that, having "expressly referenced the findings" in that dispute in its panel request, "it was not merely appropriate for the Panel to take them into account, it was incumbent upon the Panel to do so in light of the Appellate Body's often repeated admonition to 'consider[] the panel request as a whole, and in the light of attendant circumstances'." Regarding the United States' second claim of error concerning the Panel's consideration of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB in US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China), China simply states that it is a "frivolous assertion" that warrants summary dismissal.  

2.81. Third, China understands the United States as saying that "a panel commits legal error under Article 6.2 whenever it fails to conform its own reading of a panel request to the reading advocated by the complaining party itself." China surmises that the United States is also, simultaneously or in the alternative, contending that, "where a panel disagrees with the complaining party's view regarding the scope of treaty obligations addressed by a panel request, the panel request necessarily fails to meet the requirement in Article 6.2 to 'provide a brief summary of the claim sufficient to present the problem clearly'." China rejects the first argument on the ground that it "improperly introduce[s] a complaining party's purported 'intent' into the Article 6.2 analysis, while simultaneously nullifying a [panel's] obligation to undertake 'an objective assessment of the matter before it' under Article 11 of the DSU". China also dismisses the second proposition not only for improperly introducing intent, but also for "effectively preclud[ing] panels from issuing rulings under Article 6.2 that some of the claims set forth in a panel request, but not others, met the requirements of that provision."  

2.82. Lastly, China argues that the United States' assertion that the Panel treated China's letter dated 25 March 2013 "as the equivalent of a newly filed panel request" lacks any factual basis. China points out that the Panel recognized that China's abandonment of some of its claims "did not thereby modify the Panel's terms of reference", because China could not "unilaterally modify" it. Thus, the Panel did not treat China's abandonment of its claims as disposing, in and of itself, of the issue of whether Parts C and D of the panel request met the requirements of Article 6.2. Rather, the Panel declined to "address these abandoned claims on the ground that the United States' Article 6.2 challenge 'had been rendered moot with respect to [those] claims'." In China's view, "whatever ruling the Panel might have made under Article 6.2 had it examined Part D in its entirety is of no relevance to the United States' appeal, since [the United States is not appealing the Panel's decision not to address [its] Article 6.2 challenge with respect to the abandoned claims in Part D]." China also reiterates that, contrary to the United States' "unfounded assertions", its actions were not designed to "cure a deficient panel request" but "reflect[ed] litigation decisions"
that are routinely made in dispute settlement proceedings, in good faith, and fully in keeping with a Member’s rights under the DSU”.252

2.83. Based on these arguments, China maintains that the claims of error put forward by the United States with respect to Article 6.2 of the DSU do not have any legitimate basis.253 China submits that, "[f]rom the day it received the request for consultations in this dispute, the United States has been on notice that this dispute would entail, at a minimum, the application of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB in [US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) (DS379)] to a group of parallel [anti-dumping and countervailing duty] investigations that came after those at issue in DS379.”254

2.5 Arguments of the third participants

2.5.1 Australia

2.84. Australia views Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 as "protect[ing] commercial expectations in support of a transparent and commercially certain system of trade”.255 Australia submits that the central question in this dispute in relation to the interpretation of Article X:2 is the determination of the “baseline ... for comparing whether there has been an advance in a rate of duty”.256 In this regard, Australia notes China’s position that “using the practice of the [USDOC] in imposing countervailing measures on [NMEs] as the relevant benchmark renders Article X:2 inutile.”257 In particular, Australia recalls China’s argument that, “if the practice of the customs authority in collecting ... increased duties can be used to establish a ‘uniform and established practice’ prior to enforcement, it will be impossible to breach Article X:2.”258 Australia points out, however, that the current dispute concerns “the imposition of countervailing measures”, while the countervailing duties in China’s example "are imposed after a competent authority carries out an investigation involving consultation with exporters”.259 In Australia’s opinion, these measures can be distinguished from the types of duties envisaged in China’s hypothetical situation. Moreover, Australia agrees with the Panel that “it is the role of domestic, judicial, arbitral or administrative tribunals, and not WTO panels, to determine whether agency practices relating to customs matters are unlawful under domestic law.”260 What is open for the Appellate Body to consider, in Australia’s view, is whether Chinese exporters had "authentic information" that could form the basis for a legitimate expectation that the countervailing measures would be removed.261 In the light of such expectation, Australia submits that the Appellate Body may determine “whether ... the continuation of measures following the enactment of Section 1 of Public Law 112-99 amounted to an advance of duty or a new or more burdensome requirement”.262

2.5.2 European Union

2.85. The European Union understands, following the reasoning of the Appellate Body report in US – Underwear, that Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 “enshrines the relevant policy principle of transparency and has obviously due process dimensions”.263 While the European Union views the principle of due process as relating to and grounding a presumption against retroactivity, Article X:2 does not contain a "general and absolute rule" against it.264 The European Union

---
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contends that "if vested rights and legitimate expectations are respected, then a retroactive measure can comply with the transparency and publication rule in Article X:2."

In the present dispute, the European Union agrees with the Panel that "the rate of duties or other import charges that were in place by virtue of an established and uniform practice and the new rate of duties or other import charges that were introduced as a consequence of the new measure of general application", the European Union maintains that "the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the established and uniform practice under the municipal law of the Member in question is not dispositive". Rather, what is relevant is to determine whether "the rate of duties have increased as a consequence of the application of the new measure of general application deviating from the established and uniform practice, and whether this new measure of general application applied to completed facts, events or situations thereby affecting vested rights and legitimate expectations of interested parties."

2.86. Applying this interpretation to the current dispute, the European Union posits that "the rates of countervailing duties at hand did not increase as a consequence of the application of the measure at issue to facts, events or situations as of November 2006." The European Union observes that "there was an established and uniform practice by the USDOC to apply the relevant countervailing provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930" to imports from NME countries. Moreover, the European Union points out that "there were no acquired rights or legitimate expectations that were affected", because the countervailing duties applied under the old and new regimes are the same and an incomplete judicial process does not create a legitimate expectation.

As to the remaining question of "whether or not it makes any difference that the legislator intervened when adopting a measure of general application that applies to past events and situations", the European Union explains that this will depend on whether the final collection of duties as of 13 March 2012 (the date of the enactment of PL 112-99) was still suspended or already definitive and final. On the one hand, if the collection of duties was suspended on 13 March 2012, it could be argued that, on that date, "private entities had not yet acquired rights and did not yet have legitimate expectations that the final collection of duties was definitive and final." On the other hand, if countervailing duties were imposed and finally collected, and all judicial proceedings had been completed indicating the "illegality of the USDOC practice", then the European Union submits that "those entities would have acquired a legitimate right and the legitimate expectation to have their duties revoked."

2.87. With respect to the issue of whether China's panel request conforms to the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU, the European Union agrees with the Panel that footnote 6 of the panel request and its reference to the Appellate Body report in US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) are relevant to the analysis. In the European Union's view, "the manner in which the reference was made, and the purpose for which it was stated to be made" cannot be "per se irrelevant and excluded from the assessment". The European Union does not consider that a panel request cannot refer to a prior Appellate Body report that clarifies the relevant provisions of WTO law, in this case, the report issued in DS379. Rather, "[i]f a Panel Request can refer to a provision, it can also refer to a report clarifying that provision: they are both part of the WTO acquis." Thus, the European Union states that the Panel was correct in taking into account the reference to DS379, "specifically the part that relates to 'double remedies'". According to the European Union, "various references in China's Panel Request to 'double remedies' could reasonably be understood in the context of the relevant section of the Appellate Body Report in Carbon Steel, para. 127.
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US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China)", and these are relevant to determining whether China provided a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly.  

2.5.3 Japan

2.88. Japan agrees with the Panel majority that Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 "embodies the principle of transparency and predictability in international trade under [the] GATT by requiring importing Members to publish new or additional measures of general application prior to their enforcement". Japan also concurs with the Panel majority that Section 1 of PL 112-99 "did not fall in the realm of measures under Article X:2" if the applicability of Section 1 is examined in the light of the principle of transparency and predictability embedded in Article X:2. Japan points out that, in this dispute, traders had been given the information that countervailing duties may be imposed on imports from China since April 2007. In Japan's view, PL 112-99 did not inform traders that the USDOC would impose any new or additional duties, charges, requirements, or restrictions on imports from China. Rather, Section 1 only provided the information to traders that "it eliminated the possibility of revocation of the measure already imposed by an administrative body."  

2.89. Japan further states that "the legality of a measure under the domestic law of a Member would not be necessarily relevant in reviewing the consistency of the Member's action with Article X:2." In Japan's opinion, the circumstances in the present dispute suggest that, by promulgating Section 1, "the United States tried to provide remedies to actions of the USDOC which might not be lawful under United States law for the purpose of securing public interest". In this regard, Japan recognizes that certain "remedial mechanisms" are "necessary to avoid terminating actions of an administrative body which are unlawful under domestic law, when their termination is harmful to the public interest". Thus, Japan argues that "[t]hese remedial mechanisms should not be viewed as prejudicial to the legitimate expectation of traders." Japan submits that, if Section 1 of PL 112-99 falls within the category of such remedial measures, then it should not be held to be inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 "only because the United States enforced that measure retroactively with respect to actions prior to its enactment."

3 ISSUES RAISED IN THIS APPEAL

3.1. The following issues are raised in this appeal:

a. whether the Panel erred in finding that claims under Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement were identified in Part D of China's panel request consistently with the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU and were thus within the Panel's terms of reference;

b. whether the Panel erred in finding that the United States has not acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, and in particular:

i. whether the Panel erred in the interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 in respect of the baseline of comparison for measures of general application "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports"; and
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278 European Union's third participant's submission, para. 59.
279 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 4.
280 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 8.
281 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 8.
282 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 10.
283 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 11.
284 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 11.
285 Japan's third participant's submission, para. 11. (fn omitted)
whether the Panel erred in the application of its interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 to the measure at issue and, in particular, whether the Panel erred in finding that "China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision 'effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice'" and that "China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision 'imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports'";

c. whether the Panel acted inconsistently with its obligation under Article 11 of the DSU:

i. in failing to apply the standard set out by the Appellate Body for determining the meaning of municipal law;

ii. in concluding that an agency's "practice or interpretation" is "presumptively lawful" unless and until a domestic court issues a final, non-appealable order directing the agency to cease that "practice or interpretation"; or

iii. in reversing the burden of proof under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 and absolving the United States of its obligation to rebut the prima facie case that China had established; and

d. in the event that the Appellate Body reverses the Panel's finding that the United States has not acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, whether the Appellate Body should complete the analysis and find that Section 1 of PL 112-99 effected an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" or imposed "a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports" and, as a consequence, find that the United States acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 in enforcing Section 1 of PL 112-99 prior to its official publication.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE APPELLATE BODY

4.1 Article 6.2 of the DSU

4.1. Before addressing the issue raised under Article 6.2 of the DSU, we consider it useful to recount the background for the other appeal of the United States. Before the Panel, the United States requested a preliminary ruling on the consistency of China's request for the establishment of a panel with Article 6.2 of the DSU. According to the United States, Parts C and D of China's panel request failed to "provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly", as it "merely lists articles of the [SCM Agreement], the [Anti-Dumping Agreement] and the [GATT 1994] in relation to over 60 US countervailing and anti-dumping proceedings."\(^\text{287}\)

4.2. In its Preliminary Ruling, the Panel noted that, while Article 10 of the SCM Agreement consists of a single paragraph invoked to raise a "consequential claim\(^\text{288}\), Articles 19 and 32 contain several paragraphs that have "multiple distinct obligations" and "address distinct issues".\(^\text{289}\) In ascertaining whether "China's panel request permit[ted] sufficiently clear inferences as to which of the distinct obligations in Articles 19 and 32 form the legal basis of the complaint\(^\text{290}\), the Panel considered the "narrative description of the problem\(^\text{291}\) and the reference to the dispute in US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) (DS379) in the panel request.\(^\text{292}\) According to the Panel, the narrative pertained to "a very specific issue" - i.e. the United States' alleged failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in certain investigations

\(^{286}\) WT/DS449/2.
\(^{287}\) Preliminary Ruling by the Panel of 7 May 2013, contained in document WT/DS449/4 (Preliminary Ruling), paras. 2.2 and 2.3.
\(^{288}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.35. (fn omitted)
\(^{289}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.34. (fn omitted)
\(^{290}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.35.
\(^{291}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.38.
\(^{292}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.41.
and reviews – and defined "double remedies" as those "that are likely to result when the [US Department of Commerce (USDOC)] applies countervailing duties in conjunction with anti-dumping duties determined in accordance with the US non-market economy [(NME)] methodology". In this regard, the Panel took the view that, with respect to Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, "Articles 19.3 and 19.4 are 'the potentially relevant obligations'" considering that Article 19.1 "focuses on the issue of whether an importing Member may impose a countervailing duty at all", and Article 19.2 "does not appear to contain any legal obligation".

4.3. The Panel then took footnote 6 of the panel request as "useful context", particularly the statement therein that in DS379 the DSB had "already found that the United States acted inconsistently with its obligations ... in those investigations". In the Panel's view, this statement indicated that China sought to obtain in the present dispute findings of violation that "parallel[ed] the findings that China had previously obtained" in DS379, where the Appellate Body made no finding with respect to Article 19.4. According to the Panel, "while the narrative reference to 'double remedies' in Part D suggests that both Articles 19.3 and 19.4 are potentially relevant WTO obligations at issue, consideration of the last sentence in footnote 6 indicates that Article 19.3 is an obligation at issue, while Article 19.4 is not." The Panel understood China's statement that "it is obvious on the face of the panel request that China's claims in Part D included the same claims on which it prevailed in DS379" to mean Article 19.3, to the exclusion of Article 19.4.

4.4. With respect to Article 32, the Panel viewed it "plausible" for China to claim that the measure(s), if inconsistent with Article 19, would also be inconsistent with Article 32.1, given that claims under Article 32.1, like claims under Article 10, are "consequential" claims. Thus, on the basis of the general reference to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement, the narrative, and footnote 6, the Panel found that Part D of China's panel request permitted "sufficiently clear inferences" as to the WTO obligations at issue, namely, Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement.

4.1.1 Function of Article 6.2 of the DSU

4.5. Before addressing the appeal by the United States that the Panel erred in concluding that China's panel request was not inconsistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU, we briefly consider the function of this provision. Article 6.2 of DSU provides in relevant part:

The request for the establishment of a panel shall be made in writing. It shall indicate whether consultations were held, identify the specific measures at issue and provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly.

4.6. The requirements under Article 6.2 to identify the specific measure(s) at issue and provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly are central to the establishment of the jurisdiction of the panel. Both elements constitute the "matter referred to the DSB", which forms the basis of the panel's terms of reference under Article 7.1 of
the DSU.\textsuperscript{304} Thus, in defining the scope of the dispute, Article 6.2 serves the function of establishing and delimiting the panel's jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{305}

4.7. By establishing and defining the jurisdiction of the panel, the panel request also fulfils a due process objective. Due process in the context of Article 6.2 consists in providing the respondent and third parties notice regarding the nature of the complainant's case\textsuperscript{306} to enable them to respond accordingly.\textsuperscript{307} However, a determination of whether due process has been respected does not necessitate a separate examination of whether the parties suffered prejudice, considering that "[t]his due process objective is not constitutive of, but rather follows from, the proper establishment of a panel's jurisdiction."\textsuperscript{308}

4.8. In order to respect "both the letter and the spirit of Article 6.2 of the DSU"\textsuperscript{309}, particularly the fulfilment of its functions to establish the panel's jurisdiction and observe due process, a panel must determine whether a panel request is sufficiently clear on the basis of an objective examination of the request as a whole\textsuperscript{310}, as it existed at the time of filing\textsuperscript{311}, and on the basis of the language used therein.\textsuperscript{312} As a minimum requirement, the panel request must list the article(s) of the covered agreement(s) claimed to have been violated.\textsuperscript{313} There may be situations, however, where such listing may not be "sufficient to present the problem clearly", as in instances where the articles contain multiple and/or distinct obligations.\textsuperscript{314} Moreover, in order to "present the problem clearly", a panel request must "plainly connect" the challenged measure(s) with the provision(s) claimed to have been infringed such that a respondent can "know what case it has to answer, and ... begin preparing its defence".\textsuperscript{315}

4.9. In addition, a panel must determine compliance with Article 6.2 "on the face of the panel request"\textsuperscript{316} as it existed at the time of filing. Thus, parties' submissions and statements during the panel proceedings cannot "cure" any defects in the panel request.\textsuperscript{317} Nevertheless, these subsequent submissions and statements may be consulted to the extent that they may confirm or clarify the meaning of the words used in the panel request.\textsuperscript{318} In any event, the determination of the conformity with Article 6.2 should be done on a case-by-case basis, considering the particular context in which the measures exist and operate.\textsuperscript{319} This determination must be done on an


\textsuperscript{308} Appellate Body Report, \textit{EC and certain member States – Large Civil Aircraft}, para. 640.


\textsuperscript{311} Appellate Body Report, \textit{EC and certain member States – Large Civil Aircraft}, para. 642.


\textsuperscript{317} Appellate Body Report, \textit{EC and certain member States – Large Civil Aircraft}, para. 787 (referring to Appellate Body Reports, \textit{EC – Bananas III}, para. 143; and \textit{US – Carbon Steel}, para. 127).

\textsuperscript{318} See e.g. Appellate Body Report, \textit{US – Carbon Steel}, para. 127.

\textsuperscript{319} Appellate Body Report, \textit{EC and certain member States – Large Civil Aircraft}, para. 641.
objective basis, such that any circumstances taken into account may not contemplate those that are relevant only to a party to the panel proceedings.  

4.1.2 The measure(s) at issue as identified in the panel request

4.10. The identification of the specific measure(s) at issue and the provision of a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint are two separate requirements that a panel request must fulfill under Article 6.2 of the DSU. While the identification of the measure(s) was not challenged in the present dispute, we find it useful to clarify the measure(s) at issue identified in Part D of China's panel request.

4.11. In its Preliminary Ruling, the Panel considered, for an analysis of the legal basis of the complaint, the countervailing duty (CVD) investigations and reviews identified in the panel request as the measures at issue in this dispute. In some parts of its Report, the Panel also referred to these investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 as the measures at issue. However, in other portions of its Report, the Panel described the "USDOC's failure to investigate and avoid double remedies" in these investigations and reviews as the measure at issue. More significantly, the Panel's findings under the SCM Agreement concern "the United States' alleged failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in certain investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012", and not the individual investigations and reviews per se.

4.12. Measures and claims are two distinct elements that should not be confused. Article 6.2 of the DSU "sets out separate requirements that must each be satisfied in a panel request in order for a matter to form part of a panel's terms of reference". The "specific measure" identified in a panel request is the "object of the challenge", or, more precisely, "the measure that is alleged to be causing the violation of an obligation contained in a covered agreement". The "legal basis" of the complaint or the "claim", in contrast, is the "specific provision of the covered agreement that contains the obligation alleged to be violated."

4.13. China's panel request identifies the "measures at issue" to include "any and all determinations or actions" by the US authorities relating to the "imposition or collection of countervailing duties" on imports into the United States from China in connection with countervailing duty investigations or reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012. The "measures at issue" also comprise "the anti-dumping measures listed in Appendix B [of the panel request], including the definitive anti-dumping duties imposed pursuant to their authority, as well as the combined effect of these anti-dumping measures and the parallel countervailing duty measures identified in Appendix A". Lastly, the "measures at issue" include "the failure of the United States to provide the [USDOC] with legal authority to identify and avoid the double remedies that are likely to result when the USDOC applies countervailing duties in

---

320 See e.g. Thailand – H-Beams, where the Appellate Body held that there is no assumed "continuity between claims raised in an underlying anti-dumping investigation and claims raised by a complaining party in a related dispute brought before the WTO". As a result, neither can it be assumed that "the range of issues" raised in the investigation will be the same as the claims brought before the WTO. The Appellate Body added that, "although the defending party will be aware of the issues raised in an underlying investigation, other parties may not." (Appellate Body Report, Thailand – H-Beams, para. 94)

321 See Appellate Body Report, Australia – Apples, para. 421.

322 Preliminary Ruling, paras. 3.39-3.42 and 3.58.


325 Panel Report, para. 8.1.c.


327 Appellate Body Report, Australia – Apples, para. 421.

328 Appellate Body Report, EC – Selected Customs Matters, para. 130.

329 Appellate Body Report, EC – Selected Customs Matters, para. 130.

330 China's panel request, pp. 1-2. (fn omitted)

331 China's panel request, p. 2.
conjunction with anti-dumping duties determined in accordance with the US [NME] methodology" in the investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012.332

4.14. As we have pointed out, the Panel referred in several ways to the measure(s) challenged in China's panel request. In its Preliminary Ruling331, and in some sections of its Report334, the Panel considered the identified investigations and reviews as the "measures at issue. Certain other parts of the Panel Report, particularly the section examining China's claims under the SCM Agreement, describe the USDOC's failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in these investigations and reviews as the "measure at issue in this dispute.335 While the identification of the measure(s) at issue is not appealed, we consider it useful to clarify the measure(s) at issue in Part D of China's panel request to assess whether it identifies China's claims in compliance with Article 6.2 of the DSU. In this regard, we agree with the Panel to the extent it considered that China identified "the USDOC's failure to investigate and avoid double remedies" as the measure at issue in Part D of its panel request. Although the identified investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 are measures taken by the United States, an examination of the panel request as a whole reveals that what China alleged to have violated the obligations contained in Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement are not these individual investigations and reviews per se, but rather the supposed failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies. Otherwise put, China is ultimately challenging a specific conduct and omission of the United States in these investigations and reviews, that is, the failure of its authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies, rather than the investigations and reviews themselves. This failure of the USDOC to investigate and avoid double remedies, and the claims of inconsistency with Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement, taken together, constitute the "matter referred to the DSB". Hence, we proceed below on the basis that it is this failure to investigate and avoid double remedies that must be considered as the measure at issue identified in the panel request.

4.1.3 The United States' claim that China's panel request is inconsistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU

4.15. Having identified the measure at issue as the USDOC's failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in the identified countervailing duty investigations and reviews initiated from 20 November 2006 to 13 March 2012, we now turn to consider whether China's panel request provided a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly.

4.1.3.1 The text and narrative of the panel request

4.16. The United States argues that the Panel employed a new and incorrect legal standard when it assessed whether China's panel request permitted "sufficiently clear inferences"336, as the Panel engaged in a "legal interpretation" of Articles 19 and 32 of the SCM Agreement in ascertaining the "potentially relevant" claims.337 China maintains that the Panel's use of the term "sufficiently clear inferences" is not an articulation of a "new standard", as asserted by the United States, considering that "the Panel repeatedly cited the relevant text of Article 6.2, and on each occasion ... accurately and completely quoted the requirement at issue before it."338 China contends that Article 6.2 does "not bar[]", and in fact "frequently involves", the use of inferential reasoning.339

4.17. The Appellate Body has repeatedly held that, in order for a panel request to comply with the requirement under Article 6.2 of the DSU to provide a summary of the legal basis of the complaint, the panel request must, at a minimum, list the articles of the covered agreements claimed to have

332 China's panel request, p. 2. We note that the identified measure relates to China's claims under Part C of its panel request, which China abandoned with its letter of 25 March 2013. (See infra, para. 4.47)
333 Preliminary Ruling, paras. 3.39-3.42 and 3.58.
336 United States' other appellant's submission, para. 17.
337 United States' other appellant's submission, paras. 20 and 21.
338 China's appellee's submission, para. 33 (referring to Preliminary Ruling, paras. 3.17, 3.18, 3.32, 3.33, 3.53, 3.60, and 4.1).
339 China's appellee's submission, paras. 36 and 37. (fn omitted)
been violated. While the listing of treaty provisions is a necessary minimum prerequisite, there may be situations where this may not be sufficient to present the problem clearly, as in instances where the articles contain multiple and/or distinct obligations. Also, in cases where the panel request challenges a number of measures on the basis of multiple WTO provisions, providing "a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly may depend on whether it is sufficiently clear which 'problem' is caused by which measure or group of measures". Additionally, the panel request must also "plainly connect the challenged measure(s) with the provision(s) of the covered agreements claimed to have been infringed". Whether or not a general reference to a treaty provision will be adequate to meet the requirement of sufficiency under Article 6.2 is to be examined on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the extent to which such reference sheds light on the nature of the obligation at issue. Thus, we reiterate that the determination of whether a panel request is "sufficiently precise" requires the scrutiny of the panel request "as a whole, and on the basis of the language used".

4.18. Part D and footnote 6 of China's panel request are most relevant for this appeal. They read:

D. Failure to Investigate and Avoid Double Remedies in Certain Investigations and Reviews Initiated Between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012

Between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012, the US authorities initiated a series of anti-dumping and countervailing duty investigations and reviews that resulted in the imposition of anti-dumping and countervailing duties in respect of the same imported products from China, either on a preliminary or final basis. In none of these investigations and reviews did the US authorities take steps to investigate and avoid double remedies.

In light of the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies in the identified investigations and reviews, China considers that the resulting countervailing duty measures, including any countervailing duties collected pursuant to their authority, are inconsistent with Articles 10, 15, 19, 21, and 32 of the SCM Agreement and Article VI of the GATT 1994. China further considers that the associated anti-dumping measures in each such instance, including any anti-dumping duties collected pursuant to their authority, are inconsistent with Articles 9 and 11 of the AD Agreement and Article VI of the GATT 1994.

6 Appendix A lists all countervailing duty investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 that included a parallel anti-dumping investigation. The parallel anti-dumping duty investigations are listed in Appendix B. The investigations and reviews that are the subject of the claims set forth in this subpart D are marked with an asterisk (*). China has excluded those investigations that resulted in a negative injury determination by the US International Trade Commission (indicated in a table), as those investigations did not result in the imposition of anti-dumping and countervailing duties. China has also excluded the four sets of parallel AD/CVD investigations that were the subject of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB in United States – Definitive Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties on Certain Products from China (DS379). The DSB has already found that the United States acted inconsistently with its obligations under the covered agreements by failing to investigate and avoid double remedies in those investigations.

---
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4.19. Part D of China’s panel request identifies legal claims under Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{346} Article 10 mandates Members to “take all necessary steps to ensure that the imposition of a countervailing duty” is in accordance with Article VI of the GATT 1994 and the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{347} We agree with the Panel that “Article 10 is invoked to raise a consequential claim”, that is, if the measure at issue is found inconsistent with Article 10, then it would also be inconsistent with Article 10.\textsuperscript{348} Further, we also agree that no additional detail is required in respect of Article 10, considering that the provision consists of only one paragraph.\textsuperscript{349}

4.20. Turning to Article 32 of the SCM Agreement, another consequential claim\textsuperscript{350}, we note that only Articles 32.1, 32.2, 32.5, and 32.6 impose obligations on Members. Article 32.1 mandates that actions against a subsidy of another Member may be taken only if it is "in accordance with the provisions of GATT 1994".\textsuperscript{351} Article 32.2 provides that reservations in respect of any of the provisions of the SCM Agreement may not be entered "without the consent of the other Members". Article 32.5 obligates Members to “take all necessary steps” to ensure the conformity of its laws, regulations, and administrative procedures with the provisions of the SCM Agreement. Article 32.6 directs Members to inform the SCM Committee of "any changes in its laws and regulations", as well as in the administration thereof, that are relevant to the SCM Agreement.

4.21. We observe that Article 32.1 is the only paragraph that provides an obligation with respect to the imposition of countervailing duties. Articles 32.2, 32.5, and 32.6 are not relevant in this dispute, as the obligations they impose concern reservations with, and the general implementation of, the SCM Agreement. Specifically, Article 32.2 is not pertinent, since the present dispute does not involve any reservations with respect to any of the provisions of the SCM Agreement. As regards Article 32.5, China does not allege that the United States failed to make its laws, regulations, and administrative procedures conform to the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{352} With respect to Article 32.6, China does not contend that the United States failed to inform the SCM Committee of any changes in its laws and regulations. On the basis of these considerations, we agree with the Panel that only Article 32.1 appears to be relevant in this dispute and, like Article 10, its alleged violation is merely consequential to the alleged violation of Article 19.\textsuperscript{353}

4.22. We now turn to China’s claim under Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, which is listed in the panel request without identification of a paragraph of that Article. We note that the Appellate Body has previously described Article 19.1 as a provision that "allows for the imposition of countervailing duties when subsidized imports ‘are causing injury’".\textsuperscript{354} Article 19.2 gives Members the discretion to determine whether or not a countervailing duty is to be imposed and, if so, whether it can be an amount less than the total amount of the subsidy. Further, this provision encourages Members’ investigating authorities “to link the actual amount of the countervailing duty to the injury to be removed”.\textsuperscript{355} Thus, Article 19.1 establishes when a countervailing duty

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{346} In a letter dated 25 March 2013, China dropped its claims under Articles 15 and 21 of the SCM Agreement, Article VI of the GATT 1994, and Articles 9 and 11 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement in Part D of its panel request, as well as all of the claims in Part C. (See Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.2) The Issue of these claims abandoned by China is addressed further below.

\textsuperscript{347} Article 10 of the SCM Agreement reads:

Members shall take all necessary steps to ensure that the imposition of a countervailing duty on any product of the territory of any Member imported into the territory of another Member is in accordance with the provisions of Article VI of GATT 1994 and the terms of this Agreement.

Countervailing duties may only be imposed pursuant to investigations initiated and conducted in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and the Agreement on Agriculture.

(fn omitted)


\textsuperscript{349} Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.34.


\textsuperscript{351} Article 32.1 provides that "[n]o specific action against a subsidy of another Member can be taken except in accordance with the provisions of GATT 1994, as interpreted by this Agreement."

\textsuperscript{352} Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.40.


(fn omitted)

\end{flushright}
may be imposed, while Article 19.2 grants Members the discretion for such imposition. Taking into account that the measure at issue in this dispute concerns the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies in investigations and reviews already initiated, as well as the resulting countervailing duties already imposed, we therefore consider that neither Article 19.1 nor Article 19.2 is relevant to China's complaint.

4.23. We now examine the remaining two paragraphs of Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, paragraphs 3 and 4. Article 19.3 states that countervailing duties shall be levied in the "appropriate amounts in each case" and "on a non-discriminatory basis". Article 19.4 mandates that the imposition of countervailing duties must not be "in excess of the amount of the subsidy found to exist". Based on the language of Articles 19.3 and 19.4, we agree with the Panel that these two provisions are "the potentially relevant obligations" to the extent that these are the only paragraphs of Article 19 that impose substantive obligations on the permissible amounts of countervailing duties. Since both paragraphs specifically address the quantitative limits on the imposition of countervailing duties, Articles 19.3 and 19.4 are "closely related" provisions. The obligations contained in Articles 19.3 and 19.4 share an "interlinked nature", as both provisions pertain to the final stage of countervailing duty proceedings, mandating the levy of countervailing duties "in the appropriate amounts", "on a non-discriminatory basis", and not "in excess of the amount of the subsidy". We note, however, that the Panel excluded Article 19.4 as a legal basis of China's complaint on account of the meaning the Panel ascribed to footnote 6 of the panel request, as is explained further below. While the United States appeals the Panel's finding that the panel request sufficiently identified China's claim under Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement as being inconsistent with Article 6.2, the Panel's finding excluding Article 19.4 from its terms of reference has not been challenged on appeal. Thus, we shall limit our analysis below to the issue of whether Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement was identified with sufficient clarity in the panel request.

4.24. The Appellate Body has examined in previous disputes panel requests that did not specify the relevant paragraphs of a provision containing multiple obligations. It found instances when a general reference to an article containing multiple obligations satisfied the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU when considered in the context of the language used in the panel request read as a whole. In Thailand – H-Beams, for example, the Appellate Body held that a general reference to Article 3 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement, without identifying the relevant paragraphs, was sufficient to fulfill the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU, considering that the panel request "referred explicitly to the specific language of Article 3". The Appellate Body considered that certain claims under Article 5 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement that neither indicated the relevant paragraphs nor used the specific language of the provision were consistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU because "Article 5 sets out various but closely related procedural steps" and its obligations share an "interlinked nature". We note that the Appellate Body considered that the panel request contained elements that went beyond a "mere listing" of articles. In presenting the legal claims, the panel request in Thailand – H-Beams used the specific language

356 Article 19.3 provides:
When a countervailing duty is imposed in respect of any product, such countervailing duty shall be levied, in the appropriate amounts in each case, on a non-discriminatory basis on imports of such products from all sources found to be subsidized and causing injury, except as to imports from those sources which have renounced any subsidies in question or from which undertakings under the terms of this Agreement have been accepted. Any exporter whose exports are subject to a definitive countervailing duty but who has not actually investigated for reasons other than a refusal to cooperate, shall be entitled to an expedited review in order that the investigating authorities promptly establish an individual countervailing duty rate for that exporter.

357 Article 19.4 reads: "No countervailing duty shall be levied on any imported product in excess of the amount of the subsidy found to exist, calculated in terms of subsidization per unit of the subsidized and exported product." (fn omitted)


359 See Appellate Body Report, Thailand – H-Beams, para. 93. In addition, we note that the "lesser duty" rule in Article 19.2 is also concerned with the amount of duty – albeit at the earlier stage of the imposition of a countervailing duty order.

360 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.43.


and content of the treaty provisions at issue, and identified provisions containing interlinked obligations. Thus, in its consideration of whether the panel request complied with Article 6.2, the Appellate Body placed emphasis on these elements in the panel request that went beyond the "mere listing" of articles.364

4.25. In this case, though we agree with the Panel that Articles 19.3 and 19.4 of the SCM Agreement are "potentially relevant" to China's panel request,365 we underscore that the concern of these provisions is not limited to "double remedies", but instead covers obligations broader in scope. On the one hand, Article 19.3 pertains to the amount of the duty to be levied ("in the appropriate amounts"), as well as to the manner in which it is imposed ("on a non-discriminatory basis"). On the other hand, Article 19.4 generally limits the maximum amount of the countervailing duty. Thus, the fact that these obligations under Articles 19.3 and 19.4 may be interlinked does not necessarily, in itself, provide a summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly. Whether the general reference to Article 19 is sufficient to identify Article 19.3 as the legal basis of the claim depends not only on the nature of the obligations under Article 19 in general, and Article 19.3 in particular, but also on the panel request as a whole, including its narrative and appendices. We must, therefore, examine the narrative to see whether the panel request, as a whole, conforms to the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU.

4.26. In order for a panel request to meet the requirement of Article 6.2 to "present the problem clearly", it must "plainly connect the challenged measure(s) with the provision(s) of the covered agreements claimed to have been infringed".366 The narrative of a panel request, therefore, functions to "explain succinctly how or why the measure at issue is considered by the complaining Member to be violating the WTO obligation in question".367

4.27. We note that the Panel, in its Preliminary Ruling, found that the narrative description of the problem raised in the panel request concerned "a very specific issue: the United States' alleged 'failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in certain investigations and reviews'".368 The Panel also observed that the panel request defined "double remedies" as "the double remedies that are likely to result when the USDOC applies countervailing duties in conjunction with anti-dumping duties determined in accordance with the US [NME] methodology".369

4.28. Like the Panel, we attach significance to the fact that China ultimately challenges only one measure in Part D of its panel request,370 namely, the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies in the identified investigations and reviews. The explicit reference in the panel request to "double remedies" is supplemented by an elaboration of what this concept means in the context of the present dispute by stating that it is "the double remedies that are likely to result when the USDOC applies countervailing duties in conjunction with anti-dumping duties determined in accordance with the US [NME] methodology" in respect of the investigations or reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012.371 The panel request narrative sufficiently explains that, in the investigations and reviews mentioned in Appendices A and B, with the exception of those that resulted in a negative determination or were already adjudicated in DS379, the US authorities failed to investigate and avoid double remedies that may have resulted therefrom. Consequently, the panel request alleges that this failure of the United States amounts to a violation of Article 19 of the SCM Agreement. It is true that the term "double remedies" forms part of the identification of the measure (the failure of the US authorities

---

364 This approach, in our view, conveys the understanding that the listing of a treaty provision containing multiple obligations, while a minimum requirement, would have been insufficient to present the problem clearly had these circumstances including the references to text and content of the relevant provisions not been present.

365 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.43.


367 Appellate Body Reports, China – Raw Materials, para. 226 (quoting Appellate Body Report, EC – Selected Customs Matters, para. 130 (emphasis original)).

368 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.38.

369 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.38 (quoting China's panel request, p. 2).

370 As we have pointed out, China's panel request refers to the individual investigations and reviews initiated on or between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012, as identified in Appendices A and B to its panel request, as the "measures at issue".

371 China's panel request, p. 2; Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.38.
to investigate and avoid double remedies). Yet, the word "double" in this term also gives an indication that the problem with "double remedies" is that they result in the levying of countervailing duties exceeding the "appropriate amounts in each case" in the sense of Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement. Therefore, it is our view that the narrative’s reference to "double remedies" assists in presenting the problem clearly, by providing a connection between the measure at issue (the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies) and the legal claims (Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement). In this way, the term "double remedies" "plainly connects" and aids in demonstrating how the measure at issue is inconsistent with the relevant legal provision in Article 19, i.e. Article 19.3.

4.29. Having said that, we emphasize that, ideally, the panel request in this dispute would have referred not only to the specific measure at issue (the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies), but also to the specific provision concerned, namely, Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement. However, simply specifying Article 19.3, or adopting its exact language in the panel request, without making a reference to "double remedies", would not necessarily have presented the problem clearly. As we have explained, the obligations under Article 19.3 to impose countervailing duties "in the appropriate amounts" and "on a non-discriminatory basis" are much broader in scope than the specific concept of "double remedies". When a Member imposes concurring countervailing and anti-dumping duties on the same imports, strictly speaking, the amount of countervailing duty may still be levied "in the appropriate amounts" or not in excess of the amount of the subsidy found to exist. Neither does the concurrent imposition necessarily mean that the anti-dumping duty exceeds the margin of dumping found to exist. The problem arises when, as a result of the parallel imposition of countervailing and anti-dumping duties, the same subsidization is offset twice in calculating the amount of subsidy and the dumping margin. Under these circumstances, countervailing duties may not be levied "in the appropriate amounts in each case", contrary to Article 19.3. Hence, the reference to "double remedies" in the panel request assumes a key role in explaining succinctly how or why the measure at issue is considered by China to be violating Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement, and thus assists in presenting the problem clearly within the meaning of Article 6.2 of the DSU.

4.30. From our examination of China’s panel request, we conclude that, even without a specification of the relevant paragraphs of Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, Article 19.3 is nonetheless capable of being identified as the pertinent provision. The reference to "double remedies" in the narrative contextualizes China’s panel request and helps present the problem clearly by creating a plain connection between the measure at issue and the legal claims. By referring to "the double remedies that are likely to result when the USDOC applies countervailing duties in conjunction with anti-dumping duties determined in accordance with the US [NME] methodology", the narrative provides an explanation of how and why the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies in the identified investigations and reviews allegedly violates the obligations under Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, and specifically those under Article 19.3. Therefore, the narrative in the panel request contributes to presenting the problem clearly, that is, in the investigations and reviews listed in the appendices (except those resulting in a negative determination or those that were the subject of DS379), the US authorities allegedly failed to investigate and avoid potential double remedies. Consequently, the United States failed to ensure that countervailing duties were levied "in the appropriate amounts in each case", causing an alleged violation of Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement. From our above analysis of the plain text of the panel request at hand, it is clear that the general reference to Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, when read in conjunction with the narrative, can be considered to meet the requirement of Article 6.2 of the DSU to "provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly".

4.31. Nevertheless, we reiterate that the listing of the treaty provision(s) allegedly violated is normally a prerequisite for a panel request to be consistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU. A general reference to a treaty article containing multiple obligations, without specifying the relevant paragraph, or one of the multiple obligations thereunder, may be found wanting in respect of the degree of clarity required by Article 6.2. Such general reference may meet the requirement under Article 6.2 depending on the circumstances of each case, including whether

---

"mere reference to a treaty provision sheds light on the nature of the obligation at issue"\(^{373}\), and whether the text read in conjunction with the narrative is sufficient to "present the problem clearly". We emphasize that a complainant who includes in its panel request only a general reference to a treaty article containing multiple obligations runs the risk that its request may fall short of the sufficiency threshold under Article 6.2.

4.32. We now turn to address the argument of the United States that the Panel purportedly applied a new and incorrect legal standard when it stated that "China's panel request need only provide as much information on the legal basis as to 'permit[] sufficiently clear inferences' to China's legal claims."\(^{374}\) The United States asserts that, instead of examining the panel request on its face, the Panel engaged in a "legal interpretation" of Articles 19 and 32 of the SCM Agreement when it sought to discern whether China's claims had a "plausible basis" or were "potentially relevant".\(^{375}\) The United States adds that, in so doing, the Panel went into the merits of the claims, rather than determining whether the request presented the problem clearly, or whether such claims were included in the legal basis set out in the panel request.\(^{376}\)

4.33. We do not find it erroneous for the Panel to have used the term "sufficiently clear inferences" as such in its analysis of the conformity of China's panel request with Article 6.2 of the DSU. We also disagree with the United States that the Panel's use of "inferences" amounted to an introduction of a new standard in an Article 6.2 analysis. Rather, as the Panel stated, using "sufficiently clear inferences" is merely a way of explaining how "the WTO obligations at issue in a panel request, while not explicitly identified by paragraph number, are nonetheless identifiable from the panel request considered as a whole."\(^{377}\) The use of inferential reasoning may be inevitable in ascertaining compliance with Article 6.2, for instance, in situations where a panel request makes a general reference to a set of measures or legal claims containing multiple obligations, and the specific measure and/or legal claim at issue must be discerned from the panel request as a whole, including its narrative and any annexes. In examining the panel request's consistency with the requirements of Article 6.2, it is often unavoidable for a panel to use inferences in order to determine whether the measure at issue is identified with sufficient clarity, considering the particular context in which the measure exists and operates\(^{378}\), or whether the respondent and third parties are given sufficient notice of the nature of the obligation and the treaty invoked. The extent to which a panel may use inferential reasoning will vary on the specifics of each case, taking into consideration the need to examine the language of the panel request on its face, as a whole, and as it existed at the time of filing.\(^{379}\)

4.34. In reviewing the Panel's use of "sufficiently clear inferences" in its assessment of whether China's panel request presented the problem clearly, we find it useful to make a comparison between the present dispute and the disputes in China – Raw Materials, referred to by the United States. In China – Raw Materials, the Appellate Body found that it was not clear from the panel requests, which listed 37 legal instruments as measures and 13 treaty provisions as legal claims, "which allegations of error pertain[ed] to which particular measure or set of measures identified in the panel requests".\(^{380}\) Neither was it clear to the Appellate Body "whether each of the listed measures relate[d] to one specific allegation described in the narrative paragraphs, or to several or even all of [those] allegations, and whether each of the listed measures allegedly violate[d] one specific provision of the covered agreements, or several of them".\(^{381}\) According to the Appellate Body, "the combination of a wide-ranging list of obligations together with 37 legal instruments ... [was] such that it [did] not allow the 'problem' or 'problems' to be discerned clearly.

\(^{374}\) United States' other appellant's submission, para. 10 (referring to Preliminary Ruling, paras. 3.2, 3.35, 3.42, 3.47, 3.48, 3.51, and 4.1).
\(^{375}\) United States' other appellant's submission, paras. 20 and 21.
\(^{376}\) United States' other appellant's submission, paras. 20 and 21.
\(^{377}\) Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.35.
\(^{378}\) Appellate Body Report, EC and certain member States – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 641.
\(^{380}\) Appellate Body Reports, China – Raw Materials, para. 226.
\(^{381}\) Appellate Body Reports, China – Raw Materials, para. 226. (fn omitted)
from the panel requests.\textsuperscript{382} Because of this indiscriminate listing of measures and obligations, the Appellate Body found that the panel requests were unable to "explain succinctly how or why the measure at issue [was] considered by the complaining Member to be violating the WTO obligation in question".\textsuperscript{383}

4.35. In contrast, Part D of China's panel request in this dispute identifies one measure: the failure of the US authorities to avoid and investigate double remedies. The panel request's general reference to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement is contextualized by the narrative's reference to "double remedies", which sheds light on the nature of the specific obligations at issue – i.e. Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1. Thus, the panel request in this dispute, unlike those in China – Raw Materials, provides a plain connection between the failure of the United States to investigate and avoid double remedies, on the one hand, and Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, on the other hand, such that the problem in respect of Article 19.3 is presented with sufficient clarity and is thus in compliance with Article 6.2 of the DSU.

4.36. The preceding analysis of the text and narrative of China's panel request is, in our view, sufficient to conclude that the panel request meets the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU to identify the measure at issue and provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly. In the light of the arguments raised by the participants on appeal, we nonetheless review the Panel's treatment of footnote 6 of China's panel request to ascertain whether it confirms our interpretation of the panel request, as well as in keeping with the principle that the language used in panel requests should be considered as a whole.

4.37. The United States challenges the Panel's reliance on the last two sentences of footnote 6 of China's panel request to conclude that "China intended only to raise a substantive claim under Article 19.3".\textsuperscript{384} The United States contends that, in considering the particular findings in the panel and Appellate Body reports in US – Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties (China) (DS379), the Panel used "an external source to inform the legal basis in the panel request."\textsuperscript{385} The United States asserts that the Panel's dismissal of China's own explanation that it intended to bring claims under Article 19 as an "integrated whole"\textsuperscript{386} "underscores the error in using an analysis based on inferences" in examining China's panel request.\textsuperscript{387}

4.38. China dismisses the United States' argument against the Panel's reliance on footnote 6 and the relevant findings in DS379 on the ground that, having "expressly referenced the findings" in that dispute in its panel request, "it was not merely appropriate for the Panel to take them into account, it was incumbent upon the Panel to do so in light of the Appellate Body's often repeated admonition to 'consider[] the panel request as a whole, and in the light of attendant circumstances'."\textsuperscript{388} According to China, the United States' argument that the Panel "dismiss[ed] the complaining Party's own explanation of the legal basis of its claim"\textsuperscript{389} "would improperly introduce a complaining party's purported 'intent' into the Article 6.2 analysis, while simultaneously nullifying a Panel's obligation to undertake 'an objective assessment of the matter before it' under Article 11 of the DSU".\textsuperscript{390}

4.39. We start by observing that footnotes are part of the text of a panel request, and may be relevant to the identification of the measure at issue or the presentation of the legal basis of the complaint. In China's panel request, footnote 6 reads:

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Appellate Body Reports, China – Raw Materials, para. 231.}
\footnote{Appellate Body Reports, China – Raw Materials, para. 226 (quoting Appellate Body Report, EC – Selected Customs Matters, para. 130 (emphasis original)).}
\footnote{United States' other appellant's submission, para. 22.}
\footnote{United States' other appellant's submission, para. 22. See also ibid., para. 25.}
\footnote{United States' other appellant's submission, para. 34. (fn omitted)}
\footnote{United States' other appellant's submission, para. 36.}
\footnote{China's appellee's submission, para. 53 (quoting Appellate Body Report, US – Carbon Steel, para. 127). (emphasis original)}
\footnote{China's appellee's submission, para. 55 (quoting United States' other appellant's submission, para. 36).}
\footnote{China's appellee's submission, para. 57.}
\end{footnotes}
Appendix A lists all countervailing duty investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 that included a parallel anti-dumping investigation. The parallel antidumping duty investigations are listed in Appendix B. The investigations and reviews that are the subject of the claims set forth in this subpart D are marked with an asterisk (*). China has excluded those investigations that resulted in a negative injury determination by the US International Trade Commission (indicated in the table), as those investigations did not result in the imposition of anti-dumping and countervailing duties. China has also excluded the four sets of parallel AD/CVD investigations that were the subject of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB in United States – Definitive Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties on Certain Products from China (DS379). The DSB has already found that the United States acted inconsistently with its obligations under the covered agreements by failing to investigate and avoid double remedies in those investigations.

4.40. The Panel considered footnote 6 as "useful context for purposes of [its] inquiry into whether it [was] possible to draw sufficiently clear inferences concerning the obligations(s) on which China wishe[d] to base its claims in Part D". In its view, the statement in footnote 6 that the DSB had "already found that the United States acted inconsistently with its obligations ... in those investigations" indicated that China sought to obtain in the present dispute findings of violation "that parallel the findings that China had previously obtained" in DS379, where the Appellate Body made no finding with respect to Article 19.4. According to the Panel, "while the narrative reference to 'double remedies' in Part D suggests that both Articles 19.3 and 19.4 are potentially relevant WTO obligations at issue, consideration of the last sentence in footnote 6 indicates that Article 19.3 is an obligation at issue, while Article 19.4 is not". Moreover, the Panel found that, had China wished to raise claims under Article 19.4, China should not have referred to the previous ruling of the DSB that the United States had acted "inconsistently" with its WTO obligations. This was especially so considering China's own argument that "it is obvious on the face of the panel request that China's claims in Part D included the same claims on which it prevailed in DS379" – i.e. Article 19.3, and not Article 19.4. We note that most of the Panel's reasoning referring to footnote 6 addressed the issue of whether China's panel request properly identified its claim under Article 19.4. In this respect, we recall our observation above that the Panel's finding excluding China's claim under Article 19.4 of the SCM Agreement from its terms of reference has not been appealed.

4.41. We further note that footnote 6 refers to Appendices A and B to the panel request, which list the parallel countervailing duty and anti-dumping investigations and reviews initiated between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012. Footnote 6 also states that China excluded from this list of investigations and reviews those that resulted in a negative injury determination, and those that were already the subject of the dispute in DS379. Thus, the references to the current Appendices and to DS379 merely appear to indicate which investigations and reviews were the subject of, and which were excluded from, Part D of China's panel request. In our view, footnote 6 illustrates and confirms the panel request's definition of "double remedies" by referring to the lists of parallel countervailing duty and anti-dumping investigations in Appendices A and B that may have resulted in the "double remedies" that the US authorities allegedly failed to investigate and avoid. The statement that the DSB had "already found that the United States had acted inconsistently with its obligations under the covered agreements by failing to investigate and avoid double remedies" – similar to the explanation that some investigations "resulted in a negative injury determination by the US International Trade Commission" – merely provides the reason why China excluded some of the investigations and reviews from the coverage of the panel request. This exclusion of certain investigations from China's challenge is not before us, and neither was it disputed before the Panel.

391 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.42.
392 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.43 (quoting China's panel request, fn 6, at p. 4). (emphasis omitted)
393 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.43.
394 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.45. (fn omitted)
4.42. The meaning that the Panel ascribed to the last two sentences of footnote 6 ultimately led the Panel to narrow down the scope of China’s claims under Article 19 to Article 19.3, which contrasted with China's own statement that its claims encompass both Articles 19.3 and 19.4.\footnote{China's response to United States' preliminary ruling request, para. 26. China stated: These [Article 19] obligations are not "distinct" in any way. On the contrary, these provisions are closely interlinked and all relate to a single issue: the determination of the amount of the countervailing duty to impose. The provisions of each paragraph are inextricably related to each other. For example, Article 19.4 makes clear that the "appropriate" amount of a countervailing duty under Article 19.3 cannot be greater than the amount of the subsidy found to exist. Articles 19.1 and 19.2, along with Article 19.3 itself, operate together to establish that the "appropriate" amount of a countervailing duty should have some relationship to the injury that is being caused by subsidized imports. (fn omitted) See also China's comments on United States' comments on China's response to United States' preliminary ruling request, para. 6. China stated: "Articles 19.3 and 19.4 are the only two paragraphs of Article 19 that impose any substantive obligation that would be relevant to the issue of double remedies."} That Part D includes "the same claims on which [China] prevailed in DS379" does not necessarily translate to the exclusion of Article 19.4 as a legal claim. After all, footnote 6 as a whole is of very limited assistance in identifying China’s claim under Article 19.3. As we have just noted, the Panel relied on the text of that footnote in its reasoning excluding China’s claim under Article 19.4, an issue that is not before us in this appeal. Ultimately, footnote 6 does not provide an express reference to any of China’s legal claims, but rather to the "subject of the claims", or the investigations and reviews to which the measure at issue pertains.

4.43. We disagree with the manner in which the Panel read China's panel request and especially footnote 6 as excluding China's claim under Article 19.4. The Panel reached this conclusion by reading too much into the language used in footnote 6, rather than by limiting itself to the panel request's textual and contextual elements. In particular, we do not see in the text of the last sentence of footnote 6 the exclusion of Article 19.4 on account of a general reference to measures found inconsistent in DS379. Considering which inconsistencies have been found or have not been found in DS379 goes beyond what is specifically mentioned in the text of footnote 6. This approach, in our view, is not examining the panel request "on its face", as required by Article 6.2 of the DSU. However, footnote 6, as part of the text of China's panel request in this dispute, can be used to clarify and supplement the panel request's definition of "double remedies" by referring precisely to the parallel countervailing duty and anti-dumping investigations that purportedly resulted in such remedies. Thus, we do not agree that footnote 6 can be used, as the Panel did, to refer to elements, such as the findings of inconsistency or the lack thereof by the Appellate Body in DS379, which were applicable to the specific circumstances of that dispute.

4.44. In any event, we are not called upon to pronounce on whether China’s panel request includes a sufficient identification of a claim under Article 19.4, considering that the Panel’s exclusion of Article 19.4 from its terms of reference is not challenged on appeal. As we have already explained, in respect of China’s claim under Article 19.3, by referring to double remedies and to Article 19 of the SCM Agreement, as well as to the consequential claims, the text and the narrative of China’s panel request provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly.

4.45. On the basis of our examination of all of the components of the panel request as a whole, we consider that the references to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement, read in the context of the narrative explanation, allow for the identification of the relevant claims – Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 – relating to the measure at issue in this dispute. The mention of "double remedies" in the panel request identifies the problem and plainly connects the measure at issue (the failure of the US authorities to investigate and avoid double remedies) and the legal claims (Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement) in a manner that "provide[s] a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly".

4.1.3.2 Abandoned claims

4.46. Our foregoing analysis of China’s panel request and its conformity with Article 6.2 of the DSU highlights an important consideration: A challenge to a panel request under Article 6.2 may be avoided by specifying the particular paragraph of a treaty provision containing more than one
obligation, and making a plain connection between the measure at issue and the legal claim sufficient to present the problem clearly. We thus find it necessary to underscore that listing general or over-inclusive legal claims in a panel request runs the risk of having such claims excluded from the panel’s terms of reference if, as a consequence, the panel request fails to present the problem clearly.

4.47. In this regard, we refer to Part D of China's panel request, which lists Articles 10, 15, 19, 21, and 32 of the SCM Agreement, Article VI of the GATT 1994, and Articles 9 and 11 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement as the legal claims. In its letter to the Panel dated 25 March 2013, China expressed its intention not to pursue its claims under Part C of the panel request, and limited its claims in Part D to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement.397 Relying on China’s representation, the Panel considered that China had "validly abandoned" all of its claims in Part C, and some of its claims in Part D, but did not modify the Panel's terms of reference.398 The Panel also found that ruling on the consistency of these abandoned claims with Article 6.2 "would make no practical difference", as the Panel would make no ruling on the merits of those claims.399 The United States did not appeal this finding by the Panel.

4.48. The United States argues in its other appeal that the Panel failed to examine China's panel request on its face as it existed at the time of filing, and instead sought to "cure" its vagueness and deficiency by relying on China's subsequent statements.400 In particular, the United States refers to the above-mentioned letter of China dated 25 March 2013401, and argues that "the abandonment of claims in an attempt to cure a deficient panel request should not be relied upon by a panel when determining the sufficiency of a panel request on its face as it existed at the time of filing."402 In response, China argues that the United States was wrong in insisting that the Panel treated China's letter dated 25 March 2013 "as the equivalent of a newly filed panel request"403, considering the Panel's recognition that China could not "unilaterally modify" its terms of reference.404

4.49. We do not agree with the United States that China's abandonment of its claims "cured" the alleged lack of specificity of Part D of the panel request. The existence of the abandoned claims does not affect the conformity of the identification of the remaining claims with Article 6.2 of the DSU, as discussed in detail above. While a panel request making general references to treaty provisions containing multiple claims may be viewed as being over-inclusive, it is important to note that abandoning one set of claims is an issue entirely different from attempting to cure deficiencies in the listing of the remaining set of claims in a panel request. A panel request may list multiple claims with sufficient specificity, and it may list few claims in a manner that does not comply with the requirements of Article 6.2. Subsequently dropping claims does not add to, or detract from, an independent assessment of whether the remaining claims are identified in a manner that is sufficient to present the problem clearly, in accordance with Article 6.2 of the DSU.

4.50. In this dispute, the issue of whether Part D of China's panel request complies with the requirements of Articles 6.2 is not affected by China's abandoning certain claims under Parts C and D of its panel request. We observe that, even assuming that the initial listing of the abandoned claims in China's panel request failed to fulfil the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU, this does not affect the analysis of whether the remaining claims under Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement were identified with sufficient clarity, which must be addressed in their own right. We do not see how the assessment of whether the remaining claims under Part D present the problem clearly would be affected by any defects that the Panel might have found had

397 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.2.
398 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.8.
399 Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.9.
400 United States' other appellant's submission, para. 41.
401 United States' other appellant's submission, para. 44.
402 United States’ other appellant's submission, para. 46. At the oral hearing, however, the United States clarified that the scope of its appeal is limited to China's remaining claims under Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement. The United States agrees that the removal of Part C, and some of the claims under Part D, do not affect the specificity of the remaining claims. (United States' response to questioning at the oral hearing)
403 China's appellee's submission, para. 56 (quoting United States' other appellant's submission, para. 45).
404 China's appellee's submission, para. 59 (referring to Preliminary Ruling, para. 3.8).
it addressed the question of whether the panel request identified the abandoned claims consistently with Article 6.2. Moreover, we are not persuaded that the mere fact that the United States had to prepare for claims that were later on dropped can be considered as affecting its due process rights in respect of the remaining claims.

4.51. In the light of the above considerations, we do not view the abandonment by China of some of its claims as a factor that should be taken into account in examining the compliance of the remaining claims in Part D of China's panel request with Article 6.2 of the DSU on the basis of the panel request's text and narrative.\textsuperscript{405}

\subsection{Conclusions}

4.52. Based on our preceding analysis of the panel request as a whole, we consider that China's panel request, given its references to Articles 10, 19, and 32 of the SCM Agreement, and coupled with the identification of the specific measure at issue and a reference to and explanation of "double remedies", provides "a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly". In our view, the panel request complies with the requirements of Article 6.2, considering that its narrative, including the reference to "double remedies", connects the measure at issue with the legal claims, thereby specifying with sufficient clarity that the United States' failure to investigate and avoid double remedies in the identified investigations and reviews is alleged by China to violate the United States' obligations under Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement. Therefore, we uphold the Panel's finding, in paragraph 4.2 of the Panel's Preliminary Ruling and paragraph 7.4 of the Panel Report, that China's panel request is not inconsistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU, and that claims under Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement were identified in Part D of China's panel request consistently with Article 6.2 and were thus within its terms of reference. As a consequence, the Panel's findings of inconsistency with respect to Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement, in paragraphs 7.396 and 8.1.c of the Panel Report, stand.

\subsection{Article X:2 of the GATT 1994}

4.53. Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 states:

No measure of general application taken by any contracting party effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor, shall be enforced before such measure has been officially published.

4.54. China raises on appeal the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 in respect of the baseline of comparison for measures of general application effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice\textsuperscript{406}, and for measures of general application imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports.\textsuperscript{407} China also challenges the Panel's application of its interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 to the measure at issue, Section 1 of US Public Law No. 112-99\textsuperscript{408} (PL 112-99). In particular, China challenges the Panel's findings that "China ha[d] not established that Section 1 is a provision 'effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice'\textsuperscript{409} and that "China ha[d] not established that Section 1 is a provision 'imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports'\textsuperscript{410}. Before addressing China's claims, we find it useful to set out the Panel's findings under Article X:2.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item[405] The United States did not contend otherwise in response to questioning at the oral hearing.
\item[406] Panel Report, para. 7.155.
\item[407] Panel Report, para. 7.203.
\item[408] United States Public Law No. 112-99, An act to apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes, 126 Stat. 265 (13 March 2012) (Panel Exhibit CHI-1).
\item[409] Panel Report, para. 7.191.
\item[410] Panel Report, para. 7.208.
\end{itemize}
4.2.1 The Panel's findings

4.55. The Panel considered that the determination of whether a measure is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 required the fulfilment of two cumulative conditions, namely: (i) that it is a measure of general application taken by a Member effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor; and (ii) that it has been enforced before having been officially published.411

4.56. In this dispute, the Panel decided to address the second condition first, that is, whether Section 1 had been enforced before it had been officially published. The Panel found that Article X:2 prohibits administrative agencies or courts of a Member from (i) taking action to enforce or apply a measure that falls within its scope before it has been officially published, or (ii) enforcing or applying such a measure in respect of events or circumstances that occurred before it has been officially published.412 Based on this interpretation, the Panel found that, while "there is no evidence that the United States took any enforcement action, based on Section 1, prior to 13 March 2012", Section 1 had been enforced or applied as from 13 March 2012 in respect of events and circumstances that took place between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012.413 The Panel then found that "the United States 'enforced' Section 1 (which adds the new Section 701(f) to the United States Tariff Act of 1930) before it had been officially published".414 Neither China nor the United States has appealed this finding by the Panel.

4.57. Turning to the first condition in Article X:2, regarding its scope of application, the Panel first addressed the issue of whether Section 1 is a measure of general application. Before the Panel, the United States argued that Section 1 is not a measure of general application within the meaning of Articles X:1 and X:2 of the GATT 1994, inter alia, to the extent that it also applies to a limited and known set of imports and proceedings covering the period 20 November 2006 to 13 March 2012.415 In its findings under Article X:1, the Panel stated that "[t]he fact that a relevant measure has a narrow regulatory scope does not demonstrate that this measure is not generally applicable". The Panel also found that "a relevant measure that applies to a class or category of people, entities, situations, or cases, that have some attribute in common would, in principle, constitute a measure of general application", while "a relevant measure that applies to named or otherwise specifically identified persons, entities, situations, or cases would not be a measure of general application, but one of particular application".416

4.58. Based on this interpretation, the Panel went on to find that "Section 1(b) uses broad generic descriptions to identify relevant proceedings and actions that pre-date the publication of PL 112-99" and that it was "drafted in a manner that ensures that Section 701(f) is applied comprehensively and across the board in all relevant situations ... that arose during a past period ... or will arise, subsequently, in the period beginning from the date of publication of PL 112-99".417 The Panel considered that "these features indicate that [Section 1] is concerned with individual proceedings and actions only insofar as they are part of a comprehensive class of relevant proceedings and actions".418 Accordingly, the Panel found that "Section 1 contains a provision of general application", and the fact that "this provision applies to events or circumstances that pre-date the publication of PL 112-99 does not detract from it being a provision of general application".419 The Panel made these findings under Article X:1, but considered that it should adopt the same interpretation of the term "of general application" and follow the same analytical approach under Article X:2, considering that both provisions refer to the same term "of general application".420

---

411 Panel Report, paras. 7.93 and 7.94.
412 Panel Report, para. 7.118.
413 Panel Report, para. 7.125.
414 Panel Report, para. 7.127.
415 Panel Report, paras. 7.133 and 7.23 (referring to 27 proceedings).
416 Panel Report, para. 7.35.
417 Panel Report, para. 7.44.
418 Panel Report, para. 7.44.
419 Panel Report, para. 7.48.
420 Panel Report, para. 7.137.
4.59. Turning to the phrase “effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports,” the Panel agreed with the panel in EC – IT Products, which had interpreted this term to mean “of a type that ‘bring[s] about an ‘increase’ in a rate of duty [or other charge on imports]’.”\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.154 (quoting Panel Reports, EC – IT Products, para. 7.1107).} The Panel also agreed with the panel in EC – IT Products that the remaining part of the phrase in question – “under an established and uniform practice” – “must relate to both ‘rate of duty’ and ‘other charge’ and that it should not be read to refer to ‘other charge’ only.”\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.154 (quoting Panel Reports, EC – IT Products, para. 7.1116).}

4.60. The Panel then considered that “the term ‘advance in a rate’ calls for a comparison of two rates of duty or charge: a new rate on imports of a particular product and a prior, initial rate on imports of that product”, and that “[i]t is only if the new rate is higher than the prior rate that an ‘advance’, or increase, in a rate has been effected”. In the light of this, the Panel found that “it is clear … that the term ‘under an established and uniform practice’ serves to define the relevant prior rate that is to be used to establish whether or not an advance in a rate has been effected”, so that “the relevant comparison contemplated by Article X:2 is between the new rate effected by the measure at issue and the rate that was previously applicable under an established and uniform practice”.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.186.} The Panel also considered that whether a measure of general application imposes a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports should be determined with reference to publicly known practices of administering agencies.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.186.}

4.61. The Panel then proceeded to apply its interpretation of the first condition in Article X:2 to the measure at issue in this dispute. The Panel found that, “between November 2006, or at least April 2007, and March 2012 there was an established and uniform practice by USDOC regarding ‘rates of duty’ applicable from China as an NME country”, and that there was “no basis on which to find that, under United States law as it stood at the time, USDOC could not lawfully develop and maintain that practice of applying rates of countervailing duty to imports from China”.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.155.} The Panel found that “Section 1 did not effect an advance in a rate of duty … based on the fact that this provision maintained the same rates of duty that were already applied, pursuant to USDOC’s established and uniform practice, prior to the enactment of Section 1”.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.155.} The Panel also found that “Section 701(f) does not impose a ‘requirement’ or ‘restriction’ on imports from China as an NME country that was not previously imposed on such imports by USDOC under its prior practice”. The Panel thus concluded “that Section 701(f), and by extension Section 1, does not impose any ‘new’ or ‘more burdensome’ ‘requirement’ or ‘restriction’ on imports from China.”\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.155.}

4.62. In our analysis below, we address China’s claim that the Panel erred in the interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 and, in particular, with respect to the relevant baseline of comparison to determine whether a measure of general application effects an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.203.} We then address China’s claim that, having erred in the interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, the Panel also erred in the application of Article X:2 to the measure at issue in this dispute.\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.155.}

4.62.2 Interpretation and application of Article X:2

4.63. In reviewing the Panel’s interpretation of the first condition in Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, we begin by considering the function of Article X:2. We then turn to the issue of the identification of the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2, starting by reviewing the Panel's interpretation of the "baseline of comparison" for the two categories of measures in Article X:2. We then consider the issue of the determination of the meaning of municipal law, which the identification of the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 entails. Finally, we outline what we consider to be the correct approach in identifying the baseline of comparison for both categories of measures under Article X:2.

\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.154.}
4.2.2.1 Function of Article X:2

4.64. Article X of the GATT 1994 is entitled *Publication and Administration of Trade Regulations*. It comprises three paragraphs addressing in order:

- Article X:1: the prompt publication of certain measures of general application;\(^{430}\)
- Article X:2: the prohibition on the enforcement of certain measures of general application before their official publication; and
- Article X:3: the requirement to administer measures of general application in a uniform, impartial and reasonable manner and to maintain or institute judicial, arbitral, or administrative tribunals or procedures for the review of administrative action relating to customs matters.

4.65. By requiring that certain measures of general application are published promptly and that they are not enforced before their publication, Articles X:1 and X:2 are meant to ensure that traders are made aware of measures that may have an impact on them, so that they have time to become acquainted with, and to adapt to, the new measures. These provisions thus create expectations among traders that they will not have to face measures that they could not be aware of because such measures were published late or because they were not yet published.

4.66. We recall that the Appellate Body observed in *US – Underwear* that Article X:2 embodies the principle of transparency, which has due process dimensions. The Appellate Body considered that the essential implication of this principle of transparency is that "Members and other persons affected ... by governmental measures imposing restraints, requirements and other burdens, should have a reasonable opportunity to acquire authentic information about such measures and accordingly to protect and adjust their activities or alternatively to seek modification of such measures."\(^{431}\)

4.67. The function of Article X:2 of ensuring transparency and protecting traders’ expectations as to the publication and enforcement of certain measures is relevant to the interpretation of the obligations contained in this provision. The fact that Article X:2 applies only to measures that increase duties or charges or impose new or more burdensome requirements, restrictions, or prohibitions is consistent with the due process function of this provision. The transparency and due process functions of Article X:2 also inform the identification of the baseline of comparison to determine whether a measure of general application effects an advance in a rate of duty or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement. As we consider further below, the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 should thus reflect traders’ expectations about the applicable measure, considering that Article X:2 is meant to ensure that traders "have a reasonable opportunity to acquire authentic information about [the new] measures and accordingly to protect and adjust their activities or alternatively to seek modification of such measures."\(^{432}\)

4.2.2.2 China’s appeal of the Panel’s interpretation of Article X:2

4.68. We now turn to consider China's appeal of the Panel's interpretation with respect to the relevant baseline of comparison for the two categories of measures of general application in Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, namely: (i) measures "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or
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\(^{430}\) Article X:1 requires the prompt publication of "([l]aws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative rulings of general application, made effective by any Member, pertaining to the classification or the valuation of products for customs purposes, or to rates of duty, taxes or other charges, or to requirements, restrictions or prohibitions on imports or exports or on the transfer of payments therefor, or affecting their sale, distribution, transportation, insurance, warehousing inspection, exhibition, processing, mixing or other use". Moreover, Article X:1 requires the publication of "Agreements affecting international trade policy which are in force between the government or a governmental agency of any Member and the government or governmental agency of any other Member".


other charge on imports"; and (ii) measures "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports".

4.2.2.2.1 Measures "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports"

4.69. Having determined that Section 1 of PL 112–99 is a measure of general application within the meaning of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, and that "effecting an advance in a rate of duty" means bringing about an increase in the rate of duty as compared to a prior rate, the Panel turned to the identification of the baseline of comparison for the purpose of establishing whether the measure at issue effected an advance in a rate of duty or other charge. In doing so, the Panel interpreted the phrase "under an established and uniform practice". After finding that "the term 'advance in a rate' calls for a comparison of two rates of duty or charge: (i) a new rate on imports of a particular product; and (ii) a prior, initial rate on imports of that product", the Panel stated:

In the light of this, it is clear to us that the term "under an established and uniform practice" serves to define the relevant prior rate that is to be used to establish whether or not an advance in a rate has been effected. It follows, then, that the relevant comparison contemplated by Article X:2 is between the new rate effected by the measure at issue and the rate that was previously applicable under an established and uniform practice.433

4.70. China claims that it does not follow from the meaning of the term "advance" that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" defines the relevant baseline of comparison for purposes of determining whether a measure effects an "advance in a rate of duty". According to China, the Panel committed a legal error, because the ordinary meaning of the phrase, and its position within the first clause of Article X:2, make clear that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" qualifies the immediately preceding reference to a "measure of general application … effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports". In China's view, the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" describes a further characteristic of the measure and, in particular, how the measure must effect an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports.434

4.71. The United States responds that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" defines the relevant rate of duty that was previously applicable to the imports at issue. According to the United States, the Panel was correct in finding that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" modifies the terms "rate of duty" and "other charge", such that the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 is the rate of duty or other charge under the previous "established and uniform practice".435

4.72. We observe at the outset of our analysis that, by using the phrase "in the light of this"436, the Panel appears to have linked its conclusion that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" constitutes the relevant baseline of comparison to the fact that the term "advance in a rate" means an increase in a rate of duty in comparison to a prior rate. While we agree with the Panel that an increase in a rate of duty can only be determined by reference to a baseline of comparison, we do not consider that this alone is sufficient to conclude that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" constitutes such a baseline.

4.73. The sentence in Article X:2 – "No measure of general application … shall be enforced" – is interrupted by two phrases that are separated by the disjunctive "or": (i) "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice"; and (ii) "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor". These two phrases, which are located between the subject ("no measure of general application") and its verb ("shall be enforced"), provide alternative characterizations of the subject of the sentence, that is, "no measure of general application". Thus, the position of these two phrases in Article X:2 and their relationship with the subject and verb of
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433 Panel Report, para. 7.155.
434 China's appellant's submission, para. 32.
435 United States' appellee's submission, para. 61.
436 See Panel Report, para. 7.155.
the sentence suggest that the elements contained in these phrases are all related to, and descriptive of, the measure of general application.

4.74. Accordingly, before turning to the Panel’s interpretation of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice", we note that an analysis of the structure of Article X:2 in its entirety provides clear indications that the phrases "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" and "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor" provide alternative characterizations of the measure of general application. We also note that the second phrase only describes certain effects of the measure (new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition) on imports or on related payments, whereas the first phrase has an additional element, because, after describing the effects of the measure on imports (an advance in a rate of duty or other charge), it continues with the phrase "under an established and uniform practice".

4.75. We now turn to the interpretation of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice", starting with the ordinary meaning of the preposition "under". Relevant dictionary definitions of the preposition "under" include "subject to", "subject to the authority, control, direction, or guidance of", "in the form of", and "in the guise of". Under may be used to introduce "the guise of" or "the manner how" a certain action is to be conducted. While there are several other dictionary definitions for the preposition "under", it seems to us that, as discussed above, the structure of Article X:2 and, in particular, the position of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice", suggests that the relevant definitions for the meaning of "under" in Article X:2 are "in the form of" and "in the guise of".

4.76. This meaning of the preposition "under" is reinforced by the French and Spanish versions of the text of Article X:2. We recall that, according to Article XVI:6 of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO Agreement), the texts of the WTO covered agreements are authentic in each of the three WTO official languages, and that, in previous disputes, the Appellate Body has confirmed the ordinary meaning of terms in the English version by reference to the French and Spanish language versions of the relevant provision. The phrase "under an established and uniform practice" reads in French "en vertu d’usages établis et uniformes" and in Spanish "en virtud del uso establecido y uniforme". In French and in Spanish, "en vertu de" and "en virtud de" describe the manner, the means, or how something is done. Moreover, "en vertu de" and "en virtud de" can be translated literally into English as "by virtue of". The term "by virtue of" can be reconciled with those definitions of "under", such as "in the form of" and "in the guise of". In contrast, translating literally the French and the Spanish texts into English, we fail to see how the term "by virtue of" can qualify the preceding term "rate of duty" so that the phrase "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge by virtue of an established and uniform practice" could be read as referring to a comparison between a new higher rate and a prior rate.

4.77. The French and Spanish versions of the covered agreements cannot be read as connoting the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" as the baseline of comparison as the Panel did. Rather, the French and Spanish versions of Article X:2 suggest that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" describes how the measure of general application effects an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, in order to fall within the scope of
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438 Other dictionary definitions for the preposition "under" include: "in or to a position lower than"; "covered by, enveloped in"; "at the foot of, by the side of, close to"; "controlled, restrained, or bound by"; "affected, oppressed, of affected by"; "authorized or attested by"; "unworthy of, beneath"; "less than (a specified number or amount)"; "during (a period of time or an activity)". (Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 6th edn, A. Stevenson (ed.) (Oxford University Press, 2007), Vol. 2, p. 3421)
439 We further note that an explanatory note to the GATT 1994 states that "the text of the GATT 1994 shall be authentic in English, French and Spanish."
Article X:2. Accordingly, the Panel’s interpretation of the English text of Article X:2 is not reconcilable with the meaning of the provision in the two other authentic languages of the GATT 1994. In case of differences of meanings among authentic texts, Article 33 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (Vienna Convention) requires an interpreter to adopt “the meaning which best reconciles the texts, having regard to the object and purpose of the treaty”. In our view, the meanings of "under" that best reconcile the texts of Article X:2 in English, French, and Spanish are "in the form of" and "in the guise of".

4.78. In the light of the above, it seems to us that, within the context of Article X:2, the preposition "under" may be interpreted as introducing the manner in which the measure of general application should advance the rate of duty or other charge. Therefore, the definitions of the preposition "under" as "in the form of" and "in the guise of", suggest that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" refers to certain characteristics of the application of the measure "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports".

4.79. The United States argues that, if the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" is read as defining the relevant rate that was previously applicable to the imports at issue, then there would have been no need to insert this phrase in Article X:2, because the terms "of general application" and "established and uniform" would be "redundant" if, as argued by China, they all defined the measure at issue. The United States contends that the terms "general application" and "uniform" both convey the meaning that the measure or practice should be similarly applied to a whole class of imports rather than to a specific subset of imports or traders. Moreover, according to the United States, China’s reading of "established" as modifying the measure of general application would introduce a gap in time before a breach of Article X:2 could be established, because a relevant advance in a rate of duty could only result if the Member was already enforcing the measure at issue, such as to bring about an “established” practice for some time.

4.80. We consider that the meanings of the terms "practice", "established", and "uniform" are consistent with an interpretation of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" as referring to the application of the measure of general application effecting an advance, rather than to the measure itself. In this respect, we recall that the panel in EC – IT Products had found that, "under Article X:2, measures must be of a type that effect an advance in a rate of duty under an established and uniform practice, which means that the advance in a rate of duty must be applied ('practice') in the whole customs territory ('uniform') and its application should be on a secure basis ('established')."

4.81. We agree with the panel in EC – IT Products that the term "practice" indicates that this phrase is concerned with how the measure is applied, rather than with the measure itself, and that the term "established" refers to the application of the measure "on a secure basis". This, however, does not necessarily require a "gap in time", as suggested by the United States, before a measure can be considered as being applied under an "established" practice within the meaning of Article X:2. In our view, the term "established practice" may refer to a practice that has been in place for a period of time, but also to a practice that exists on a secure basis. Among the relevant definitions of "establish", we also find "institute or ordain permanently by enactment or agreement" and "give legal form or recognition" which suggest that the term "established" would have been no need to insert this phrase in Article X:2, because the terms "of general application" and "uniformly applicated.
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442 According to Article 33 of the Vienna Convention, "(w)hen a treaty has been authenticated in two or more languages, the text is equally authoritative in each language" and "(t)he terms of the treaty are presumed to have the same meaning in each authentic text." Moreover, "when a comparison of the authentic texts discloses a difference of meaning which the application of Articles 31 and 32 does not remove, the meaning which best reconciles the texts, having regard to the object and purpose of the treaty, shall be adopted."

443 United States' appellee's submission, para. 56.

444 United States' appellee's submission, para. 59.

445 United States' appellee's submission, para. 60.

446 Panel Reports, EC – IT Products, para. 7.1120.

447 Panel Reports, EC – IT Products, para. 7.1120.

448 United States' appellee's submission, para. 60.

can also be used to describe a practice legally instituted and mandated by law that has not necessarily been in place for a period of time.

4.82. Regarding the term "uniform", we agree with the Panel's finding that "uniform' practice ... is one that does not change according to the time or place of importation, or depending on the traders or governments involved". Along the same line, we understand the term "uniform" to refer to the consistent application of the measure. The consistent application of the measure, in our view, is different from the general application of a measure, and does not necessarily require application across the entire customs territory of a Member, contrary to what the panel in the EC–IT Products disputes found.

4.83. Therefore, we disagree with the view of the United States that, if the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" describes how a measure must effect an advance in a rate of duty, then "the terms 'general application' and 'uniform' would both convey the meaning that the measure or practice should be similarly applied to a whole class of imports rather than to a specific subset of imports or traders". As explained above, we consider the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" to refer to the application of the measure, as opposed to the measure itself. Instead, the term "general application" refers to the measure itself. Thus, a measure that is not applied consistently would not be applied under a "uniform" practice, but it may still be a measure of general application.

4.84. Turning to the context of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" in Article X:2, we observe that the phrase "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" provides one of two alternative characterizations of the measure of general application, the other being provided by the phrase "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments therefor". Assuming that, as the Panel found, the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" refers to the baseline of comparison, it could not be explained why Article X:2 would spell out the baseline of comparison for measures effecting an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports", but would be silent as to the baseline of comparison for measures imposing a "new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports".

4.85. Article X:1 of the GATT 1994 provides further relevant context for the interpretation of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice". Article X:1 requires that a broad category of measures, including the measures of general application covered by Article X:2, "be published promptly in such a manner as to enable governments and traders to become acquainted with them". Because of the obligation in Article X:1, it can be assumed that existing rates of duty or other charges, as well as requirements, restrictions, or prohibitions on imports, are normally set out in published measures. Accordingly, the context of Article X:1 provides further support for the view that the identification of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 should start with the measure that Article X:1 requires to be published promptly. Indeed, we do not see why the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 should necessarily be found in an established and uniform practice, as long as the preceding paragraph requires that measures concerning rates of duty or other charges, as well as requirements or restrictions, be published.

4.86. In the light of the above, we consider that the ordinary meaning of the phrase "under an established and uniform practice", its position in Article X:2, its relevant context, and the function
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450 Panel Report, para. 7.156. The Panel referred to the panel report in EC – Selected Customs Matters, in which that panel had observed that the dictionary defines "uniform" as meaning "of one unchanging form, character, or kind; or that is or stays the same in different places or circumstances or at different times". (Panel Report, EC – Selected Customs Matters, para. 7.123 (quoting The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 4th edn, L. Brown (ed.) (Clarendon Press, 1993), Vol. 2, p. 3488))

451 United States' appellant's submission, para. 59.

452 For exceptional circumstances, see infra, para. 4.106.

453 As we consider further below, this is not to say that a practice is not relevant to the identification of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. The practice of an administering agency is part of the consistent application of a measure and, as such, it is an element that a panel may need to take into account to ascertain the meaning of municipal law. (See infra, para. 4.108)
that Article X:2 performs relating to transparency and due process, suggest that this phrase refers to the measure of general application, rather than serving as the baseline of comparison.454

4.2.2.2 Measures "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports"

4.87. We turn next to the second type of measure of general application that is subject to the requirements in Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. We recall that the Panel found that "a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction on imports is one that has not previously been imposed ('new') or one that is of the nature of a burden in a greater degree, or is onerous to a greater extent ('more burdensome')". The Panel added that "[t]he comparative form 'more burdensome' implies that the measure imposing the requirement or restriction at issue must be examined with reference to a pre-existing requirement or restriction."455

4.88. We note that, while the notions of "requirement", "restriction", and "prohibition" all entail an element of burden, a new requirement need not be more burdensome than the prior one to trigger the obligation in Article X:2. There may be circumstances where a new requirement could ultimately be less or no more burdensome than the requirement it replaces. Nonetheless, it would be consistent with the function of Article X:2 that it be published before it is enforced, to the extent that traders would need notice of a new requirement even where this is less or no more burdensome. For instance, a requirement to complete and present customs documents on-line may ultimately be less burdensome than to do so in paper form. However, until the measure introducing such new requirement is published, traders' expectations will be that documents must be produced in paper form. By obliging Members to publish before enforcement all new requirements, Article X:2 protects traders' expectation that the situation with which they are acquainted will not change until the measure introducing such a change is officially published.

4.89. Having interpreted the phrase "new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports", the Panel turned to the identification of the baseline of comparison to determine if a requirement can be considered as being new or more burdensome. The Panel recalled the reference to an established and uniform practice in the part of Article X:2 that relates to advances in rates of duty and stated that it did "not consider it appropriate, in the context of an analysis involving United States law, to pay no regard to a publicly known practice of agencies charged with administering a relevant requirement or restriction on imports". The Panel further noted that "Article X:2 does not indicate that account may be taken only of a relevant pre-existing requirement or restriction that is set out in explicit terms in a published measure of general application, but not of a requirement or restriction that results from, and reflects, an interpretation of such a measure adopted and publicly communicated by an administering agency". In the Panel's view, as Article X:2 is concerned with the "enforcement", or application, of the measure imposing the requirement or restriction, "it would be counterintuitive to proceed on the basis that it is irrelevant for analytical purposes how a measure containing a relevant pre-existing requirement or restriction has actually been applied". Finally, the Panel rejected the "notion that [traders] develop their expectations without regard for the actual practice that is publicly known to have been adopted under those published measures by administering agencies such as USDOC".456

4.90. In sum, while the Panel did not find that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" served to define the baseline of comparison also for the second type of measure imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition, it concluded that, for
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454 We note that the member of the Panel who wrote a dissenting opinion stated that: Like the panel in EC – IT Products, I understand the words "under an established and uniform practice" to relate to the "measure of general application" which effects an advance in a duty etc. These words describe the measure of general application in the sense that "the advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports" must be made under "an established and uniform practice", and not to the situation existing prior to this measure to which one should compare the new increased duty. This prior situation is not mentioned or alluded to in Article X:2, and therefore, unlike my fellow panelists, I fail to see how these words can describe the baseline to which to compare the new duty or charge.

(Panel Report, para. 7.237 (referring to Panel Reports, EC – IT Products, paras. 7.1119 and 7.1120)))

455 Panel Report, para. 7.200.

456 Panel Report, para. 7.203.
this type of measure, such a comparison should be conducted with the requirement, restriction, or prohibition that resulted from the practice of the administrative agency. As we consider below, however, the Panel did not provide persuasive textual or contextual elements to support this conclusion.

4.91. At the outset of our analysis, we note that there are no textual elements in Article X:2 suggesting that the baseline of comparison for measures "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports" should be the uniform or established practice of the administering agency. Unlike in the case of measures "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports", the reference to "a uniform and established practice" is clearly of no assistance in defining the relevant baseline of comparison, because this phrase precedes the reference to measures "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports", and thus it has no connection to it. Moreover, like for measures "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports", the context of Article X:1 suggests that the starting point of the analysis of municipal law should, normally, be the published measure of general application, rather than the practice.

4.92. In general, we agree with the Panel that traders develop their expectations also with regard to publicly known practices of agencies charged with administering relevant requirements or restrictions on imports, and that these practices are relevant in identifying the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. As we consider further below, in determining whether a measure of general application imposes a new or more burdensome requirement. In particular, we disagree with the Panel on the role that such practice must play in determining whether a measure of general application imposes a new or more burdensome requirement. We also consider that the Panel committed an error in finding that, in order to determine whether a measure of general application imposes a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction, a comparison should be made with "a requirement or restriction that results from, and reflects, an interpretation of ... a measure adopted and publicly communicated by an administering agency".

4.2.2.2.3 Conclusions

4.93. In the light of the above, we conclude that the Panel erred in finding that the phrase "under an established and uniform practice" "serves to define the relevant prior rate that is to be used to establish whether or not an advance in a rate [of duty] has been effected" and that the relevant comparison contemplated by Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 is "between the new rate effected by the measure at issue and the rate that was previously applicable under an established and uniform practice". We also consider that the Panel committed an error in finding that, in order to determine whether a measure of general application imposes a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction, a comparison should be made with "a requirement or restriction that results from, and reflects, an interpretation of ... a measure adopted and publicly communicated by an administering agency".

4.94. Therefore, we reverse the Panel’s interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, in paragraph 7.155 of the Panel Report, in respect of the baseline of comparison for measures of general application "effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice", and in paragraph 7.203 of the Panel Report, in respect of measures of general application "imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports".

4.2.2.3 Determination of the meaning of municipal law for purposes of Article X:2

4.95. We now turn to consider the approach and the criteria that should guide panels and the Appellate Body in the determination of the meaning of municipal law for purposes of establishing a baseline of comparison.

---

457 Panel Report, para. 7.203.
458 For exceptional circumstances, see infra, para. 4.106.
460 Panel Report, para. 7.155.
461 Panel Report, para. 7.203.
4.96. Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 does not explicitly specify the baseline of comparison for either type of measure described therein (i.e. effecting an advance in a rate of duty, or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement). However, the language in Article X:2 that refers to an advance in a rate of duty and a new or more burdensome requirement implies a comparison between the measure that is alleged to be increasing a rate of duty or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement and a relevant baseline, which is normally to be found in published measures of general application.\(^\text{462}\) This is because determining whether a measure "advances", is "new", or is "more burdensome" can only be done in relation to another measure or in the absence of any measure.

4.97. In order to conduct such a comparison, a panel that is charged with the application of Article X:2 will need to ascertain the meaning of the published measure of general application under municipal law. In many instances where the text of the relevant municipal law is clear on its face, a panel's task will be straightforward. However, in cases where the meaning of the municipal law is not clear on its face, a panel will need to rely on further elements to determine whether the new measure advances a rate of duty or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement, thus falling within the scope of measures that must not be enforced before official publication.

4.98. In a number of previous disputes, panels and the Appellate Body have been required to ascertain the meaning of municipal law in order to determine whether the challenged measure was consistent with the provisions in the covered agreements. The Appellate Body considered in \textit{US – Hot-Rolled Steel} that, "[a]lthough it is not the role of panels or the Appellate Body to interpret a Member's domestic legislation as such, it is permissible, indeed essential, to conduct a detailed examination of that legislation in assessing its consistency with WTO law."\(^\text{463}\) As part of their duties under Article 11 of the DSU, panels have the obligation to examine the meaning and scope of the municipal law at issue in order to make an objective assessment of the matter before it, including an objective assessment of the facts of the case and the applicability and conformity with the covered agreements.

4.99. In \textit{India – Patents (US) and US – Section 211 Appropriations Act}, the Appellate Body stated that municipal law may constitute evidence of facts as well as evidence of compliance or non-compliance with international obligations\(^\text{464}\), and that a panel's examination of the municipal law of a WTO Member for the purpose of determining whether that Member has complied with its obligations under the WTO Agreement is a legal characterization by a panel subject to appellate review under Article 17.6 of the DSU.\(^\text{465}\) In \textit{China – Auto Parts}, the Appellate Body considered that it could review a Member's municipal law on its face "to determine whether the legal characterization by the panel was in error."\(^\text{466}\) This review would include text and context, as well as the "structure and logic", of a legal instrument.\(^\text{467}\) The Appellate Body, however, cautioned that "there may be instances in which a panel's assessment of municipal law will go beyond the text of an instrument on its face, in which case further examination may be required, and may involve factual elements", with which the Appellate Body would "not lightly interfere … on appeal".\(^\text{468}\) Thus, not every type of evidence that has been examined by panels to determine the scope and meaning of municipal law may be subject to full appellate review.

\(^{462}\) For exceptional circumstances, see infra, para. 4.106.
\(^{464}\) Appellate Body Report, \textit{India – Patents (US)}, para. 65.
\(^{466}\) Appellate Body Reports, \textit{China – Auto Parts}, para. 225.
\(^{467}\) In \textit{China – Auto Parts}, the Appellate Body looked at text and the "overall structure and logic" of municipal law to determine its meaning. In particular, the Appellate Body found:
\[\text{[W]e do not see how the text of Article 2(2) and the overall structure and logic of Decree 125, including Article 21(1), would render it possible to separate the charge from the administrative procedures associated with the imposition of that charge. It follows that the "duties" referred to in Article 2(2), which are to be declared and paid upon importation, are not duties imposed under Decree 125. Consequently, the Panel's construction of Article 2(2), read together with Article 21(1), amounts in our view to legal error.}\]
\(^{468}\) Appellate Body Reports, \textit{China – Auto Parts}, para. 225.
4.100. In *US – Carbon Steel*, the Appellate Body clarified the elements that a panel and eventually the Appellate Body would need to examine to ascertain the meaning of municipal law, noting that these will vary from case to case. The Appellate Body considered that, whereas in some cases the text of the relevant legislation may suffice to clarify the scope and meaning of the relevant legal instruments, in other cases the complainant will also need to support its understanding of the scope and meaning of such legal instruments with "evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, the opinions of legal experts and the writings of recognized scholars".

4.101. We consider that, in ascertaining the meaning of municipal law, a panel should undertake a holistic assessment of all relevant elements, starting with the text of the law and including, but not limited to, relevant practices of administering agencies. We also consider that an examination of whether the elements cited by the Appellate Body in *US – Carbon Steel* are legal characterizations, or involve also factual elements, depends on the circumstances of each case. Although factual aspects may be involved in the individuation of the text and of some associated circumstances, an assessment of the meaning of a text of municipal law for purposes of determining whether it complies with a provision of the covered agreements is a legal characterization. Similarly, whether or when a domestic court ruling has been rendered and finalized, or what a writing by a recognized scholar contains, may involve factual aspects. However, the examination of the legal interpretation given by a domestic court or by a domestic administering agency as to the meaning of municipal law with respect to the measure being reviewed for consistency with the covered agreements may be a legal characterization. All of these assessments are subject to the circumstances of each case, including the national legal system in which the municipal law operates.

4.102. We consider these observations particularly relevant in the context of Article X:2, a GATT provision that, by its own terms, can be applied only if a baseline of comparison is identified by ascertaining the meaning of municipal law. We further observe that the determination of the meaning of municipal law under Article X:2 requires a panel to consider the meaning of the measure whose consistency with Article X:2 is being challenged, as well as the meaning of the prior municipal law that serves as the baseline of comparison, to determine whether there has been a "change" (advance in a rate of duty or new or more burdensome requirement) that would trigger the obligation in Article X:2. In this respect, to the extent that the determination of the occurrence of such a change is relevant to the determination of the consistency of the measure of general application with Article X:2, we consider this to be a question of legal interpretation.

4.2.2.4 Identification of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2

4.103. The Panel was of the view that the practice of the administering agency in applying the relevant law of the United States was itself the baseline of comparison. Having identified such practice in the USDOC's practice of applying countervailing duties to NME countries between 2006 and 2012, the Panel then turned to the question of whether such practice was lawful under the municipal law of the United States. The Panel, however, deemed the question of the lawfulness of the practice under US municipal law "potentially relevant, and at a minimum not inappropriate ... for purposes of an analysis under Article X:2" and stated that, only if it found that said practice was unlawful, would it "need to determine whether or not that practice [could] nonetheless be relied on for purposes of [its] analysis under Article X:2". Thus, the Panel seems to have left

---

469 The Appellate Body found: The party asserting that another party's municipal law, as such, is inconsistent with relevant treaty obligations bears the burden of introducing evidence as to the scope and meaning of such law to substantiate that assertion. Such evidence will typically be produced in the form of the text of the relevant legislation or legal instruments, which may be supported, as appropriate, by evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, the opinions of legal experts and the writings of recognized scholars. The nature and extent of the evidence required to satisfy the burden of proof will vary from case to case. *Appellate Body Report, US – Carbon Steel*, para. 157.


471 For example, whether the text is official in more than one language, its date of enactment, publication and enforcement, the issuing authority, etc.

472 Panel Report, para. 7.159.
open the possibility that an unlawful practice of an administering agency could still constitute a relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 to determine whether a measure of general application effects an advance in a rate of duty or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement.

4.104. We observe that, in examining the lawfulness of the USDOC’s practice, the Panel did engage in some analysis of the US countervailing duty law applicable to NME countries, that is, Section 701(a) of the United States Tariff Act of 1930473 (US Tariff Act), in the light of the USDOC’s practice and of US court decisions.474 There are, however, important differences between the analysis conducted by the Panel in assessing whether the USDOC’s practice of applying countervailing duties to NME countries was lawful and the task the Panel should have performed under the correct approach to identifying the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2. In identifying the baseline of comparison under Article X:2, the Panel should have ascertained the meaning of the US countervailing duty law prior to Section 1 of PL 112-99 directly through its objective assessment, and not only through the lens of the agency practice.

4.105. In our view, the identification of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 for both (i) measures effecting an advance in a rate of duty and (ii) measures imposing a new or more burdensome requirement should start with the text of the published measure of general application that existed prior to the measure allegedly effecting an advance in a rate of duty or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement that replaced it or modified it.475 As discussed above, we consider that Article X:2 reflects the principles of transparency and due process and notice. The relevant baseline of comparison for purposes of Article X:2 should be reflected in norms that traders can rely upon and that accordingly create expectations among them. Published measures create expectations among traders, and changes to such measures trigger the due process and notice obligations of Article X:2, which, for this reason, preclude the enforcement of those changes before publication.

4.106. We note, however, that there may be circumstances where the prior measure of general application is either unpublished or there is no measure at all. In the first case, the relevant comparison for the purposes of Article X:2 would need to be conducted with the prior unpublished measure of general application, whose meaning should be ascertained based on its text, as well as other available elements of municipal law, such as practices of administrative agencies, court decisions, writings of recognized scholars, etc. In the second case, the absence of any rate of duty or charge or any requirement, restriction, or prohibition should be the baseline of comparison.

4.107. An interpretation of Article X:2 as requiring a comparison of the new measure with the prior published measure is also consistent with the function of ensuring transparency and protecting traders’ expectations under Article X:1, which requires the prompt publication of certain measures of general application so as “to enable governments and traders to become acquainted with them”. Until a new measure is published, traders will normally rely on prior measures that have been published and with which they are acquainted. It is a comparison with those measures that should reveal if the new measure affects an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, or imposes a new or more burdensome requirement, thus triggering the obligation in Article X:2.

4.108. We note that, pursuant to the Appellate Body’s findings in US – Carbon Steel, a determination of the meaning of municipal law entails an examination of “the text of the relevant legislation or legal instruments, which may be supported, as appropriate, by evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, the opinions of legal experts and the writings of recognized scholars.”476 While we

---

473 United States Code, Title 19, Chapter 4.
475 We note that the member of the Panel who wrote a dissenting opinion stated that Article X:2: ... entails a comparison of the measure at issue with the prior municipal law (if any) that it replaces, amends, or otherwise supersedes. In this case, the relevant comparison is between the United States Tariff Act as it existed prior to the enactment of Section 1 of PL 112-99 and the United States Tariff Act as it existed following the enactment and official publication of this new provision. (Panel Report, para. 7.214)
consider that the identification of the baseline of comparison in Article X:2 should not be limited to the practice of the administering agency, but, rather, should start with the text of the prior published measure of general application, we nevertheless agree with the Panel that evidence of consistent application of the law by domestic administering agencies, as well as the pronouncements of domestic courts, is relevant to a determination of the meaning of municipal law\textsuperscript{477}, particularly where the meaning and content of the municipal law is not evident from the law on its face. Therefore, as we see it, the practice of an administering agency is certainly one of the relevant elements in the determination of the meaning of municipal law, but it cannot constitute, in itself, the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 without regard to the measure on which it is based, as well as other elements such as the consistent interpretation or application of the law in court pronouncements.

4.109. Furthermore, we disagree with the Panel to the extent that it left open the possibility that an unlawful practice of an administering agency could constitute a relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2.\textsuperscript{478} We do not see how an unlawful practice by an administering agency, which may be overturned by a domestic court decision, could create expectation among traders over and above the published measure of general application with which it fails to comply. Traders cannot be expected to rely on a practice if it conflicts with the published law or with court rulings, as their expectation should be that the law will be correctly applied by the administering agency, or ultimately by a domestic court. In that vein, Article X:3 of the GATT 1994 ensures that judicial, arbitral, or administrative tribunals or procedures are available for traders to challenge administrative actions relating to customs matters.

4.110. In the present case, for the reasons explained above, we consider that the Panel erred in identifying the USDOC’s practice of applying countervailing duties to imports from China as an NME country between 2006 and 2012 as the relevant baseline of comparison to determine whether Section 1 increased the rate of duty or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement. Instead of proceeding from the agency practice and then addressing the issue of whether that practice was lawful or not, the Panel should have focused on ascertaining the meaning of the prior published measure of general application, that is, Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act, in order to determine whether Section 1 (through the new Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act) increased duties or imposed new or more burdensome requirements as compared to Section 701(a). In ascertaining the meaning of Section 701(a), the Panel should have taken into account all other relevant elements besides its text, including the practice of the USDOC, as well as the relevant judicial decisions on the meaning of Section 701(a), in order to determine the meaning of the US countervailing duty law applicable to NME countries prior to Section 1 of PL 112-99.

4.111. The Panel, however, failed to conduct such an analysis, having determined that the comparison should be conducted between Section 1 and the USDOC’s practice of applying countervailing duties to imports from China as an NME country between 2006 and 2012. We have disagreed with this interpretation above. Thus, having established that between 2006 and 2012 the USDOC had a practice of applying countervailing duties to imports from China as an NME country, the Panel erroneously proceeded to determine whether such practice was lawful under the applicable US law, that is, Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act.

4.112. In addition to alleging that the Panel erred in identifying the baseline of comparison to determine whether the measure at issue effects an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports, China claims that the Panel also erred in identifying the point in time when the comparison between the measure at issue and the baseline of prior rates and requirements and restrictions is to be made. According to China, the Panel erred in assuming that the comparison should be made between the measure at issue and the rates, requirements, and restrictions that existed prior to its enactment (13 March 2012 for PL 112-99). Given that Article X:2 is concerned with enforcement before publication, China claims that the comparison should be made between the measure at issue and the rates, requirements, and restrictions that existed prior to its enforcement (20 November 2006 for PL 112-99).\textsuperscript{479}

\textsuperscript{477} Panel Report, para. 7.163.
\textsuperscript{478} Panel Report, para. 7.159.
\textsuperscript{479} China’s appellant’s submission, para. 51.
4.113. The United States responds that the Panel found that Section 1 of PL 112-99 was not enforced on 20 November 2006 and that no actions were taken by the United States to enforce Section 1 prior to 13 March 2012. Thus, according to the United States, even under China’s approach, which is predicated on the date of enforcement as the point in time for comparison, that date would still be 13 March 2012. 480

4.114. We have concluded above that the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 to determine whether a measure “effects an advance in a rate of duty” is not the practice of the administrative agency as such, but rather the prior published measure of general application as interpreted and applied by the relevant domestic authorities. In the light of this conclusion, we do not deem it necessary to determine a precise point in time for such comparison. If the measure is enforced before publication, the comparison should not be made between the new measure and its pre-publication enforcement, as this would effectively mean to compare the new measure with itself. As we have stated above, the comparison under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 should always be made between the new measure and the prior published measure that it replaces or modifies. 481

4.2.2.5 The Panel’s application of the baseline of comparison to the measure at issue

4.115. Having reversed the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 in respect of the baseline of comparison for measures of general application effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice and for measures of general application imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction, or prohibition on imports, we also reverse the Panel’s application of these findings to the measure at issue, that is, Section 1 of PL 112-99.

4.116. In particular, we reverse the Panel's finding that "Section 1 did not bring about an increase, and thus did not effect an advance, in rates of countervailing duty on imports from China as an NME country" because it "maintained the same rates of duty that were already applied, pursuant to USDOC's established and uniform practice, prior to the enactment of Section 1". 482

4.117. We also reverse the Panel’s findings that Section 701(f) “does not impose a ‘requirement’ or ‘restriction’ on imports from China as an NME country that was not previously imposed on such imports by USDOC under its prior practice, since at least April 2007, of applying United States CVD law to imports from China” and that "Section 701(f), and by extension Section 1, does not impose any ‘new’ or ‘more burdensome’ requirement or ‘restriction’ on imports from China”. 483

4.118. We, therefore, reverse the Panel's findings, in paragraph 7.191 of the Panel Report, that "China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice", and in paragraph 7.208 of the Panel Report, that "China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports".

4.2.3 Conclusions

4.119. In the light of all of the above, we reverse the Panel's findings, in paragraphs 7.209, 7.210.c, 7.211, and 8.1.b.ii of the Panel Report, that, "although, through Section 1(b) and relevant determinations or actions made or taken by the United States between 20 November 2006 and 13 March 2012 in respect of imports from China, the United States ha[d] enforced Section 1 before it ha[d] been officially published, the United States has not acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, as Section 1 does not ‘effect[] an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or impose[e] a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports’”. 484

480 United States' appellee's submission, para. 114.
481 See supra, paras. 4.105-4.107.
482 Panel Report, paras. 7.189 and 7.190.
483 Panel Report, para. 7.206.
484 Panel Report, para. 8.1.b.ii.
4.120. Having reversed the Panel's interpretation of Article X:2 as requiring a comparison between the measure of general application and an established and uniform practice and the Panel's application of this finding to the measure at issue, we declare moot and of no legal effect: (i) the Panel's finding, in paragraphs 7.185 and 7.186 of the Panel Report, that the USDOC's practice of applying countervailing duties to China as an NME country between 2006 and 2012 was presumptively lawful under US municipal law, as the USDOC's interpretation of US countervailing duty law governed in the absence of a binding judicial determination indicating otherwise; and (ii) the Panel's finding, in paragraph 7.159 of the Panel Report, that it is potentially relevant, and at a minimum not inappropriate, to address the issue of whether the USDOC's practice prior to enactment of Section 1 of PL 112-99 was lawful under US municipal law, for purposes of an analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

4.3 Article 11 of the DSU

4.121. China argues that the Panel failed to conduct an objective assessment of the matter as required by Article 11 of the DSU in concluding, in paragraphs 7.158-7.186 of the Panel Report, that the USDOC's practice should be regarded as "presumptively lawful" and, thus, requests us to reverse these findings. China puts forward three main arguments in support of its claim under Article 11 of the DSU. First, China argues that the Panel did not apply the standard set out by the Appellate Body for determining the meaning of municipal law.485 According to China, the Panel should have examined "the relevant provisions of the Tariff Act, including the text of Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 in relation to the prior version of the Tariff Act that it amended".486 China contends that "[t]he Panel majority's failure to examine the text of the relevant legal instruments would clearly be material to the validity and objectivity of its findings".487 Second, China argues that the Panel acted inconsistently under Article 11 in concluding that an agency's "practice or interpretation" is "presumptively lawful" unless and until a domestic court issues a final, non-appealable order directing the agency to cease that practice or interpretation. In China's view, this "presumption", which "finds no support in prior Appellate Body reports" and which "prior panels have properly rejected",488 would amount to giving deference to a WTO Member's characterization of its municipal law. Finally, China contends that "[t]he Panel majority's rule of 'presumptive lawfulness' amounted to a reversal of the burden of proof, [as it] absolv[ed] the United States of its obligation to rebut the prima facie case that China had established."489

4.122. We understand China's claim under Article 11 as being linked to the Panel's approach in the application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 to the measure at issue. We have already found above that the Panel erred in its application of Article X:2 to the measure at issue due to its erroneous interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison under this provision. Moreover, we have mooted the Panel's findings that: (i) the USDOC's practice of applying countervailing duties to China as an NME country between 2006 and 2012 was "presumptively lawful" under US law, as the USDOC's interpretation of US countervailing duty law governs in the absence of a binding judicial determination indicating otherwise; and (ii) it is potentially relevant, and at a minimum not inappropriate, to address the issue of whether the USDOC's practice prior to the enactment of Section 1 was lawful under US law, for purposes of an analysis under Article X:2. Consequently, China's claim under Article 11 of the DSU addresses issues that we have already dealt with in reviewing the Panel's interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. As we have reversed the Panel's findings regarding its interpretation and application of Article X:2, and we have declared moot and of no legal effect the Panel's findings regarding the lawfulness of the USDOC's practice in the context of the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, we do not consider it necessary to examine further China's claim under Article 11 of the DSU.

486 China's appellant's submission, para. 94.
487 China's appellant's submission, para. 94.
488 China's appellant's submission, para. 95 (referring to Panel Reports, US – 1916 Act (EC), para. 6.51; and EC – Trademarks and Geographical Indications (Australia), para. 7.106).
489 China's appellant's submission, para. 97.
4.4 Completion of the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994

4.123. Having reversed the Panel’s interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, we turn next to consider whether we are in a position to complete the analysis in order to determine whether Section 1 of PL 112-99 effects “an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports” or imposes “a new or more burdensome requirement [or] restriction” within the meaning of this provision, as China requests us to do. We recall that, in order to make such a determination of a measure of general application, it is necessary to conduct a comparison with the prior published measure of general application that the new measure replaces or modifies.\(^{490}\) In order to do so, it is necessary to ascertain the meaning of the relevant municipal law. We also recall that, pursuant to the Appellate Body’s findings in US – Carbon Steel, the assessment of the meaning of municipal law entails an examination of “the text of the relevant legislation or legal instruments, which may be supported, as appropriate, by evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, the opinions of legal experts and the writings of recognized scholars”.\(^{491}\) Accordingly, in our analysis below, we examine the elements mentioned in US – Carbon Steel that are relevant in this dispute for purposes of conducting the comparison required by Article X:2 between the measure at issue (i.e. Section 1 of PL 112-99) and the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1. In other words, we examine whether the US countervailing duty law was changed by Section 1 and thereby effected an “advance” in a rate of duty or imposed a “new or more burdensome” requirement. As our examination of these elements seeks to ascertain the meaning of municipal law in the context of reviewing the consistency of Section 1 of PL 112-99 with Article X:2 of GATT 1994, we consider this exercise to be a legal characterization issue subject to appellate review. However, to the extent that this analysis involves examining factual elements, we are mindful that we would need to rely on findings by the Panel or undisputed facts on the Panel record in doing so.

4.124. At the outset, we note that on a number of occasions the Appellate Body has completed the analysis with a view to facilitating the prompt settlement and effective resolution of the dispute.\(^{492}\) We begin by describing the considerations that have informed the Appellate Body’s decisions in previous disputes regarding completion of the analysis. The Appellate Body has completed the analysis when sufficient factual findings by the panel and undisputed facts on the panel record allowed it to do so.\(^{493}\) The Appellate Body has not completed the analysis in situations where the factual findings by the panel and undisputed facts on the panel record were insufficient for the Appellate Body to conduct its own analysis.\(^{494}\) Other reasons that have prevented the Appellate Body from completing the analysis include “the complexity of the issues, the absence of full exploration of the issues by the panel, and, consequently, considerations for parties’ due process rights”.\(^{495}\) The Appellate Body has also declined to complete the analysis “in circumstances where that would involve addressing claims ‘which the panel had not examined at all’”.\(^{496}\)

\(^{490}\) See section 4.2 of this Report.
\(^{491}\) See e.g. Appellate Body Reports, Australia – Salmon, paras. 117-136; US – Wheat Gluten, paras. 80-92; and Canada – Aircraft (Article 21.5 – Brazil), paras. 43-52.
\(^{494}\) See e.g. Appellate Body Reports, Canada – Renewable Energy / Canada – Feed-in Tariff Program, para. 5.224 (referring to Appellate Body Report, EC – Export Subsidies on Sugar, fn 537 to para. 339).
\(^{495}\) See e.g. Appellate Body Reports, EC – Seal Products, para. 5.63 (quoting Appellate Body Report, EC – Asbestos, para.79).
4.125. In its request to complete the analysis and find that Section 1 of PL 112-99 is inconsistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, China asks, in particular, that we examine whether Section 1 brought about any of the situations described in Article X:2 in relation to prior US municipal law, as set forth in the published measures of general application. China points out, however, that the undisputed facts in the Panel record lead to the same result whether the comparison is made as of the date on which Section 1 of PL 112-99 – in relation to the rates of duty, requirements, and restrictions that were previously applicable under US law as set forth in published measures of general application. For China, this is the baseline of prior municipal law that we should use. China argues that the above-mentioned textual elements of PL 112-99 are more than sufficient to establish a prima facie case that Section 1 has the types of effects described in Article X:2. In addition, China argues that its prima facie case based on the text of the relevant legal instruments is confirmed by other sources of municipal law, including the consistent application of those instruments and the pronouncements of domestic courts. The United States contends that the meaning of US countervailing duty law as it applied to NME countries prior to Section 1 cannot be determined on the face of Section 1 of PL 112-99 and Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act alone, but must also take into account the other elements of the relevant US countervailing duty law and practice. According to the United States, in assessing whether to complete the analysis, we would have to address and take into account these other elements.

4.126. We have disagreed above with the Panel that the baseline of comparison under Article X:2 is "an established and uniform practice" and, in the case at hand, the USDOC's practice of applying countervailing duties to NME countries between 2006 and 2012. We have also considered that the relevant baseline under Article X:2 is the prior published measure of general application creating expectations among traders, which in the present case is the United States' countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1 of PL 112-99, that is, Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act, as interpreted by US courts and interpreted and applied by the USDOC. Section 701(a) states in relevant part:

[I]f the administering authority determines that the government of a country ... is providing, directly or indirectly, a countervailable subsidy ... and an industry is materially injured ... by reason of imports of that merchandise, then there shall be imposed upon such merchandise a countervailing duty...

4.127. As we have considered above, the Appellate Body has established that an assessment of the scope and meaning of municipal law generally comprises the following elements:

The party asserting that another party's municipal law, as such, is inconsistent with relevant treaty obligations bears the burden of introducing evidence as to the scope and meaning of such law to substantiate that assertion. Such evidence will typically be produced in the form of the text of the relevant legislation or legal instruments, which may be supported, as appropriate, by evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, the opinions of legal experts and the writings of recognized scholars. The nature and extent of the evidence required to satisfy the burden of proof will vary from case to case.

497 China's appellant's submission, para. 101.
498 In China's view, the completion analysis requires "a determination as to the meaning of US municipal law prior to the enforcement of Section 1 as of 20 November 2006". (China's appellant's submission, para. 72) China points out, however, that the undisputed facts in the Panel record lead to the same result whether the comparison is made as of the date on which Section 1 was enforced (20 November 2006), or as of the date on which it was enacted and officially published (13 March 2012). (Ibid., para. 100)
499 United States' response to questioning at the oral hearing; United States' appellee's submission, paras. 146-201.
500 See section 4.2 of this Report.
501 See Panel Report, fn 249 to para. 7.162 (quoting United States' response to Panel question No. 64(a); and Panel Exhibit USA-119, comprising a table setting out the Administrative Notice to the Government of China and to Chinese Producers/Exporters Regarding Application of U.S. CVD Laws to China). (emphasis omitted)
4.128. In the light of these considerations, our assessment below is divided in several parts. First, we examine the text of the measure at issue, Section 1 of PL 112-99, as well as the text of Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act. Next, we assess other elements of US countervailing duty law that are relevant to the present case, including judicial decisions by US courts and the practice of the USDOC in applying countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. Based on a holistic examination, we then assess whether we can reach a conclusion on whether Section 1 effected an advance in a rate of duty or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction within the meaning of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, as compared to the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1.

4.129. We note that, although the Panel refrained from explicitly making findings regarding the nature and content of Section 701(a), the Panel did examine relevant aspects of the meaning of the US countervailing duty law prior to Section 1 in determining whether the USDOC’s practice of applying countervailing duties to imports from NME countries was lawful. Despite the fact that these findings by the Panel were made following an erroneous interpretation of Article X:2, we examine below to what extent some of them are not tainted by that error and thus useful in our comparison of Section 1 and Section 701(a) with a view to determining whether the new measure effected an advance in a rate of duty or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement or restriction. Therefore, in our analysis below, we consider it appropriate to rely on certain findings by the Panel that examined relevant aspects of the US countervailing duty law prior to Section 1.

4.130. In respect of the US legislation at issue, the comparison called for by Article X:2 requires determining the meaning of both Section 1 and Section 701(a). We start our analysis with the text of Section 1, given that China contends that the question of whether Section 1 effected an advance or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement must begin with an examination of the text of that legal instrument.503 The United States enacted PL 112-99 on 13 March 2012. This law is entitled “An Act to apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes”. As mentioned above, Section 1 of PL 112-99 is the measure at issue with respect to China’s claims under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.504 The text of Section 1 of PL 112-99 is reproduced in full below:

SECTION 1. APPLICATION OF COUNTERVAILING DUTY PROVISIONS TO NONMARKET ECONOMY COUNTRIES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 701 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1671) is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(f) APPLICABILITY TO PROCEEDINGS INVOLVING NONMARKET ECONOMY COUNTRIES.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), the merchandise on which countervailing duties shall be imposed under subsection (a) includes a class or kind of merchandise imported, or sold (or likely to be sold) for importation, into the United States from a nonmarket economy country.

"(2) EXCEPTION.—A countervailing duty is not required to be imposed under subsection (a) on a class or kind of merchandise imported, or sold (or likely to be sold) for importation, into the United States from a nonmarket economy country if the administering authority is unable to identify and measure subsidies provided by the government of the nonmarket economy country or a public entity within the territory of the nonmarket economy country because the economy of that country is essentially comprised of a single entity."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (f) of Section 701 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as added by subsection (a) of this section, applies to—

503 China’s appellant’s submission, paras. 72 and 101.
504 Panel Report, para. 7.10.
(1) all proceedings initiated under subtitle A of title VII of that Act (19 U.S.C. 1671 et seq.) on or after November 20, 2006;

(2) all resulting actions by U.S. Customs and Border Protection; and

(3) all civil actions, criminal proceedings, and other proceedings before a Federal court relating to proceedings referred to in paragraph (1) or actions referred to in paragraph (2).

4.131. There are several aspects of Section 1 that we consider important. First, the introductory clause of subparagraph (a) of Section 1 states that Section 701 of the US Tariff Act is amended by adding a new subsection (f). Thus, subparagraph (a) of Section 1 sets out what has become an integral part of the US countervailing duty law in the form of Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act. Second, the new Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act relates to the applicability of US countervailing duty provisions to imports from NME countries. In addition, Section 1 explicitly specifies that the merchandise on which countervailing duties shall be imposed under Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act includes a class or kind of merchandise imported, or sold (or likely to be sold) for importation, into the United States from an NME country. Finally, the new Section 701(f) provides that a countervailing duty is not required to be imposed under subsection (a) in cases where the administering authority (the USDOC) is unable to identify and measure subsidies provided by the government or a public entity of an NME country "because the economy of that country is essentially comprised of a single entity".

4.132. Although certain aspects of the new section mentioned above could be read as suggesting that the US countervailing duty law did not previously apply to imports from NME countries, the United States has introduced considerable arguments in support of the opposite view. In essence, the United States argues that Section 1 only clarified that imports from NME countries are subject to Section 701(a), which, in its view, already required the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries provided that a countervailable subsidy could be identified. China, to the contrary, asserts that the text of Section 1 suffices to establish that Section 1 changed the US countervailing duty law by introducing a provision that subjects imports of NME countries to countervailing duty proceedings. As indicated above, the analysis under Article X:2 requires a comparison between Section 1 and the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1. Thus, we do not consider it appropriate to reach any conclusions as to the nature and effect of Section 1 on the basis of Section 1 alone. Rather, we are called to examine also the text of Section 701(a) and other elements of US municipal law prior to Section 1 in order to determine whether Section 1 changed or merely clarified the law and is thus inconsistent or consistent with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. We examine below the participants' arguments in relation to each of the relevant elements of US countervailing duty law.

4.133. We begin with the text of Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act. We recall that China's position is that the relevant inquiry to determine whether the measure at issue effected an advance in a rate of duty or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement under Article X:2 involves "an examination of the text of Section 1 in relation to the text of the prior law that it amends". We recall that Section 701(a) states that, "if the administering authority determines that the government of a country ... is providing, directly or indirectly, a countervailable subsidy ... and an industry is materially injured ... by reason of imports of that merchandise, then there shall be imposed upon such merchandise a countervailing duty." 507

4.134. Several aspects of Section 701(a) are relevant to our analysis. First, this legal instrument does not refer explicitly to NME countries. Section 701(a) simply refers to "a country", without making any distinction as to the type of economy prevailing in that country for it to be subject to US countervailing duty law. NME countries are not excluded from the scope of the term "country"

505 We note that the language used in Section 701(f) of the US Tariff Act is identical to the language used in subparagraph (a) of Section 1 of PL 112-99, setting out the new Section 701(f).

506 China's appellant's submission, para. 101.

507 See Panel Report, fn 249 to para. 7.162 (quoting United States' response to Panel question No. 64(a); and Panel Exhibit USA-119, comprising a table setting out the Administrative Notice to the Government of China and to Chinese Producers/Exporters Regarding Application of U.S. CVD Laws to China). (emphasis omitted)
and thus could be deemed to be covered by Section 701(a). Second, the use of the language "shall be imposed" suggests that Section 701(a) establishes in mandatory fashion that the administering agency (i.e. the USDOC) impose countervailing duties if certain conditions are met. This would seem to be in line with the United States' position that, under the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1, the USDOC was bound to impose countervailing duties to imports from any country whenever the existence of a countervailable subsidy could be established.\footnote{As indicated above, under US countervailing duty law, certain conditions must be fulfilled for the imposition of countervailing duties, including, \textit{inter alia}, the existence of a countervailable subsidy, material injury to the domestic industry, and a causal link between the countervailable subsidy and the injury. In this Report, when we refer to the imposition of countervailing duties once a countervailable subsidy has been found to exist, we understand that these conditions have been met.}

Third, the use of the conjunction "if" supports the view that this mandatory requirement is conditional upon the USDOC's determination that the government of a country is providing a countervailable subsidy (i.e. that a countervailable subsidy exists). We consider that the use of the conjunction "if" in Section 701(a) could mean, on the one hand, that the application of countervailing duties to any country, including NME countries, is mandatory if certain conditions are met, as the United States contends. On the other hand, the word "if" could also be read as indicating that the USDOC has the discretion to decide whether to apply the countervailing duty law to imports from an NME country by determining whether a countervailable subsidy exists, or to refrain from doing so.

4.135. Our analysis above suggests that the question of whether Section 1 created or confirmed the USDOC's authority to apply countervailing duties to NME countries cannot be answered by merely examining the text of Section 1 and Section 701(a) alone. As indicated, although the title and some aspects of the text of Section 1 suggest that US countervailing duty law did not previously apply to imports from NME countries, the text and scope of Section 701(a) does not explicitly exclude NME countries from the scope of application of US countervailing duty law. Rather, Section 701(a) applies to imports from any "country" where the USDOC determines the existence of a countervailable subsidy. Consequently, our analysis of the text of Section 701(a) and Section 1 alone cannot resolve the issue of whether Section 1 created the USDOC's authority to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries or merely confirmed what Section 701(a) already required – i.e. the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries, subject to a positive determination of the existence of a subsidy.

4.136. In line with our observations regarding the text of the two legal instruments, we note that the parties raised conflicting arguments as to the outcome of the comparison between Section 1 of PL 112-99 and Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act before the Panel and now on appeal.\footnote{We note that Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act is still an integral part of the US countervailing duty law.} The Panel indicated that "the parties fundamentally disagree about the nature and effect of Section 1. Whereas China understands Section 1 to have changed pre-existing law, the United States considers that it merely clarified pre-existing law."\footnote{Panel Report, fn 251 to para. 7.162.} Indeed, China asserts on appeal that the US Tariff Act "did not previously provide for the application of countervailing duties to imports from [NME] countries".\footnote{China's appellant's submission, para. 104.} The United States counters that China's assertion is erroneous and is contradicted by the plain text of Section 701(a), which states that "every 'country' exporting merchandise to the United States is subject to the CVD law, with no exceptions".\footnote{United States' appellee's submission, para. 150.}

4.137. China's position is that "[b]y providing that countervailing duties 'shall be imposed' on imports from [NME] countries ... [Section 1] plainly indicates that subsection 701(a) previously did not apply to imports from [NME] countries".\footnote{China's appellant's submission, para. 105.} China further asserts that the express retroactive date in Section 1 is conclusive in that "[t]he only conceivable purpose for making a statutory amendment retroactive is to change the law as it existed in the past."\footnote{China's appellant's submission, para. 109.} We note, however, that China does not directly refer to the text of Section 701(a) in order to determine the meaning of that instrument, but rather seeks to draw inferences from the text of Section 1 as to the meaning that may be ascribed to Section 701(a).
4.138. Conversely, the United States contends that, by enacting PL 112-99, the US Congress sought to clarify and confirm the applicability of the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries in an attempt to resolve the uncertainty or ambiguity created, partly by the 2011 decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) in the GPX International Tire Corporation case. The United States further argues that, in establishing that countervailing duties "shall be imposed", Section 1 did not change the state of prior US countervailing duty law. The United States argues to the contrary that the same language is found in Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act with respect to the requirement to apply countervailing duties to subsidized imports from any "country". In essence, the United States argues that the USDOC was required, before and after Section 1 came into existence, to apply countervailing duties to imports from NME countries provided that a countervailable subsidy could be identified, and thus no change within the meaning of Article X:2 occurred.

4.139. Before the Panel, the participants presented considerable arguments and evidence, including opinions of legal experts, addressing the issue of whether Section 1 clarified or changed Section 701(a) with respect to the applicability of countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries. The first opinion of China's legal expert noted that, in enacting legislation, the US Congress usually changes the law, and then examined several criteria identified by US courts when determining whether a given legislation could be considered as a "clarification" of a pre-existing law - e.g. whether this is indicated in the relevant statute, including in its title, or in that statute's legislative history. China's expert opinion concluded that these criteria were not present when PL 112-99 was enacted. The United States, in turn, also submitted an opinion of a legal expert who disagreed with the conclusion of China's expert that the US Congress "changed the applicable law" when it enacted Section 1. The United States' expert argued that, although the CAFC's initial, non-final decision in GPX V threatened to unsettle the law, in the end nothing changed. The law as it existed after the CAFC rendered its decisions in GPX V and GPX VI ... remains clear: The [USDOC] had and still has the authority to apply the countervailing duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to imports from China. Subsequently, China submitted a supplemental opinion of its legal expert contending that the United States' expert opinion "includes no reference to or analysis of prior cases laying out the criteria for identifying statutes that aim merely to clarify preexisting law and not to change it".

4.140. We observe that, in addressing the question of whether Section 1 clarified what was already required under the previous US countervailing duty law or changed it, the Panel indicated that "it [was] not necessary to address, let alone to try to resolve, this issue which is still being litigated before United States courts." In the Panel's view, none of the participants considered the "change" versus "clarification" argument to be material for the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. In our view, this statement of the Panel may have, in major part, resulted from its erroneous interpretation of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2, which it found was the USDOC's post-2006 practice. However, under the correct interpretation of the baseline of comparison under Article X:2, and given the significant amount of argumentation devoted by the participants to this issue, we disagree with the Panel that this issue was not material for purposes of the comparison contemplated under Article X:2. Rather, it is clear to us that answering the question of whether the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1 already provided authority to the USDOC to apply countervailing duties to imports from NME countries or that Section 1 created such authority is necessary for the baseline of comparison contemplated under the correct interpretation of Article X:2.

4.141. In sum, our analysis of the text of both Section 1 and Section 701(a) suggests that the disagreement between the parties on whether Section 1 changed the prior law and introduced for the first time the authority of the USDOC to apply countervailing duty law to NME countries cannot
be answered by merely examining the text of the two legal instruments. For instance, the conjunction "if" in Section 701(a), when read together with "shall be imposed", could mean, on the one hand, that the application of countervailing duties to any country, including NME countries, is mandatory if certain conditions are met. On the other hand, the use of the conjunction "if" could also be read as indicating that the USDOC has the discretion to decide whether to apply the countervailing duty law to imports from an NME country by determining whether a countervailable subsidy exists, or to refrain from doing so. The texts of the relevant legal instruments therefore do not permit reaching a definitive conclusion as to whether Section 701(a) required or prohibited the USDOC to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries. Thus, further examination of other elements related to the application of US countervailing duty law beyond the text of Section 1 and the text of Section 701(a) is required.

4.142. We note that the participants introduced before the Panel considerable argumentation regarding the application of Section 701(a) by the USDOC, as well as judgments rendered by US courts regarding the USDOC’s application of countervailing duty law to NME countries, including China. We turn next to examine these elements of municipal law in chronological order, addressing the participant’s arguments with respect to each of them. We begin our review with the Panel’s analysis of the CAFC’s decision in Georgetown Steel Corporation v. United States (Georgetown Steel). We then turn to examine the USDOC’s practice before and after 2006, the year when the USDOC initiated the first countervailing duty investigation with respect to imports from China during the 2006-2012 period. Next, we address certain judicial pronouncements, including the decisions of the US Court of International Trade (CIT) in coated free sheet paper from China (CFS Paper), GPX I, and GPX II, and the CAFC’s decisions in GPX V, and GPX VI.

4.143. We begin with the CAFC’s decision issued in 1986 in Georgetown Steel. According to the Panel, in that ruling, “the CAFC upheld USDOC’s decision not to apply CVD measures to NME countries”. The parties “agree[d] that this decision was a final, unappealed decision, and was governing and controlling under United States law”. Importantly, however, the Panel pointed out that:

... the scope of the CAFC holding in Georgetown Steel was the subject of disagreement in the United States throughout the period 2006-2012, and that disagreement was not resolved prior to the enactment of Section 1 by any decision of a United States court that was final, non-appealable, and governing and controlling under United States law.

---

521 We note that the findings by the Panel regarding the United States’ “clarification” argument versus China’s “change” argument are very limited due to the Panel’s erroneous reliance on the USDOC’s “established and uniform practice” as the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2.
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4.144. We observe that the Panel refrained from making an explicit finding regarding its own understanding of the holding in Georgetown Steel and only indirectly addressed this issue by referring to the USDOC's understanding of the holding in that decision. In particular, the Panel indicated, "[t]hroughout [the 2006-2012] period, USDOC interpreted the CAFC decision in Georgetown Steel as affirming USDOC's discretion to determine whether to apply countervailing duties to imports from NME countries, and not as a broader holding that United States CVD law did not apply to imports from NME countries." Panel Report, para. 7.174. The Panel also held that "the CIT ... concluded on at least three occasions that the holding in Georgetown Steel was at the very least 'ambiguous'".

4.145. We note that the holding in Georgetown Steel appears to be one of the most contested aspects of this dispute before the Panel and now on appeal. According to China, in the Georgetown Steel decision, the CAFC reviewed the history and purpose of the US trade remedy law and concluded that the countervailing duty provisions of US law do not permit the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries. In China's view, the CAFC agreed with the USDOC's position at that time that, in an NME country, the government is incapable of conferring subsidies in the sense of US countervailing duty law. In essence, China understands the Georgetown Steel decision as precluding the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries. On that basis, China submits that Section 1 should be considered as having affected a change in US countervailing duty law for purposes of the comparison contemplated under Article X:2.

4.146. The United States fundamental disagrees with China's assertion that the CAFC's decision in Georgetown Steel stands for "the conclusion that the U.S. CVD law does not apply to NME countries as a matter of statutory interpretation." The United States argues to the contrary that the CAFC decision "affirmed [the USDOC's] interpretation and decision to not apply the U.S. CVD law to certain Soviet-style centrally planned economies." According to the United States, "[b]ecause the U.S. CVD law mandated that CVDs 'shall be applied' to subsidized imports, the exception invoked by [the USDOC] was limited to those situations in which it was impossible to apply the law when a subsidy could not be identified in the case before it." In essence, the United States reads Georgetown Steel as mandating the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries provided that it is factually possible to identify the existence of a countervailable subsidy within an NME country. According to the United States, Section 1 merely confirmed that the USDOC is required to impose countervailing duties whenever a countervailable subsidy can be identified. In the United States' view, Section 1 also clarified that the USDOC is not required to impose countervailing duties in situations where it cannot identify the existence of a countervailable subsidy by introducing the "single entity" exception that Section 1 codifies.

Either way, the United States contends that Section 1 did not change prior law as reflected in Georgetown Steel in a manner inconsistent with Article X:2.

4.147. Although both participants accept that the CAFC's decision in Georgetown Steel was "a final, unappealed decision, and was governing and controlling under United States law," they hold divergent views as to the meaning of that decision. We note that the participants have relied on different passages found in the Georgetown Steel decision in support of their respective positions. For instance, in that decision, the CAFC stated that "recent actions of Congress in dealing with the problem of exports by [NMEs] ... indicate that Congress intended that any selling by [NMEs] at unreasonably low prices should be dealt with under the antidumping law. There is no indication in any of those statutes, or their legislative history, that Congress intended or understood that the countervailing duty law also would apply." The CAFC also stated that "[i]f [the] remedy [provided under the antidumping law] is inadequate to protect the American industry from such foreign competition ... it is up to Congress to provide any additional remedies it

---
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deems appropriate.\textsuperscript{542} This language is relied upon by China in support of its position, as it appears to suggest that the CAFC found no authority at all under US countervailing duty law to impose such duties on imports from NME countries.\textsuperscript{543} Thus, according to China, the USDOC was precluded from imposing countervailing duties on imports from NME countries prior to Section 1.

4.148. However, in the same decision, the CAFC also stated in a concluding section that:

... the agency administering the countervailing duty law has broad discretion in determining the existence of [countervailable subsidies] under that law. We cannot say that the Administration's conclusion that the benefits the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic provided for the export of potash to the United States were not [countervailable subsidies] under Section 303 was unreasonable, not in accordance with law or an abuse of discretion.\textsuperscript{544}

This latter statement by the CAFC in \textit{Georgetown Steel}, which is relied upon by the United States\textsuperscript{545}, appears to support the position that the CAFC found US countervailing duty law to be applicable to imports from NME countries provided that the USDOC was able to identify the existence of a countervailable subsidy.\textsuperscript{546} On that basis, the United States argues that the USDOC's discretion mentioned in the CAFC's decision was limited to making the factual determination as to whether or not a subsidy could be identified. Subject to that caveat, the United States asserts that the CAFC's decision in \textit{Georgetown Steel} stands for the proposition that the USDOC was already required to apply the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries prior to Section 1.

4.149. In the light of the above, we observe that the CAFC's decision in \textit{Georgetown Steel} contains at least two passages relevant to this issue, one of which could be read as supporting the view that Section 1 changed the previously applicable US countervailing duty law, and the other could be read as suggesting that it clarified what the US countervailing duty law already required. On the other hand, the CAFC's statement that "[t]here is no indication ... that Congress intended or understood that the countervailing duty law also would apply\textsuperscript{547} to imports from NME countries seems to support the view that the countervailing duty law was not applicable to imports from NME countries prior to Section 1. On the basis of this statement in \textit{Georgetown Steel}, China argues that Section 1 should be read as having changed that legal situation. On the other hand, the CAFC's statement that "the agency administering the countervailing duty law has broad discretion in determining the existence of [countervailable subsidies]" would appear to suggest that the US countervailing duty law was already applicable to imports from NME countries if it was possible to identify a countervailable subsidy. On the basis of this line of argument, the United States asserts that Section 1 should be read as only having clarified what the previously applicable US countervailing duty law already required. These apparently divergent statements by the CAFC in \textit{Georgetown Steel} are used as a basis for diametrically opposing arguments put forward by the participants regarding the comparison required by Article X:2.

4.150. We recall that the Panel did not make any findings in its Report addressing these divergent readings of the \textit{Georgetown Steel} decision. We consider that the Panel should have engaged in an inquiry to determine the scope and meaning of the holding of that decision. This inquiry was necessary to ascertain, through the relevant judicial pronouncement, the meaning of US countervailing duty law with respect to whether the USDOC was required to or precluded from applying the US countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries prior to Section 1. We note that the Panel record contains the USDOC's countervailing duty determinations regarding carbon
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\textsuperscript{544} \textit{Georgetown Steel}, p. 1318. We note that, at the time of the \textit{Georgetown Steel} decision, the US countervailing duty law was codified in Section 303 instead of Section 701(a). We further point out that, at that time, the US countervailing duty law referred to "bounties or grants" instead of "countervailable subsidies". The term "countervailable subsidies" was only introduced in the US legal system by the Uruguay Round Agreements Act. (United States' appellee's submission, para. 164) For purposes of simplicity, we have replaced the term 'bounties or grants' in the \textit{Georgetown Steel} decision with "countervailable subsidies".
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steel wire rod from Poland\footnote{USDOC, Carbon Steel Wire Rod from Poland: Final Negative Countervailing Duty Determination, \textit{United States Federal Register}, Vol. 49, No. 89 (7 May 1984), pp. 19374 (Panel Exhibit USA-10).} and Czechoslovakia\footnote{USDOC, Carbon Steel Wire Rod From Czechoslovakia: Final Negative Countervailing Duty Determination, \textit{United States Federal Register}, Vol. 49, No. 89 (7 May 1984), pp. 19370-19374 (Panel Exhibit USA-7).} that underlie the CAFC's decision in \textit{Georgetown Steel}. We will address these determinations below. At this juncture, however, we emphasize that the Panel should have analysed in its Report the USDOC's negative determinations in these underlying countervailing duty investigations, with a view to elucidating the scope and meaning of the holding in the CAFC's decision in \textit{Georgetown Steel}. In sum, although the CAFC's decision was eventually an endorsement of these negative determinations made by the USDOC, given the Panel's failure to examine the divergent readings of the \textit{Georgetown Steel} decision and the underlying determinations by the USDOC, we are not in a position now on appeal to draw conclusive guidance from the \textit{Georgetown Steel} decision for the purposes of determining whether Section 1 changed or clarified the pre-existing countervailing duty law applicable to NME countries.

4.151. We turn next to examine the practice of the USDOC regarding the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries. China argues that the USDOC's application of the US countervailing duty law prior to 2006 demonstrates that, before the enactment of Section 1, such law did not authorize the imposition of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries.\footnote{China's appellant's submission, para. 147.} In particular, China refers to the 1998 countervailing duty regulations promulgated by the USDOC and to the 2002 determination in Sulfanilic Acid from Hungary\footnote{See Memorandum dated 18 September 2002 from Richard W. Moreland, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Group I Import Administration, to Faryar Shirzad, Assistant Secretary for Import Administration, "Issues and Decision Memorandum for the Final Determination in the Countervailing Duty Investigation of Sulfanilic Acid from Hungary" (Panel Exhibit CHI-15), pp. 13-15.} (\textit{Sulfanilic Acid}) to establish that the USDOC considered that imports from NME countries were not subject to the application of countervailing duties under US law. The United States counters that the USDOC "did not apply the U.S. CVD law to any NME countries during the period following \textit{Georgetown Steel} to 2006 because [the USDOC] continued to consider that the structure of the NME countries of the time made it impossible to identify countervailable subsidies".\footnote{United States' appellee's submission, para. 165.} According to the United States, the USDOC eventually came to reassess the nature of certain NME countries when determining whether it was possible to identify the existence of subsidies within those economies.\footnote{United States' appellee's submission, para. 151.} The United States indicates that, in the case of China, this reassessment took place in the context of the CFS Paper investigation, where the USDOC determined that "China's modernized economy was so substantially different from those of the Soviet-bloc states of the 1980s ... that it was no longer impossible to identify subsidies".\footnote{Panel Report, para. 7.161.}

4.152. At the outset of our analysis of the USDOC's practice, we note that the USDOC is "the primary agency administering the United States Tariff Act of 1930".\footnote{555} We examine the USDOC's practice in order to ascertain whether or not US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1 provided authority to the USDOC to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries and required such imposition whenever a countervailable subsidy could be identified. We note that any conclusion that we may be able to reach on the basis of the USDOC's practice would have to take into account the entire period of time since only the "consistent" application of the law may be helpful in ascertaining the meaning of municipal law. In line with the Appellate Body's guidance in \textit{US - Carbon Steel}, an examination of the period spanning at least from the 1984 negative countervailing duty determinations by the USDOC with respect to carbon steel wire rod from Poland and Czechoslovakia to the enactment of Section 1 in 2012 will allow us to examine the \textit{consistency} of the USDOC's practice in applying the relevant US countervailing...
duty law. According, unlike the Panel, and based on the correct interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2, we will not limit our analysis to the period between 2006 and 2012.

4.153. The Panel’s analysis as to whether the USDOC was precluded from or required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries under relevant US law prior to 2006 is very limited. However, the Panel did refer to the final countervailing duty regulations issued in November 1998 by the USDOC. The Panel held that in those regulations the “USDOC referred to its past practice of ’not applying the CVD law to [NMEs]’, and stated that ”the CAFC ’upheld this practice in Georgetown Steel.‘” In its analysis, the Panel did not attach much significance to the 1998 countervailing duty regulations given that it considered that these regulations ”do not detract from what [the Panel had] said about the holding in Georgetown Steel.” In the Panel’s view, the Georgetown Steel decision was ”understood by USDOC [between 2006 and 2012] to have left it within its discretion to determine whether in a given case United States CVD law could be applied to particular imports from NME countries”. There appears to be a tension between the previous statements made by the USDOC as to its statutory mandate before 2006, as shown below, and the United States’ argument on appeal that, prior to Section 1, the USDOC was required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries provided that subsidies could be identified.

4.154. On appeal, China argues that the 1998 countervailing duty regulations support the view that the USDOC would only apply countervailing duties to subsidies conferred after the date on which it designated a particular country as a market economy. The United States replies that the USDOC ”did not apply the U.S. CVD law to any NME countries during the period following Georgetown Steel to 2006 because [the USDOC] continued to consider that the structure of the NME countries of the time made it impossible to identify countervailable subsidies”. The United States points out that, in certain instances following Georgetown Steel, the USDOC ”described in shorthand terms the holding of Georgetown Steel as being that the CVD law did not apply to exports from NME countries”. According to the United States, ”[t]his shorthand was based on the 1986 understanding of the nature of NMEs, which explains the reference[] in the preamble to [the 1998 countervailing duty regulations]”.

4.155. On the basis of the Panel record, we note that, prior to 2006, the USDOC was faced in 1984 with petitions to apply the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries in the countervailing duty investigations with respect to carbon steel wire rod from Poland and Czechoslovakia. As indicated above, the final determinations by the USDOC in these two investigations were later challenged before the CIT and the CAFC. The latter rendered its Georgetown Steel decision in 1986. We underscore that the Panel Report does not contain any analysis regarding the USDOC’s 1984 negative countervailing duty determinations in relation to the question of whether the USDOC was required to or precluded from applying the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries. We consider that the Panel should have examined the 1984 negative countervailing duty determinations in the context of its analysis of the USDOC’s practice and the 1986 Georgetown Steel decision. We note that, in both of the negative countervailing duty determinations with respect to carbon steel wire rod from Poland and
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556 We note that the two negative countervailing duty determinations by the USDOC with respect to carbon steel wire rod from Poland and Czechoslovakia issued in 1984 were later challenged before the CIT and ultimately before the CAFC, which, in 1986, rendered its decision in Georgetown Steel.
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Czechoslovakia, the USDOC "concluded that bounties or grants, within the meaning of section 303, cannot be found in NME's." However, the USDOC also stated that it "has broad discretion in determining the existence or non-existence of the term 'bounty or grant'" and determined that "manufacturers, producers, or exporters in [Poland and Czechoslovakia] of carbon steel wire rod do not receive bounties or grants." We note that the above two statements by the USDOC in these negative countervailing duty determinations are not clear regarding the appliability of the US countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries. This is so because the USDOC's statements are not clear as to whether it considered that the US countervailing duty law prohibited, as a general rule, the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries because countervailable subsidies could never be found in the context of NME countries, or whether the US countervailing duty law required such application with the caveat that, in those specific cases involving steel wire rod producers from Poland and Czechoslovakia, it was not possible for the USDOC to identify the existence of countervailable subsidies. We consider that an examination of these issues by the Panel would have assisted us in drawing our conclusions as to the precise nature of the statutory mandate on which the USDOC's practice was based, not only after, but also before 2006. This is important for determining whether Section 1 changed the prior US countervailing duty law, as argued by China, or whether Section 1 clarified and confirmed what the US countervailing duty law already required, as argued by the United States.

4.156. We now turn to the 1998 countervailing duty regulations published by the USDOC. We begin by noting that the participants disagree on the meaning of the reference to the Georgetown Steel decision in the 1998 countervailing duty regulations. In the 1998 regulations, the USDOC officially stated that "it is important to note here our practice of not applying the CVD law to [NMEs]. The CAFC upheld this practice in Georgetown Steel Corp. v. United States." This statement could be read as suggesting that the USDOC had established its practice of not imposing countervailing duties on NME countries, or, even further, that it was precluded from doing so, prior to Section 1, as argued by China. However, we also note that the reference to Georgetown Steel in this context is not of much assistance in ascertaining the USDOC's statutory mandate, because the ruling in Georgetown Steel is amenable to different readings, as we have observed above. In any event, the USDOC went on to state in the 1998 regulations that, "[w]here the [USDOC] determines that a change in status from non-market to market [economy] is

564 We note that, in both preliminary determinations, the USDOC stated that "nonmarket economy (NME) countries were not exempt from the provisions of section 303 of the Act". In the negative final determinations, the USDOC explained that, on the basis of the phrase "any country", it had "correctly address[ed] part of the jurisdictional question [in the preliminary determinations]; i.e. whether any political entity is exempted per se from the countervailing duty law". However, the USDOC added that, "[u]pon reconsideration, [its] preliminary determination[s] did not address adequately the additional jurisdictional question; i.e. whether government activities in an NME confer a 'bounty or grant' within the meaning of section 303. The USDOC Carbon Steel Wire Rod From Czechoslovakia: Final Negative Countervailing Duty Determination, United States Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 89 (7 May 1984), pp. 19370-19374 (Panel Exhibit USA-7), p. 19371; USDOC, Carbon Steel Wire Rod From Poland: Final Negative Countervailing Duty Determination, United States Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 89 (7 May 1984), pp. 19374-19378 (Panel Exhibit USA-10). 19375


567 We recall that at that time of the negative countervailing duty investigations on wire rod from Poland and Czechoslovakia the US countervailing duty law referred to "bounties" or "grants" instead of countervailable subsidies. The term "countervailable subsidies" was only introduced in the US legal system by the Uruguay Round Agreements Act of 1994.

warranted, subsidies bestowed by that country after the change in status would become subject to the CVD law." This could be read as suggesting that the USDOC was required to impose countervailing duties on imports from certain countries provided that their status was changed from "non-market economy" (NME) countries to "market economy" countries. In other words, the USDOC's statements in the 1998 countervailing duty regulations imply that the US countervailing duty law was not applicable to imports from NME countries unless and until their status changed to "market economy" countries. This cannot be understood to be the same as the argument maintained by the United States in this appeal that countervailing duties had to be applied to imports from NME countries whenever a countervailable subsidy could be identified. Although we are mindful of the United States' argument that, after the Georgetown Steel decision, the USDOC referred to the holding in that decision in "shorthand terms", we see, in any event, a tension between the United States' reading in this appeal of the Georgetown Steel decision as confirming that the US countervailing law was always applicable to NME countries, and the USDOC's statements in the 1998 countervailing duty regulations that the USDOC's imposition of countervailing duties depended on a change in status of a country from "non-market economy" to "market economy".

4.157. With respect to other instances of the USDOC's practice prior to 2006, China also finds significant the 2002 USDOC determination in Sulfanilic Acid. According to China, the USDOC stated that "it would apply countervailing duties only in respect of subsidies conferred by a country after the date on which the USDOC designated that country as a market economy". China argues that, on the basis of this understanding of the law, the USDOC concluded that "subsidies provided by the Government of Hungary during the period in which the USDOC designated Hungary as an NME were not subject to the application of countervailing duties under U.S. law.

The United States contends on appeal that the Sulfanilic Acid determination does not stand for the proposition that, prior to 2006, the USDOC understood the Georgetown Steel decision as establishing the inapplicability of countervailing duty laws to imports from NME countries due to their status as NME countries. The United States asserts that the "shorthand" reference to the holding in Georgetown Steel by the USDOC in the Sulfanilic Acid determination was based on the understanding that the structure of the NME countries at that time made it impossible to identify countervailable subsidies. For the United States, this does not detract from its position that, even prior to Section 1, the USDOC was required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries provided that a countervailable subsidy could be identified.

4.158. We observe that the Panel did not undertake any analysis or make findings with regard to the conclusions that could be drawn from the Sulfanilic Acid determination as to whether the USDOC was required to or precluded from applying the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries prior to Section 1. We note that, in this decision, the USDOC set out its own understanding of the CAFC's decision in Georgetown Steel and of the 1998 countervailing duty regulations. The USDOC concluded that a certain cash infusion was not a countervailable subsidy because, at the time, Hungary was still considered to be an NME country. Like the conclusions mentioned above in the context of the 1998 countervailing duty regulations, the USDOC's
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determination in *Sulfanilic Acid* can be read to suggest that the countervailing duty law would not be applicable to imports from NME countries unless and until the USDOC changed their status to "market economy" countries, as China argues. The United States contends that the *Sulfanilic Acid* determination stands for the proposition that the USDOC could not identify a subsidy because Hungary was an NME country at the time of the investigation. According to the United States, this does not exclude that the USDOC was nevertheless required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries prior to Section 1 if subsidies could be identified. As mentioned above, we see a tension between the argument of the United States in this appeal that countervailing duties would be imposed on imports from an NME country whenever a countervailable subsidy could be identified, on the one hand, and the USDOC's statements in *Sulfanilic Acid* that such imposition would depend on a change in the country's status from "non-market economy" to "market economy", on the other hand.

4.159. In sum, we note that the Panel's inquiry into the USDOC's practice prior to 2006 is very limited, despite the fact that pre-2006 practice is an element relevant to ascertaining the meaning of the US countervailing duty law prior to Section 1.\(^577\) The Panel did not analyse in its Report numerous elements related to the USDOC's practice prior to 2006. Nor did it engage meaningfully with the arguments presented by the participants regarding the question of whether the USDOC was precluded from or required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries under relevant US countervailing duty law prior to 2006. For instance, the Panel's analysis does not address the 1984 negative countervailing duty determinations with respect to carbon steel wire rod from Poland and Czechoslovakia. Nor did the Panel explore whether there were other countervailing duty investigations by the USDOC regarding imports from NME countries prior to 2006. The *Sulfanilic Acid* determination was also not addressed in the findings of the Panel. Due to the lack of analysis by the Panel and undisputed facts in the Panel record, many aspects of the pre-2006 practice of the USDOC remain unclear. As mentioned earlier, the precise nature of the statutory mandate on which the USDOC's practice was based, not only after, but also before 2006, is relevant to our assessment of whether the prior US countervailing duty law was confirmed or changed by Section 1.

4.160. We now turn to the post-2006 practice of the USDOC. The Panel noted that, "[p]ursuant to a CVD investigation on CFS Paper initiated on 27 November 2006, USDOC began applying United States CVD law to imports from China, notwithstanding that the United States continued to designate China as an NME country."\(^578\) The Panel indicated that the record shows that, "in December 2006, [the USDOC] published a notice of opportunity to comment on whether the CVD law ‘should now be applied to imports from [China].’"\(^579\) In fact, at the outset of the CFS Paper countervailing duty investigation, the USDOC stated the following:

> Given the complex legal and policy issues involved, and on the basis of the [USDOC's] discretion as affirmed in *Georgetown Steel*, the [USDOC] intends during the course of this investigation to determine whether the countervailing duty law should now be applied to imports from [China].\(^580\)

4.161. In April 2007, the USDOC published an affirmative preliminary determination in the countervailing duty investigation in *CFS Paper*, in which it preliminarily determined that the US countervailing duty law could be applied to imports from China.\(^581\) The Panel emphasized that the "USDOC did so after reaching the conclusion that it was possible to identify and measure

\(^{577}\) As noted earlier, this is a consequence of the Panel's erroneous focus on post-2006 USDOC practice for purposes of determining the baseline of comparison under Article X:2.  
\(^{578}\) Panel Report, para. 7.253. (emphasis added)  
subsidies as a consequence of the economic situation in China, and its understanding that this action was in accordance with then-existing United States law. In particular, the USDOC concluded that, “based on our assessment of the differences between [China’s] economy today and the Soviet and Soviet-style economies that were the subject of [Georgetown Steel], we preliminarily determine that the countervailing duty law can be applied to imports from [China].”

According to the Panel, “[t]his understanding was based, in part, on [the USDOC’s] interpretation of the CAFC decision [in] Georgetown Steel.” In October 2007, the USDOC issued an affirmative final determination in the countervailing duty investigation concerned.

4.162. The Panel found that, “between November 2006 and March 2012, USDOC initiated 33 investigations and reviews in respect of imports from China under United States CVD law, notifying China and other parties of its application of United States CVD law to China, and that in many of those proceedings USDOC issued CVD orders.” The Panel noted that the “USDOC undertook those investigations and reviews, and issued those orders, even though, then as later, the United States designated China as an NME country.”

The Panel thus found that, “between November 2006, or at least April 2007, and March 2012, there was indeed a USDOC practice with regard to the application of countervailing duties to imports from China as an NME country.”

4.163. We note, however, that the existence of such a practice after 2006 does not necessarily resolve the issue of the legal basis for that practice under US countervailing duty law. China argues that the change in practice in 2006 confirms that the USDOC’s practice between 1986 and 2012 was inconsistent. Moreover, China argues that US countervailing duty law prior to 2012 precluded the USDOC from imposing countervailing duties on imports from NME countries, and that Section 1 changed that law by requiring the imposition of countervailing duties on imports from NME countries, thereby violating Article X:2. The United States, by contrast, argues that before and after 2006 the USDOC was required to apply the countervailing duty law to NME imports and that it merely became possible as of 2006 for the USDOC to identify and measure subsidies in China. Therefore, the United States contends that Section 1 only clarified the pre-existing legal situation and did not effect a change in the sense of Article X:2.

4.164. We once again recall that, following the Appellate Body’s approach in US – Carbon Steel, the issue of whether or not the US countervailing duty law applicable prior to Section 1 required or at least allowed the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries (if a subsidy could be identified) has to be answered by taking into account, in a holistic exercise, the text of the relevant legal instruments, including Section 701(a), evidence of the consistent application of such laws, the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such laws, and the opinions of legal experts.

4.165. While it is clear that the USDOC’s practice in applying US countervailing duty law changed in 2006, this fact, in and of itself, cannot resolve the issue of whether the underlying statutory mandate changed with the enactment of Section 1. We recall that our analysis for purposes of determining the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 must be based on the consistent application of Section 701(a) by the USDOC throughout the relevant period, that is, at least since the early decisions by the USDOC on the applicability of the countervailing duty law to imports from NME countries reviewed by the CAFC in its ruling in Georgetown Steel. We note that the USDOC’s official statements made in the process of applying the US countervailing duty law between 1986 and 2012, in particular before and after 2006, do not appear to be entirely
consistent, which may be construed as reflecting a certain level of ambiguity regarding its understanding of the meaning of the CAFC’s ruling in Georgetown Steel. Some aspects of the USDOC's understanding of its statutory mandate reflected in the 1998 countervailing duty regulations and the 2002 determination in Sulfanilic Acid may be read as suggesting that the USDOC understood Georgetown Steel as not permitting the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries. The more recent USDOC practice, particularly after the initiation of the CFS Paper investigation in 2006, appears to indicate that the USDOC understood its statutory mandate and Georgetown Steel as requiring the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries if it was possible to identify a countervailable subsidy within the economy of the relevant NME country. Thus, on the basis of our reading of the USDOC's statements in the 1998 countervailing duty regulations and the 2002 Sulfanilic Acid determination, the rationale behind the USDOC's imposition of countervailing duties to NME countries appears to have changed after 2006 when the USDOC began applying the US countervailing duty law to China, even though it remained classified as an NME country under US law. As noted above, it is difficult to reconcile the United States' contention that the USDOC's understanding of its statutory mandate did not change over time with the above-mentioned USDOC statements.

4.166. For these reasons, we consider that the USDOC's practice over the years does not ultimately assist us in ascertaining whether or not the US countervailing duty law precluded or required the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries prior to Section 1. Moreover, we emphasize that our analysis must also take into account, inter alia, the text of the relevant legal instruments and the pronouncements of domestic courts on the meaning of such instruments. Consequently, our examination of the USDOC's practice as identified above during the relevant period does not provide a basis on which to reach a definitive conclusion on whether, prior to Section 1, the applicable US countervailing duty law prohibited the application of countervailing duties to imports from NME countries, as argued by China, or whether the USDOC was required to impose countervailing duties on imports from NME countries whenever it was possible to identify the existence of a subsidy, as asserted by the United States.

4.167. We turn next to examine a series of pronouncements of US courts regarding the application of countervailing duties to imports from China after 2006. The Panel noted that, following the initiation of the CFS Paper countervailing duty investigation in 2006, years of litigation before US courts over this issue ensued.591

4.168. We begin by noting the Panel's finding that, "[o]n at least three occasions, the CIT decided that the applicable United States law and the CAFC decision in Georgetown Steel were 'ambiguous' regarding whether United States CVD law could be applied to imports from China".592 The Panel indicated that the first of those decisions by the CIT was in CFS Paper, followed by GPX I, and then GPX II.593

4.169. With respect to the first of those decisions, the Panel found that: "[i]n CFS Paper, the CIT appeared to accept USDOC's interpretation of Georgetown Steel".594 According to the Panel, in that decision, the CIT stated that "the Georgetown Steel court only affirmed [the USDOC's] decision not to apply countervailing duty law to the NMEs in question in that particular case [and it] recognized the continuing 'broad discretion' of the agency to determine whether to apply countervailing duty law to NMEs".595

4.170. Turning to GPX I, according to the Panel, in that decision, the CIT stated that 'it was 'not clear' whether Georgetown Steel 'was deferring to a determination of [the USDOC] based on ambiguity in the statute or whether the Court held that there was only one legally valid interpretation of the statute'".596 The Panel also found that 'the CIT further stated that 'in a case of this type of ambiguity, that is, when we are not sure what the court meant', United States Supreme Court precedent established that 'we are to read the case as deciding that the agency

591 Panel Report, para. 7.254.
592 Panel Report, para. 7.254. (fn omitted)
593 Panel Report, para. 7.254. (fn omitted)
594 Panel Report, para. 7.176.
596 Panel Report, para. 7.176. (fn omitted)
determination at issue did not conflict with the statute, not that a new agency reading, not before the court at the time, must be rejected.\(^597\) With respect to GPX II, the Panel referred to the CIT's findings that "[t]he court previously noted that the leading case upholding [the USDOC's] decision not to apply CVD remedies to imports from an NME country, [Georgetown Steel], is ambiguous."\(^598\)

4.171. We next examine the decision in GPX V rendered by the CAFC in 2011. The Panel’s analysis with respect to the content of the GPX V decision is somewhat limited inasmuch as it only indicates the main conclusion of the decision, without addressing in detail the reasoning of the CAFC. In particular, the Panel found that in GPX V "the CAFC held that, contrary to USDOC's practice, it was not in accordance with United States law for USDOC to apply United States CVD law to imports from NME countries, including China."\(^599\) The participants agree that in GPX V the CAFC concluded that the USDOC "could not apply the CVD law to China as long as China was classified as a NME country."\(^600\) In this decision, the CAFC concluded that the USDOC "is barred by the statute from imposing countervailing duties on NME goods."\(^601\) The CAFC reached that conclusion on the basis of an examination of the text of the countervailing duty law, "the legislative history of the countervailing duty law, and particularly Congress's repeated reenactment of countervailing duty law while approving the Georgetown Steel holding."\(^602\) In the CAFC’s view, this "demonstrates that Congress adopted [the USDOC’s] then-prevailing position that countervailing duties cannot be imposed on NME exports."\(^603\) Referring to the 1986 decision in Georgetown Steel, the CAFC observed that it "previously held that the statute does not compel the imposition of countervailing duties to goods from NME countries because the government payments with respect to such goods are not 'bounties or grants,' or 'countervailable subsidies' in the current terminology."\(^604\) The CAFC went on to state that "[i]n Georgetown Steel we found that the 'economic incentives and benefits' provided by governments in NME countries 'do not constitute bounties or grants under section 303,' ... that is, 'countervailable subsidies' in the language of the current statute."\(^605\)

4.172. However, "the CAFC did not issue a mandate in GPX V and its decision therefore never became final."\(^606\) According to the Panel, "[t]he reason why the CAFC did not issue a mandate is that following a request by the United States Government, the CAFC granted a rehearing."\(^607\) The "United States’ Government filed a petition for rehearing with the CAFC on the same day" that the "CAFC's GPX V decision was rendered"\(^608\) and, "[w]hen Section 1 was enacted, the rehearing of the case was still pending."\(^609\)

4.173. Despite the fact that the participants agree on the non-finality of the GPX V decision,\(^610\) they disagree on the relevance and import within the US legal system of the CAFC’s conclusions in GPX V as to the meaning of Section 701(a). China takes the view that, even though GPX V was not
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a final decision, "it still stands as a statement of the law at the time of its decision". Therefore, China argues that GPX V confirms that Section 1 changed the law. The United States rejects China's characterization that the GPX V decision "constitutes an authoritative statement of U.S. law". In particular, the United States asserts that, given that the CAFC in GPX V issued no mandate, the decision never became final and has no legally binding force under US law.

4.174. In the absence of the issuance of a mandate, the Panel did not analyse the relevance and import within the US legal system of the CAFC's decision in GPX V as to the meaning of Section 701(a). The Panel stated that, "[f]or purposes of [its] analysis, [it] need not determine whether under United States law a United States court could justifiably rely on the decision in GPX V to establish what the law was prior to enactment of Section 1". On the basis of its erroneous interpretation that the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2 was an "established and uniform practice", the Panel considered that what mattered was that the "USDOC was not legally required to adjust its relevant practice as a consequence of the CAFC decision in GPX V, be it in the GPX case itself or any other case". As noted above, we disagree with the legal interpretation of Article X:2 underlying that statement.

4.175. In the light of the above considerations, we note that the relevance and import within the US legal system of the GPX V decision with respect to the meaning of Section 701(a) remains disputed according to the opinions of legal experts submitted by the participants. The first opinion of China's legal expert contended that, "[b]ecause the [CAFC] did not vacate its opinion in GPX V, a U.S. court could very plausibly regard that opinion as having established and as continuing to establish that Section 701(a) of the Tariff Act, prior to its amendment by P.L. 112-99, did not apply to [NME] countries". The expert opinion presented by the United States countered that the view expressed by China's expert was "contrary to the overwhelming weight of authority under United States law. Specifically, it [was] contrary to recent decisions of the Ninth Circuit explicitly holding that an appellate decision is not final until the mandate has [been] issued". In his supplemental opinion, China's expert stated that, "[w]ithout claiming that the decision in GPX V was 'final', my prior opinion ... said that a court could 'very plausibly' rely on [certain] cases to conclude that GPX V retained precedential authority unless and until it was vacated, but I pointedly did not say that a court ought to have so ruled". We note that, in any event, because of its non-final status and due to the fact that the Panel explicitly refrained from making any findings regarding the question of whether under US law a US court could rely on the GPX V decision to establish what the US countervailing duty law was prior to the enactment of Section 1, there are obvious limitations as to what extent the GPX V decision can be relied upon for purposes of determining whether Section 1 changed or clarified US countervailing duty law in respect of the treatment of imports from NME countries.

4.176. We now turn to the CAFC's decision in GPX VI. When Section 1 was enacted, the rehearing of the GPX V case was still pending. A mandate was finally issued in GPX VI, after the enactment of Section 1. Relying on US Supreme Court precedent, the CAFC in GPX VI based its
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612 United States’ appellee’s submission, para. 176 (referring to China’s appellant’s submission paras. 152-162).
613 United States’ appellee’s submission, para. 200.
614 Panel Report, para. 7.180. (fn omitted)
616 See section 4.2 of this Report.
617 Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr, Professor of Law, Harvard University (Panel Exhibit CHI-83), para. 53.
618 Legal Opinion of John C. Jeffries, Jr, Professor of Law, University of Virginia, in response to Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr (Panel Exhibit USA-115), para. 7. (citations omitted)
619 Supplemental Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr, Professor of Law, Harvard University (Panel Exhibit CHI-124), para. 10. (fn omitted)
620 Panel Report, para. 7.178. In GPX VI, the rehearing was not conducted by the CAFC en banc, as originally requested by the United States Government, but by the same three-judge panel that heard the GPX V case. (Panel Report, fn 290 to para. 7.178 (referring to China’s response to Panel question No. 68; China’s second written submission, para. 83; Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr, Professor of Law, Harvard University (Panel Exhibit CHI-83), paras. 13 and 50; United States’ response to Panel question No. 68; and United States’ oral statement at the second meeting with the Panel, para. 39))
621 Panel Report, para. 7.178 (referring to GPX VI, para. 1313).
decision on the new Section 1, given that the GPX V case was still pending on appeal at the time Section 1 entered into force.\textsuperscript{622} In GPX VI, the CAFC noted that the US Government and other interested parties had filed a petition for the rehearing of its decision in GPX V.

4.177. Except for several observations regarding certain formal aspects of the decision, the Panel's discussion regarding the content and import of the GPX VI decision is limited. In particular, the Panel considered that it need "not determine whether the CAFC in GPX VI relied on its decision in GPX V to establish the prior state of the law in the United States."\textsuperscript{623} The Panel appears to have reached that conclusion due to the fact that "[t]he legal expert opinions submitted by the parties come to different conclusions in this regard."\textsuperscript{624} In particular, the Panel indicated that, while China's expert opinion argues that the CAFC in GPX VI reasserted its holding in GPX V, the United States' expert opinion supports the exact opposite conclusion.\textsuperscript{625}

4.178. On appeal, the participants' submissions and their responses to our questioning at the oral hearing reflect their divergent positions before the Panel as to whether the GPX VI decision established the state of US countervailing duty law prior to the enactment of Section 1. China argues that in GPX VI the CAFC made clear that "the Tariff Act did not provide for the application of countervailing duties to imports from [NME] countries prior to the enactment of Section 1."\textsuperscript{626} While the United States does not question the finding of GPX VI, it counters that the CAFC's holding in GPX VI does not include its statement on the state of US countervailing duty law prior to Section 1, and thus the decision does not provide an authoritative statement in respect of that law. According to the United States, the CAFC's reference in GPX VI to its previous findings in GPX V merely serves as background and has no authoritative value under US law.\textsuperscript{627}

4.179. We recall that, due to its interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2, the Panel explicitly refrained from making findings in its Report regarding the scope of the holding of the GPX VI decision.\textsuperscript{628}

4.180. We note that, in the introductory section of GPX VI, the CAFC recalled that in GPX V it had "held that 'in amending and reenacting the trade laws in 1988 and 1994, the US Congress adopted the position that countervailing duty law does not apply to NME countries,' and thus, 'countervailing duties cannot be applied to goods from NME countries.'"\textsuperscript{629} We note that the location of this statement casts doubt on whether that statement by the CAFC in GPX VI is part of the holding of that decision. Whereas the CAFC also stated in GPX VI that, in enacting Section 1, "Congress clearly sought to overrule [the CAFC's] decision in GPX V"\textsuperscript{630}, the key feature of the holding in GPX VI concerned Section 2(a) of PL 112-99. It is thus not to the point of this dispute, which centres on the meaning of Section 1 of PL 112-99.\textsuperscript{631} Given that the main feature of the holding in GPX VI is related to Section 2 of PL 112-99, the import of this decision is limited for determining the state of the US countervailing duty law prior to the enactment of Section 1. While it is true that the CAFC issued a mandate and finalized GPX VI, and although the CAFC recorded in GPX VI what it held in GPX V, it is not disputed that the CAFC decision in GPX V regarding Section 1 was not finalized. Therefore, there are obvious limitations as to whether and to what extent the GPX VI decision can be relied upon to resolve the issue of whether Section 1 made the US countervailing duty law applicable to imports from NME countries, as China submits, or whether

\textsuperscript{622} Panel Report, para. 7.178 (referring to Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211 (1995) (Panel Exhibit USA-85), p. 226). The Panel observed that the GPX VI decision was based on the new Section 1 and concerns a countervailing duty proceeding initiated before 13 March 2012. (Ibid., para. 7.123)

\textsuperscript{623} Panel Report, fn 300 to para. 7.180.

\textsuperscript{624} Panel Report, fn 300 to para. 7.180 (referring to Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr, Professor of Law, Harvard University (Panel Exhibit CHI-83), paras. 57 and 58; and Legal Opinion of John C. Jeffries, Jr, Professor of Law, University of Virginia, in response to Legal Opinion of Richard H. Fallon, Jr (Panel Exhibit USA-115), para. 18).

\textsuperscript{625} Panel Report, fn 300 to para. 7.180.

\textsuperscript{626} China's appellant's submission, para. 161.

\textsuperscript{627} United States' response to questioning at the oral hearing.

\textsuperscript{628} Panel Report, fn 300 to para. 7.180.

\textsuperscript{629} GPX VI, p. 1310. (citation omitted)

\textsuperscript{630} GPX VI, p. 1311.

\textsuperscript{631} We note, in this regard, that the CAFC pronounced in GPX V that, by enacting Section 2(a) of PL 112-99, US Congress changed the law with respect to double counting. In the CAFC's view, "Congress clearly did not view this statutory change as reflecting a clarification of existing law, but rather as a change in the law." (GPX VI, p. 1311)
the USDOC was already required, as the United States argues, to impose countervailing duties on imports from any country prior to Section 1 whenever a countervailable subsidy could be identified.

4.181. In addition, China argues on appeal that, following the CAFC's decision in GPX VI, the issue of whether the GPX V decision was an authoritative statement of US law prior to the enactment of Section 1 was resolved by the CAFC in Guangdong Wireking Housewares & Hardware Co. Ltd. v. United States (Wireking), a decision issued on 18 March 2014.\(^{632}\) China acknowledges, however, that the Wireking decision was issued after the issuance of the Panel Report in this dispute, and therefore does not constitute part of the Panel record.\(^{633}\) The United States, in turn, maintains that we should reject China's attempt to introduce new evidence in the form of a "non-final" judicial opinion issued by the CAFC in Wireking, as it was issued after the issuance of the Panel Report.\(^{634}\) Given that the Wireking decision does not constitute part of the Panel record and was rendered after the issuance of the Panel Report, we see no basis to examine it now on appeal. This is in line with the scope of our jurisdiction and previous findings by the Appellate Body. We recall that "[w]e have no authority to consider new facts on appeal. The fact that the documents are 'available on the public record' does not excuse us from the limitations imposed by Article 17.6."\(^{635}\) Consequently, we do not take the Wireking decision into account in our analysis.

4.182. The main question in this dispute under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 is whether Section 1 of PL 112-99 changed the US countervailing duty law and thereby effected an advance in a rate of duty or imposed a new or more burdensome requirement within the meaning of that provision, or whether Section 1 merely clarified existing law and effected no such advance or imposition of a requirement. We recall that the relevant baseline of comparison in this case is Section 701(a) of the US Tariff Act, as interpreted by US courts and interpreted and applied by the USDOC.\(^{636}\) Our foregoing examination of the relevant elements of US countervailing duty law on the basis of the Panel record has highlighted that the text of the relevant legal instruments, the USDOC's practice and its consistency in interpreting and applying the US countervailing duty law with respect to imports from NME countries, the relevant judicial pronouncements of US courts, and the opinions of legal experts presented by the participants, are amenable to different readings. Our task has been made difficult because the Panel, as a consequence of its erroneous interpretation of the relevant baseline of comparison under Article X:2, and its consequential focus on the USDOC's practice after 2006, did not adequately examine all relevant elements of US countervailing duty law that would have assisted us in arriving at a conclusion on the basis of the correct interpretation of Article X:2. The Panel failed properly to analyse, and did not address in its findings, the nature of pre-2006 USDOC practice and its consistency with post-2006 practice and the relevant judicial pronouncements on the applicability of US countervailing duty law to NME countries.

4.183. For these reasons, we are unable to complete the analysis and arrive at a conclusion as to whether Section 1 of PL 112-99 effected an "advance" in a rate of duty or imposed a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports within the meaning of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

\(^{632}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 160. China asserts that, in Wireking, the CAFC rejected the proposition that its decision in GPX V was not an authoritative statement of US law prior to the enactment of Section 1. (Ibid.)

\(^{633}\) China's appellant's submission, para. 162. China considers it appropriate to advise how this issue has since been resolved by the CAFC, because the Wireking decision is publically available, and the Panel explicitly referred to the ongoing Wireking litigation as a reason for not resolving whether the decision in GPX V was an authoritative statement of the law. (Ibid. (referring to Panel Report, fn 303 to para. 7.187))

\(^{634}\) United States' appellee's submission, para. 192. (fn omitted)


\(^{636}\) See supra, para. 4.126.
5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1. For the reasons set out in this Report, the Appellate Body:

a. upholds the Panel’s finding, in paragraph 4.2 of the Panel’s Preliminary Ruling and paragraph 7.4 of the Panel Report, that claims under Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement were identified in Part D of China’s panel request consistently with the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU and were thus within the Panel’s terms of reference;

b. reverses the Panel’s interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, in paragraph 7.155 of the Panel Report, in respect of the baseline of comparison for measures of general application “effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice”, and in paragraph 7.203 of the Panel Report, in respect of measures of general application “imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports”;

c. reverses the Panel’s application of its interpretation of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 to the measure at issue and, in particular, the Panel’s findings, in paragraph 7.191 of the Panel Report, that “China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision ‘effecting an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice’, and in paragraph 7.208 of the Panel Report, that “China has not established that Section 1 [of PL 112-99] is a provision ‘imposing a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports’”;

d. reverses the Panel’s findings, in paragraphs 7.209, 7.210.c, 7.211, and 8.1.b.ii of the Panel Report, that the United States has not acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, as Section 1 of PL 112-99 does not “effect[] an advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice, or impose a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports”; and accordingly

e. declares moot and of no legal effect the Panel’s findings:

i. in paragraphs 7.185 and 7.186 of the Panel Report, that the USDOC’s practice of applying countervailing duties to China as an NME country between 2006 and 2012 was presumptively lawful under US law, as the USDOC’s interpretation of US countervailing duty law governed in the absence of a binding judicial determination indicating otherwise; and

ii. in paragraph 7.159 of the Panel Report, that it is potentially relevant, and at a minimum not inappropriate, to address the issue of whether the USDOC’s practice prior to enactment of Section 1 of PL 112-99 was lawful under US municipal law for purposes of an analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994; and accordingly

f. having reversed the Panel’s findings regarding its interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, and having declared moot and of no legal effect the Panel’s findings regarding the lawfulness of the USDOC’s practice in the context of the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, does not consider it necessary to examine further China’s claim under Article 11 of the DSU; and

g. is unable to complete the analysis under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 and determine whether Section 1 of PL 112-99 effected an “advance” in a rate of duty or imposed a “new or more burdensome” requirement or restriction on imports within the meaning of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.

5.2. The Appellate Body recommends that the Dispute Settlement Body request the United States to bring the investigations and reviews identified in this Report, and in the Panel Report as modified by this Report, to be inconsistent with its obligations under the SCM Agreement into conformity with that Agreement.
Signed in the original in Geneva this 20th day of June 2014 by:
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UNITED STATES – COUNTERVAILING AND ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS FROM CHINA

NOTIFICATION OF AN APPEAL BY CHINA
UNDER ARTICLE 16.4 AND ARTICLE 17 OF THE UNDERSTANDING ON RULES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES (DSU), AND UNDER RULE 20(1) OF THE WORKING PROCEDURES FOR APPELLATE REVIEW

The following notification, dated 8 April 2014, from the Delegation of the People’s Republic of China, is being circulated to Members.


2. Pursuant to Rules 20(1) and 21(1) of the Working Procedures, China files this Notice of Appeal together with its Appellant’s Submission with the Appellate Body Secretariat.

3. Pursuant to Rule 20(2)(d)(iii) of the Working Procedures, this Notice of Appeal provides an indicative list of the paragraphs of the Panel Report containing the alleged errors of law and legal interpretation by the Panel in its report, without prejudice to China’s ability to rely on other paragraphs of the Panel Report in its appeal.

4. China seeks review by the Appellate Body of the following errors of law and legal interpretation by the Panel in its Report, and requests the following findings by the Appellate Body.

I. Review of the Panel's Findings under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994

5. The Panel erred in its interpretation and application of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994, in so far as the Panel found that United States Public Law 112-99 (P.L. 112-99) is consistent with Article X:2 because it does not effect an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" or impose "a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports" within the meaning of that provision.¹ In particular, the Panel erred because:

• it failed to interpret Article X:2 properly in finding that this provision requires a comparison between the rates, requirements, and restrictions effected by the measure at issue, on the one hand, and the rates, requirements, and restrictions previously applicable "under an established and uniform practice", on the other;²

• it failed to interpret Article X:2 properly in finding that this provision requires a comparison between the rates, requirements, and restrictions effected by the measure at issue in relation to the rates, requirements, and restrictions that existed under any baseline of comparison prior to the measure's enactment, rather than prior to its enforcement;³

• it incorrectly applied Article X:2 to the facts of this dispute in finding that Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 did not effect an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports" or impose a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports within the meaning of that provision⁴; and

• if the Appellate Body were to consider that the Panel made any factual findings with respect to the rates, requirements, or restrictions applicable under U.S. municipal law prior to the enforcement or enactment of Section 1 of P.L. 112-99, the Appellate Body would need to reverse any such findings on the grounds that the Panel applied an incorrect standard of review, and failed to make an objective assessment of the matter before it, including an objective assessment of the facts, as required by Article 11 of the DSU.⁵

6. For these reasons, China requests that the Appellate Body reverse the Panel's finding that Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 requires a comparison between the rates, requirements, and restrictions effected by Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 and the rates, requirements, or restrictions that were applicable "under an established and uniform practice" prior to the measure's enactment.⁶

7. China requests that the Appellate Body reverse the Panel's findings that Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 did not effect an "advance in a rate of duty" or impose a "new or more burdensome" requirement or restriction on imports under Article X:2 of the GATT 1994.⁷

8. Accordingly, China requests that the Appellate Body reverse the Panel's ultimate finding in paragraph 8.1(b)(ii) of the Panel Report that the United States did not act inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 because Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 did not effect an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" or impose "a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports" within the meaning of that provision.

9. China requests that the Appellate Body complete the legal analysis to find, instead, that Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 effected an "advance in a rate of duty or other charge on imports under an established and uniform practice" and imposed "a new or more burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports" within the meaning of Article X:2 of the GATT 1994. Consequently, the Appellate Body should also find that the United States acted inconsistently with Article X:2 of the GATT 1994 in enforcing Section 1 of P.L. 112-99 prior to its official publication.

---

³ Panel Report, paras. 7.168, 7.171.
⁴ Panel Report, paras. 7.165-7.191 and 7.204-7.208.
⁵ Panel Report, paras. 7.158-7.186.
UNITED STATES – COUNTERVAILING AND ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS FROM CHINA

NOTIFICATION OF ANOTHER APPEAL BY THE UNITED STATES UNDER ARTICLE 16.4 AND ARTICLE 17 OF THE UNDERSTANDING ON RULES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES (DSU), AND UNDER RULE 23(1) OF THE WORKING PROCEDURES FOR APPELLATE REVIEW

The following notification, dated 17 April 2014, from the Delegation of the United States, is being circulated to Members.

Pursuant to Article 16 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes ("DSU") and Rule 23 of the Working Procedures for Appellate Review, the United States hereby notifies its decision to appeal to the Appellate Body certain issues of law covered in the Report of the Panel on United States – Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Products from China (WT/DS449/R) and certain legal interpretations developed by the Panel in this dispute.

In particular, the United States seeks review by the Appellate Body of the Panel's legal conclusion that Section D of China's Panel Request was not inconsistent with Article 6.2 of the DSU¹ because it provided a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly.² This finding is in error and is based on erroneous findings on issues of law and related legal interpretations, including, for example: the Panel's conclusion that a reference to Article 19 of the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures ("SCM Agreement") in China's panel request "warrant[ed] the inference" that the specific obligation at issue was Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement;³ that a panel request may satisfy the requirements of DSU Article 6.2 if it permits "sufficiently clear inferences" as to the obligations at issue;⁴ that multiple, distinct legal obligations under an article of a covered agreement may be interpreted to determine whether a particular obligation forms part of the legal basis of the complaint;⁵ that a panel request's reference to an external source may inform whether the panel request provides a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to present the problem clearly;⁶ and that subsequent statements may cure a deficient panel request.⁷ The United States respectfully requests the Appellate Body to reverse the Panel's findings and conclude that Section D of China's Panel Request was not consistent with DSU Article 6.2. As a consequence, the United States

¹ See Panel Report, para. 8.1(a).
² See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, para. 3.52.
³ See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, para. 4.1.
⁴ See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, para. 3.32.
⁵ See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, paras. 3.39-3.40.
⁶ See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, paras. 3.42-3.43.
⁷ See Preliminary Ruling by the Panel, WT/DS449/4, paras. 3.1-3.15.
further requests that the Panel's findings of inconsistency with respect to Articles 10, 19.3, and 32.1 of the SCM Agreement also be reversed as these claims are outside the terms of reference of this dispute.\footnote{See Panel Report, paras 7.298-7.396, 8.1(c).}
1. BACKGROUND

1.1 On Tuesday, 8 April 2014, China notified the Dispute Settlement Body and filed a Notice of Appeal with the Appellate Body Secretariat with respect to the Panel Report in United States – Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Products from China (WT/DS449/R).

1.2 By letter of 11 April 2014, the United States requested the Division in this appeal to extend the time-limits for filing relevant documents pursuant to Rule 16(2) of the Working Procedures for Appellate Review (Working Procedures).

1.3 By letter of 12 April 2014, the Presiding Member of the Division, Mr. Ujal Singh Bhatia, invited the participants and third participants to provide their comments on the United States' request by 10 a.m. on 14 April 2014. China, Canada, the European Union, and Japan submitted comments within the deadline.

1.4 In its request, the United States observed that in the dispute China – Measures related to the Exportations of Rare Earths, Tungsten, and Molybdenum (DS431), China requested that the Division hearing that appeal extend "the deadlines for filing of relevant documents" pursuant to Rule 16(2) of the Working Procedures. To the extent that the Appellate Body were to grant such a request, the United States requested that the Division in this appeal grant an equivalent extension of time for the United States' Notice of Other Appeal and other appellant's submission.

1.5 The United States argues that to adhere to the time-period set out in the Working Procedures for filing those documents in this appeal "would result in a manifest unfairness" to the United States, constituting "exceptional circumstances" within the meaning of Rule 16(2). The United States recalls that the Appellate Body has exceptionally treated all documents relating to both appeals as having been filed "simultaneously" and contends that it would result in manifest unfairness to require the United States to file its other appeal in DS449 while permitting more time for China to file its other appeal in DS431, as if those appeals had not commenced "simultaneously". Moreover, according to the United States to permit more time for China to file its other appeal in DS431 than the United States would have to file its other appeal in DS449 would penalize the United States for having withdrawn its Notice of Appeal filed on 4 April 2014 in DS431, and for its willingness to cooperate and agree on an appropriate time for the filing of both appeals. The United States also refers to Rule 16(1), which provides that "[i]n the interests of fairness and orderly procedure in the conduct of an appeal, where a procedural question arises that is not covered by these Rules, a division may adopt an appropriate procedure for the purposes of that appeal only, provided that it is not inconsistent with the DSU, the other covered agreements and these Rules.”

1.6 China notes that requests for time-limit extensions have been filed occasionally in dispute procedures due to specific situations, and that normally parties did not object to the granting of short extensions to each other. While China does not perceive any linkage between this appeal and
the appeal in China – Measures related to the Exportations of Rare Earths, Tungsten, and Molybdenum (DS431) in the manner implied by the United States in its letter of 11 April 2014, China does not object to the Division in this appeal granting the United States the same extension for the filing of its Notice of Appeal and other appellant’s submission as it would be granted to China in DS431. Even if it does not object to the extension request, China does not believe that there should be any linkage between the Working Schedule for the present appeal and the Working Schedule for the appeal in DS431. China considers that these are two different appeals involving different issues with different levels of complexity and that each appeal should proceed according to its own timetable based on the nature of each appeal.

1.7 Canada argues that, in the "exceptional circumstances" of two appeals simultaneously filed well in advance of the deadline, the Appellate Body has the discretion and the responsibility to determine working schedules that best preserve its capacity to deliver high-quality outcomes. Canada notes that the Panel Report in this dispute was circulated on 27 March 2014, but that the parties to the appeal have had the Panel Report much earlier than the third parties. Canada thus requests that any departure from the normal working schedule take into account the requirement that third participants be provided a meaningful opportunity to comment. Japan agrees with the United States that, since the appeals in DS431 and DS449 were considered to be filed "simultaneously", and since the Appellate Body decided to accept China's request for the extension to the deadlines in DS431, in the interests of fairness and orderly conduct of the appellate proceedings, the United States' request for the extension in DS449 should be similarly granted. The European Union considers for similar reasons that, with respect to scheduling, the appeal in DS449 should be dealt with in a similar manner to the appeal in DS431.

2. THE UNITED STATES' REQUEST TO EXTEND TIME-LIMITS FOR FILING DOCUMENTS

2.1 Rule 16 of the Working Procedures provides as follows:

(1) In the interests of fairness and orderly procedure in the conduct of an appeal, where a procedural question arises that is not covered by these Rules, a division may adopt an appropriate procedure for the purposes of that appeal only, provided that it is not inconsistent with the DSU, the other covered agreements and these Rules. Where such a procedure is adopted, the division shall immediately notify the parties to the dispute, participants, third parties and third participants as well as the other Members of the Appellate Body.

(2) In exceptional circumstances, where strict adherence to a time-period set out in these Rules would result in a manifest unfairness, a party to the dispute, a participant, a third party or a third participant may request that a division modify a time-period set out in these Rules for the filing of documents or the date set out in the working schedule for the oral hearing. Where such a request is granted by a division, any modification of time shall be notified to the parties to the dispute, participants, third parties and third participants in a revised working schedule.

2.2 In considering the United States' request, we find it useful to begin by observing that, while a party to the dispute has the right to initiate an appeal at any time during the 60-day period stipulated in Article 16.4 of the DSU, in practice, in most disputes, Members have appealed panel reports towards the end of this 60-day period. Presumably they do so in order to maximize the time that they have to consider the panel report, to decide whether to appeal it, and to prepare their appeal. We also observe that, in most cases, one of the parties to the dispute places the adoption of a panel report on the agenda of a DSB meeting that falls within the 60-day period under Article 16.4 of the DSU, and that the date of such DSB meeting thus becomes a de facto deadline by which any other party must appeal the panel report. We also note that Article 16.1 of the DSU provides that the panel report shall not be considered for adoption by the DSB until 20 days after the date it has been circulated to Members.

2.3 In this dispute, the Panel circulated its Report on 27 March 2014. The first regular DSB meeting scheduled after the circulation of the Panel Report will occur on 25 April 2014. Neither of the parties to this dispute placed the adoption of the Panel Report on the agenda of that DSB meeting and, in any event, China initiated its appeal before the date on which the agenda closed for the 25 April meeting. China launched an appeal of the Panel Report 12 days after its circulation, seemingly with the intention of having the appeal in this dispute heard by the
2.4 In the particular circumstances of this case, we consider that the early and unexpected initiation of an appeal by China may adversely affect the ability of the United States as the respondent to exercise its right to appeal in a meaningful and effective way. This may be particularly so to the extent that this appeal coincided with the simultaneous filing of the United States' appeal in DS431 and considering the timing of the appeal. The circumstances in which two appeals involving two of the same parties are filed simultaneously are highly unusual. The simultaneous filing of the two appeals led the Appellate Body to take necessary actions under Rule 16(1) of the Working Procedures to ensure fairness and orderly procedure in the conduct of appeals. Notwithstanding these unusual circumstances, the initiation of the appeal by China triggered the five-day deadline under Rule 23(1) and (3) of the Working Procedures for the United States to file a Notice of Other Appeal and an other appellant's submission. Accordingly, in order to participate in China's appeal as an other appellant, the United States must, pursuant to Rule 23(1) of the Working Procedures, file its other appeal 18 days after the circulation of the Panel Report. We note that this is a period even shorter than the minimum period of time provided for under Article 16.1 of the DSU before a circulated panel report can be considered for adoption by the DSB.

2.5 We further take into account that the dispute at hand involves complex and systemic issues of WTO law, and that additional procedural issues stemming from the exceptional situation of a simultaneous filing of two appeals had to be resolved at the beginning of this appeal. The deadline set out in Rule 23(1) and (3) for the filing of a Notice of Other Appeal and an other appellant's submission falls on a date only two and a half weeks after circulation of the Panel Report. Given all of the circumstances described above, this may be too short for the United States to effectively exercise its rights under the DSU while participating in China's appeal as an other appellant. Accordingly, we consider that strict adherence to the time-period set out in Rule 23(1) and (3) would result in a manifest unfairness in the particular circumstances of the case at hand.

2.6 With respect to third party rights, it is important to note that the third parties obtained access to the final Report of the Panel only after that Report was circulated to the Membership in all three official languages, that is, on 27 March 2014. In contrast, the Panel Report was issued to the parties several months earlier, once it was completed and sent to translation. China's initiation of its appeal also triggers the deadline under Rule 24(1) of the Working Procedures for third participants to file written submissions within 21 days. Within that period, third parties must review all the appellants', other appellants', and appellees' submissions and prepare their own submissions in response to the Panel Report and these other submissions. We consider, therefore, that in the specific circumstances of this case, including the early initiation of the appeal by China, this 21-day period may be insufficient to allow the third parties a meaningful opportunity to comment and sufficient time to finalize their submissions.

2.7 Finally, we take note of our duty, consistent with Rule 16(1) of the Working Procedures, to ensure fairness and orderly procedure in the conduct of appeals. As we have already stated, this consideration, among others, contributed to the Appellate Body's decision of 10 April 2014 resolving certain procedural issues raised by the simultaneous filing of this appeal and the appeal in China – Measures Related to the Exportations of Rare Earths, Tungsten, and Molybdenum (DS431), as well as to the Procedural Ruling pursuant to Rule 16 of the Working Procedures issued on 13 April 2014 by the Division hearing the appeal in DS431. We consider that it would also be consistent with the approaches taken in both of those decisions to grant the request for an extension that is made by the United States in this dispute, and to which China and the third parties that submitted comments do not object.

2.8 In the light of the above considerations, we have decided to extend the time-period for the United States to file its Notice of Other Appeal and other appellant's submission to Thursday,
17 April 2014. As a consequence of this decision, and in order to preserve the sequence of and periods between the other deadlines prescribed under the Working Procedures, it is also necessary to modify the dates for the filings of other submissions set out in the Working Schedule. We take note that the Working Procedures provide for all appellees' submissions to be submitted by the same deadline, and consider, in the circumstances of this case, that such deadline should be extended for all appellees irrespective of whether they are responding to the appeal or to the other appeal. We therefore also extend the time-period for the filing of appellees' submissions to Thursday, 1 May 2014, and we extend the time-period for third participants in this dispute to file their submissions to Monday, 5 May 2014.

2.9 At this juncture, we would like to emphasize that our decision to extend the relevant filing deadlines of the above documents has been made in the special context of the particular circumstances surrounding this dispute. The Appellate Body may provide additional reasons for this decision at a later point in time in its eventual report.

### Modified Dates for the Submission of Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Other Appeal</td>
<td>Rules 16 and 23(1)</td>
<td>Thursday, 17 April 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other appellant's submission</td>
<td>Rules 16 and 23(3)</td>
<td>Thursday, 17 April 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appellees' submissions</td>
<td>Rules 16, 22 and 23(4)</td>
<td>Thursday, 1 May 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third participants' submissions</td>
<td>Rules 16 and 24(1)</td>
<td>Monday, 5 May 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third participants' notifications</td>
<td>Rules 16 and 24(2)</td>
<td>Monday, 5 May 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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